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Patriots Fight Back And

Police Officers Rally
Against New World Order
(Editor's note: In the process of presenting The Truth to our many readers,
we are invariably accused, open enough,
of merely dishing out doses of scary doom
& gloom. Well, Truth is Truth, and we
would not change one word of it merely to
allow such breathtakingly naive critics to
remain comfortable in their ignorance or
apathy.
Meanwhile, real Patriots are working
hard and quietly and courageously, usually behind the scenes, to begin to turn
around the mess this once great country
is now in. In that vein, the following
writing is a bright ray of hope describing
two strong examples of just what can be
done to begin to take back our country
from the treasonous crooks in highplaces.
Thefirst part of CommanderHatonn's
writing concerns a n unbelievably active
individual Patriot and his war on the

carnivorous IRS. And that, in turn,acts as working unceasingly-continue-and
are
prelude or *warmup" to outlaying the making inroads. Let me share an article
power-1 movement of Law Enforcement which is being published regarding Eric
professionals banding together to stop-- Lighter's work. We have given you a lot
dead in its tracks-the Satanic march of from this person and contact remains
close and most cordial. He is noted as
the New World Order.
Regular readers of THE PHOENIX being quite an egotist by ones who know
LIBERATOR will see much, much confir- him-but I wonder if often times this
mation of our material in this Position reaction comes from a twinge of envy as
Paper by these courageous Law Enforce- well as the seeming incapability of ones
ment professionals-but then, one more to keep quiet about their own position.
time: The Truth is The Truth! May this Would it not be wondrous if all could
inspire others to similar thoughtful and simply "serveu and thereby gain the atlawfir1Patriotic action. Yes, itbe done: tention and recognition in proper appreone nation, under God
Constitution.r) ciation? Nonetheless, the article presented herein is a briefing of pages of
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document and I thank the TheAmerican's
Bulletin.
IS ANYTHING HAPPENING--GOOD?
I want to share this with you in preface to material I will give you regarding
Oh yes indeed! Ones who have been "law enforcers' " participation in an effort to regain law and stop the New World
Order. Ah, you didn't know, did you?
There are far more on "your siden than
you can imagine for, of course, the se0
crets are kept to keep you blinded. There
is a great movement by the U.S. police
forces called a n "actionn and it is labelled ' Operation Vampire Killer 200P.
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"Behold,Ibring you good tidings of great
joy, which shall be to allpeople. For unto
you is born this day in the city of David, a
Savior, which i s Christ the Lordn.

SOUNDS GOOD?
Yes indeed, these familiar words ring
out each year at the celebration of the
Christmas Season. You should have had
yourwarnings, Christians, when, to shorten
the troublesome job of writing cards, etc.,
back in the 1940s, there started the abbreviation recognized as "X-mas". Am I going
to blast the "Nativity"? No-I just want to
note (and perhaps we can reprint this for
you later this day or week) comes a front
page article from U.S. News and World
Report under SCIENCE & SOCIETY: THE
FIRST NOEL. "Yet as familiar and enchanting as it is, the Christmas story-like
much of the Bible itself-has come under
intense scrutiny in recent years.. ..... New
Testament scholars have debated whether
the Nativity stories should be understood
as history, religious legend, theological
proclamation or perhaps a combination of
all three.. ..While many have come to reject
the historical veracity of..." Then, too, you
must note the cover picture wherein the
hours-old child is fondling a sheep and the
"mother" is worshipping the child. Truth
remains that the mother of any newborn
child which is anticipated with love and
joy-is in "awe"of the miracle at handbut is NOT generally "worshipful" of the
tiny bundle of necessary attention and
care. I would guess that a first-time birthafter a long ride atop a beast, in a hay-bin
without more than help from a strangerthe mother would be more exhausted than
looking heavenly and angelic worshipping
on her knees at the half-grown infant's
feet! Neither will you EVER find an
infant acting like a three year old when
only hours of age. These are stories which
sound good, art which looks good but are
the projections of love and acceptance of "a
miracle perceivedn-not absolute presentation. Does this make the "idea" of a
beloved and wondrous happening lessvalid
or wonderful? No, it recognizes the intent
of the magnificence of the happening itself-and yet, the MIRACLE is present a t
the birthing of EVERY babe-beast, particle cell, or human child. The MIRACLE is
in the life breath itself-the "livingin physi-

cal presentation" is the offering of that life
to the growth of the species and in the
"living" of that life experience.
The point is that the "had" press is
getting you more and more conditioned to
do, finally, away with all traditional Christian "religion". Remember here that you
are, in America, under law of the Noahidic
religious doctrines of the JEWS! Remember the "Public Law" of which we continually speak? Better check it out.
This wondrous teacher came of flesh to
offer you TRUTH of the LAWS of GOD
within balanced CREATION from whence
ALL springs eternal. He showed the way
and taught the laws which would bring you
"tickets" home again unto that family of
God in presencejust as have come other
teachers of that same Truth-and now,
come again in a last-ditch effort to draw
you into reason, logic and realization of
your glory and your infinite power and
reality. If WE but touch ONE--we have
done our work well-for after all, THERE IS
BUT ONE! Whatever ye be or claim to beMerry Christmas--for it is a time of remembering and KNOW that your relationship with GOD THE FATHER is as
pure and simple as the babe birthed in new
life. THAT FACT cannot be smothered by
any doctrine-no miracle greater and NO
LOVE SURPASSES THAT MOMENT OF
TRUTH.
FOR W D SO LOVED THIS WORLDTWAT HE WAS COME AGAIN--TO BRING
YOU HOME!!
NOTE CHANGES WHICH MIGHT
BRING CONFIRMATIONS OF A
NATIONAL GOVERNMENT IN
TROUBLE
You may not recognize the signs of
trouble in "River City"-but they are there,
little ones. They most surely are there!
HOUSE BANKING [AND LAUNDRY]
Today there is announcement that "..it
appears there may, after all, have been
ILLEGAL banking through that house banking system ...." I guess sol Where do you
think 127 Congressmen could cash and
gain control of the bribe payoffs to them?
You certainly can't take a $2 million draft
to your local constituent's branch bank of
Independent Bank of Anywhere, can you?
Indeed there are things coming out which
will give you Clues that something is afoot.

AURORA
Since the myriads of reports of the
secret (but public)flights of the Aurora-by
the space industry itself have come to
attention, it seems quite foolish on the part
of the CIA and Intelligence community and
the Air Force to deny its presence. However, TODAY they have done just that:
"There is no such craft; we nor anyone on
the planet have any such craft that can fly
at anywhere near the Mach 7 or 8 as
touted. There is NO SUCH CRAFT; we are
working on no such craft, and the SR-71
(retired)remains the fastestcraft available.
The Air Force unequivocally denies existence of such a craft as does the Intelligence
service." They said it-not me-and right
on good old CNN!
FROM SOUTH AFRICA-YESTERDAY
A call from South Africa reported on an
article just released regarding the "U.S.
Presidency":
"Fairlyorunfairly,for those whofear
that Clinton'sdecidedly 'newdemocmt'pitch
wmjust anelectionploy-his wife is exhibit
A.
"While chairing the Paris State Legal
Services Corp under Carter, she oversaw
suits to obtain federally funded sex
change opetvrtions for the poor and
restorre thme quarters of Maine to an
Indian tribe. Under her tutelage in the
late 'SOs, the pmgmssiue New Wor2d
Foundation gave p n t s to orgctnizations like Randall Robinson's
~ ~ a n d a f m n t f o r E Z S a ~
M a t x i s t FddlILN Rebel Onnrp.''
Note that Mrs. Clinton is getting many
females and token Blacks into the higher
places of status-but not Mr. Clinton's
TOP ADVISORY CATEGORIES WHICH
MAKE THE RULES! She has very definitely
reserved THAT placement for self.

THE "COSMOS, ET AL."
I am not going to discuss details about
this ongoing situation. I cannot jeopardize
my people or the project by loose speaking.
Suffice it to say that things ARE happening
and if you pay attention you will see what
many of them ARE!
You can see that a lot of things planned
by the Elite criminals were unable to take
place as originally planned--one being the
shut-down of banks and exchange of currency. Further, to accomplish the "plans"
as outlined will require gross physical action by troop force and would require "UN"
troops at that because your major military
leaders are not now in favor of doing what
the already indicted President (Bush) demands. But, chelas, this all DOES NOT
mean they won't TRY something horrendous. However, the fact that the
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stock market is only holding" and not
pushing to either 3500 OR droppedoutmeans a lot more than normal working
order.

Law and Constitutional Law to$articipate.
There are more willing beings than might
be expected for as the courts fall as now
projected in almost total corruption and
Judges are required to give up all affiliation
with the Bar Associations under the "missRIOTS
ing" 13th Amendment-you will see a
Note that there was an attempt to start massive sweep of criminals into their "just"
new riots in Los Angeles this past week- rewards!
but it didn't work! These are such imporINDUSTRY MOVEMENT
tant clues that I cannot urge you strongly
enough to pay utmost attention and do not
Does this "Cosmos" stuff have anylull yourselves back into sleep. If, also, you
happen to be monitoring this paper and thing to do with the exodus of major indusphone line to get your own guidelines (asin tries and corrupt businesses moving outadversary) I suggest you hurriedly get your side the U.S.? My goodness, YES! The
act and your business in order 'lawfully" bastard players who came from afar must
or YOU ARE GOING TO FALL! YOU WHO now seek safety afar. This bodes badly for
HAVE TAKEN THE BRIBES AND UNLAW- other nations EXCEPT THAT, as the culFULLY HARMED, DAMAGED AND/OR prits are brought to the bench of justiceGLEANED THROUGH UNLAWFUL it will grab up a lot of insipid beings who
MEANS--WILL BE BROUGHT TO TASK simply "ran off'. Nation by nation the
ABOUT IT FOR ALL PERPETRATORS ARE "fix" must be made and it truly will remain
NOTED AND HAVE BEEN UNDER CLOSE to be seen as to how many will actually
SURVEILLANCE-IN ADDITION, THE WANT the change. UNDERSTAND THAT
ELITE WILL THRUST THE "BLAME" OFF GOD IS RECLAIMING THAT WHICH IS
HISAND IT WILL BEGIN RIGHT IN THE
ON AS MANY OF YOU AS POSSIBLE.
ONE MAJORTHING IN POINTTO NOTE GOOD OLD U.S.A. AS EXPECTED.
IS THAT MAJOR BANK MERGERS AND
EARTH CHANGES
GOBBLE-UPS HAVE NOW BEEN
BLOCKED BY LIENS ON THOSE INSTITUNothing is OFF as to Earth changes.
TIONS. IF, IN FACT, THERE COMESTO BE
SUCH HAPPENINGS, THE ENTIRE SYS- Too much damage has been done to avert
TEM WILL BE RESTRUCTURED A S THE all natural activities and changes. You
must also know that it is the time of great
"FREEDOM PLAN" UNFOLDS.
You-the-people are being given, through changes which are already into motion and
Divine integration, a chance to turn your "willnotbe stopped". Thesethingsyou must
nation back into a place of freedom and understand-and prepare for contingencies.
again be the 'lamp" unto the world. If you You can make it just fine IF you attend that
do not seize the moment and the opportu- which is 'right" and recognize duties and
nity-it will indeed be long before again direction in return unto your Lighted Path.
comes possibility of freedom on your globe. You have an opportunity to experience the
Will you do it? My prayer is that you will see most glorious time of goodness beginning on
your planet than ever in history of same. I
and act.
There will be more information on the petition you to consider your own directions
week-end and as prior to this the output very carefully for if your direction continues
from here will basically only be in the form in selfish greed unto physical luxury at the
of tapes as regularly offered viaTHE WORD. expense and pain of another-I would guess
We will eventually make the LlBERATOR you won't make it very far for as man sees his
THE voice of freedom, instructions, up- glory through the coming again into
dates and thus and so. At present, things Godness-he shall no longer tolerate the evil
will go in silence for the major part so that transgressions of the adversarial liars and
no plans are divulged which allow escape cheats. That is, until you all get put back to
sleep again. The promise is perfect and the
for the vipers.
The intent is to also make the Constitu- potential great-we shall see that which you
tional Law Center the focus for legal in- do.
Thiswilltakeworkand participationalong
structions and actions as the recovery
takes place. Our legal "Dean" is today in with demand for faithful action and standing
Washington and will meet with 'legal forth. Blessed are all ofyou precious brothers
heads" to make contacts in order to rapidly who have worked and waited, struggled and
set up a massive network of legal helpers. petitioned for God's help for you will have
You must understand that as the Consti- opened the door and allowed us within. I
tution is brought into action and the Bar salute you for the pioneers pay the most
Association is demolished-"lawyers" are horrendous price.
going to learn to practice *servicenunto
the people and there will most certainly be ffl!"IvOXD AND THE LJBERATOR
plenty of work for all good, clean attorney-hu
t, they will have to learn Common
I must remind you tht-between Christ-
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mas and New Year's there will be NO LlBERATOR. The press which prints the paper
will be closed. Also, during this coming
week both Jack and Diane as well as Kathy
and Davewill be away. They are spending their "holiday" time at work. Both are
going to meet with ones about Domed
construction and with our beloved brother
who is perfecting (with me) the product of
which we have been lately
which
- speaking
will integrate the healing
which
can perfect cell restructuring according to
their specific blueprints. o u r hope is that
we will be able to begin to make this
available to you soon after the new year.
We know already that we can make it
available to you at a much lower expense
than is currently being costed to you even
through our own facilitiesfor the Life Crystals-and, it will have more abundant life
form.
I would hope, also, that we can begin to
give inexpensive capability of giving you
access to the membranes which can be
utilized by you in culturing your own healing "tea" gifted by our own Pleiades brothers to the ones of high Tibet thousands of
years past. This, with the return of the
'chondriana" in its full re-creation for
you-will give possibility of healing of your
planet's people and, as well, added to animal food can give excellent health, naturally, to your domestic food-producing animals. You will be able to phase out a lot of
meat products without losing the "taste"
as we will be able to phase in duplicateflavored vegetable substances and yet still
retain the milk, eggs and abundance of
your dairy products.
At any rate, I just want you to know that
our blessed children here are taking their
time (and families) to attend these conferences to move on with this availability as
quickly as possible. There will be a phaseout-phase-in period so that I don't think
you are going to be wasting anything product-wise. All must be done correctly, however, to meet the needs and requirements.
After the first of the year it would be hoped
that FDA and IRS and other absurd practitioners of evil upon the citizen will be
diminished. Until such time, however, all
must meet regulations.
What this really means is that the tapes
from this week-end's conference with the
'Cosmos" group will not be available until
about the 28th of December. Diane and
Jack will be back on the 24th and will
immediately duplicate the tapes but the
postal service will be closed. This means
that mailing will be immediate but allow a
couple of days for delivery, please.
DHARMA AND E.J.
I know that they speak in behalf of
everyone here a t this location and Dharma
wishes to especially thank you people for
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your support and wonderful gifts of cards,
letters and love which have poured in upon
them. It has seemed a long and lonely (at
times) working vigil-but the rewards are
so great that there is loss of ability to
express adequately and I seem to allow her
no time for individual writings. Please all
of you know and understand that these
people here feel no different in service than
do you-right down to hoping to "find my
purpose and job!" Each, including you
who accept the Word, are each as valued
and valuable as any who put it to printthe service is ONLY DIFFERENT! Each

THIS IS HOW ONENESS COMES TO BE!

Blessingsare trulyabundant uponyou all
who see this way and set aside dogmas in
order to observe, if nothing more, the possibilities unfolding. God understands your
inability to have KNOWN but do not press
your "luck", chelas, as HE frowns greatly
upon REFUSAL to look and hear and THEN
makedecisionsin knowledge. Confirmations
of our Truth as Heavenly Hosts with God are
increasingly being shown unto you and our
greatest prayer is to be able to welcome YOU
ALL aboard! The Light of God shines roundabout you in this unfolding of Truth upon
task may be "more important* at a your place-even as the adversary seems to
given "timen or point of productionhave taken your very life-expression. Rebut still it cannot be "greaternfor each member-GOD WINS!
must be done and experienced in order
Salu,
that the uwhole" can come to passHatonn to clear.

CC
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HARD QUESTIONS TO INDIVIDUALS
My scribe is BURIED in piles upon piles
of "stuff. Our hearts are filled with love
and support and appreciation-howeveryou who continue to ask personal questions about your own directions, purposes,
service and where you should be-PLEASE,
PLEASE--STOP ASKING DHARMA!
We are flooded with hundreds upon
hundreds of "applicationsnand some simply "come" to this valley. I realize that you
do not consciously expect to be housed
and/or tended by workers here-BUT BY
THE MERE SENDING YOUR REQUEST
THROUGH DHARMA-PLACESABURDEN
OF GREAT MAGNITUDE ON THEIR HUM A N SHOULDER-FORYOU
ARE ACTUALLY APPLYING TO THEM FOR YOUR DIRECTION.
Up to now I have allowed this to continue but, this day, with approximately 8
FEET of paperwork to attend, I think that
you can see there will be no time for writing
and-IN THIS PLACEMENT-THE WRITING IS THE PURPOSE!
There is no way to yet afford a "personneln division and a t this time THERE ARE
NO PROJECTS!
This response is in no way a "denialnit is simply that guidance will have to come
directly-NOT THROUGH MY SCRIBE.
We have other problemsat presentwhich
AGAIN are going to be dumped back into
the hands of MY SCRIBE. Ah yes, but it will
be said, "This is for Hatonn, please." No,

I shall not longer solve the problems for
you-through my scribe. E.J., too, is so
overloaded with decision making, attending everything going on-personally-that
I concern for his health. I cannot allow this
to continue as a personal guide to people's
activities. These ones know what is needed
here and at present there is nothing more
burdensome than having to concern over
total strangers and unknowns coming and
laying a n unsuspected burden upon my
already overworked crew.
I cannot tell you where to go and what to
do. I have effortedto outlay the situation as
clearly as I possibly can do so. There are
FEW to NONE jobs in this valley to be had
and NO PROJECT JOBS--WE HAVE HUNDREDS WAITING AND MY PEOPLE SIMPLY CANNOT BEAR MORE. I am concerned that you ones somehow rnisinterpret this location as beingagreat gathering
place-NO, NO AND NO! This place is to,
for a long time, HAVE ABSOLUTELY NO
ATTENTION OTHERTHAN AS MANDATORY
IN CASES OFINFORMATION-THIS ISWHY
BUSINESS IS IN NEVADA-NOT HERE!
Ones of you who come to this location to
serve do not either read and absorb, or
misunderstand. THIS IS NOT THE PLACE!
At some point there will be businesses set
up in this valley BUT THAT IS A VERY
LONG WAY OFF INTO THE FUTURE AND
WE HAVE DOZENS OF WORKERS WAITING--ALREADY HAVING SERVED AND
LIVED HERE FOR SEVERAL YEARS-TO
FILL ANY OPENINGS AS THEY OPEN. My
scribe has a dozen or more immediate
applications f ~selrvice
r
sitting here staring

her in the face from very new arrivals or
ones on their way already. These ones take
this as their responsibility to DO SOMETHING, FIND SOMETHING, etc. Why do
this to selves and to my other workers? We
have dozens of qualified persons who have
worked with this project since long before
the first JOURNAL was penned-we will
not pass them by for their wondrous patience and service with no return or reward. I RESPOND TO EVERY PETITIONDO YOU HEAR MEWHEN I RESPOND OR
DO YOU AWAIT A LETTER OF SOME
S O R T FROM MY KEYBOARD??
I
THOUGHT SO! FURTHER, TO HAVE
NECESSITY O F UTILIZING PLACEMENT
WHILE MOVES ARE MADE WITH NO
SUPPORT IN SIGHT CAUSES OUR OWN
WORKERS TO B E UNABLETO DO THEIR
OWN TASKS IN FULLNESS. WE ARE NOT
SOME "STORAGEn OR USTOP-OVER*
PLACE FOR THE CONVENIENCE O F

Why think ye that with a world in chaos
and a-nation- seeking change of magnitudes unthinkable-that all of you should
beinatinytowninCdifornia??Doyounot
think God must have crew in every state,
every city and every town? Do you think it
easier to find employment in a tiny town
with winter as well as other seasonswherein
construction is zilch, unemployment as
high as anywhere in the nation and snow
on the ground at the moment ofwriting and
more frigid temperatures and snow arriving momentarily? Are YOU using clarity of
thought or just MOVING?? I repeatTHERE IS NOTHING HERE!! FURTHER,
THIS INCREDIBLE PRESSURE ON MY
PEOPLE IS UNACCEPTABLE--WE CANNOT GET TO THE WRITINGS WHICH WILL
EVENTUALLY MEAN WHETHER OR NOT
YOU MAKE IT THROUGH THIS TRANSITION.
I understand that you THINK this is
something you are submitting to m e BUT, you submit it through the human
aspect of one who already cannot get rest.
So, we must assume you desire that these
ones have the information. If that be truewhy do you not send it to the LIBERATOR,
America West and/or anywhere else on the
globe?? Thinkabout these things, pleasePLEASE!
There will be a time ahead shortlywhere
there will be more unemployed and homeless than you can imagine in your wildest
dreams--THISMESSCANNOTBETURNED
AROUND IN A COUPLE OF DAYS-EVEN
IF YOU BRING EVERY CRIMINAL POLITICIAN TO JUSTICE IN THAT TIME. IF THIS
CANNOTBEBROUGHTUNDERCONTROL,
THEN WE SHALL HAVETO CLOSE EVERY
PROJECT ALREADY IN PROGRESS IN THIS
VALLEY-FORWE CAN HANDLE NO MORE
AT THIS LOCATION. THIS IS EXACTLY
WHY WE HAVE NO "GROUP" AND EVERY
ITEM OF SEEMING "PROJECT" IS SEPA-
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RATE AND APART. AT THIS TIME, HOWEVER, BECAUSE THERE ARE NO FUNDS,
NO TIME AND NO SPACE-MY TINY CORE
GROUP IS CAUGHT FILLING ALL THESE
ROLES AND I CANNOT LONGER ALLOW
IT.
If this seems cruel-please look unto
selves and see WHY you might feel it is
such. Do you have relationship and attend
direction from GOD-or a space commander with a very fragile and overworked
scribe and speaker?? Her job is to WRITE
and occasionally have meetings. She now
has to decide on secretaries, law students,
pot-luck suppers, whose poetry to print,
what kind of grain to plant and how much,
how much hydrogen peroxide to take and
what to do if the stomach is queazy and on
and on and on until I have to call a halt!
She and E.J. have lived out of boxesexpecting to move momentarily-for five
years. Finally, the boxes were unpacked
only to have to pack a bunch of them up
again and, now, the bathtubs are so filled
there can be no baths-just because there
is not time to unpack again into shifted
furniture which had to be emptied for the
exchange. These are things that no one
can actually do FORanother-and it should
not be this way a t any rate. These ones
have NEVER been alone to use their residence since they moved in in 1987-no
holidays, no Christmas-no "LIFE". They
do not complain often, but Dharma's job is
to Write and Speak IF "I" need her-E.J.'s
to see that the WORD is expressed further
and the myriads of traumas buffered to
allow some measure of "sanity". Moreover, they have had to do so without funds,
loss of every shred of property and continual harassment without letup. "They"
cannot attend each of your requests-nor
do they have placement for any who petition.
There is NO "communaln anything in
this place-there is hardly any "community" so there is gross misperception about
this location and MY SERVICE COMMAND.
These ones have NO OBLIGATION NOR
ABILITYTO SERVE OTHERS NEEDS! THEY
HAVE BORROWED AGAINST THE POSSIBILITY OF SOMEDAY SORTING OUT THE
DWELLING AND HAVING THE PROPERTY
RESTORED-THIS, THEY HAVE POURED
INTO EVERYONE ELSE'S NEEDS AND
WANTS AND TO KEEP THE WORD FLOWING--THAT RESOURCE IS GONE! WORKERS HERE HAVE SERVED FOR NOTHING
OR MEAGRE, AT BEST, INCOME IN ORDER TO CONTINUE THE FLOW, UTILIZING THE KIND GENEROSITY OF READERS WHO HELP-BUT, CHELAS, PATRIOTS AND GOD'S PEOPLE HAVE UTILIZED
EVERYTHINGTHEY HAVE FORSURVIVAL
OFSELVES, FIGHTINGASYSTEM INTAKEOVER AND, FRANKLY, IN SEARCHING
FOR THEIR OWN PATH. WE DO NOT
HAVE ENOUGH *PAYING* LIBERATOR
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SUBSCRIBERSAND JOURNAL PURCHASERS TO KEEP US 'ALIVE AND AFLOAT
AND, YET, THERE ARE WILLING ONES
WHO SEND STAMPS WHICH ALLOWS
MAILING OF "ONE MORE WEEKn. THE
JOURNALS AND LIBERATORGO FAR AND
WIDE BUT, LIKE MOST, THEY ARE COPIEDANDSHARED-WHICH MUSTBETHE
WAY IT I S T H E POINT IN TOTAL IS GET
OUT THE WORD ANY WAY W E CAN DO
SO.
I refuse to further allow my people
here to continue to feel this burden of
responsibility of ones arriving almost
daily who simply wish to live here and
work within this "groupn. W e cannot
have many "volunteers", either, because
we are not a tax-deductible anything
and the IRS considers "volunteersn as
"creditsn-moreover, only volunteers
who can actually go without income is
the only privilege possible at this time.
When I speak of having a "gathering"

type of supper or celebration-it does not
mean "wenmust do it. If ones wish to have
parties and suppers, for goodness sakesgo do it. What happens, again, is that E.J.
becomes defensive because Dharma assumes it her problem to provide the arrangements, etc. This is not so, but I think
all of you can understand why she would
feel this way.
Let me give you a secret: she is allowed
about an hour and a half a day to attend
dinner. If this is spent at lunch there is
no time at dinner! She must remain
absent from almost all gatherings of any
sort-BECAUSE HER LIFE IS IN CONSTANT DANGER-this does not preclude
ALL others celebrating and sharing and
having wondrous camaraderie. When
others do not interchange it only causes
her to feel worse under the circumstances for "onen penalty is quite
enough. E.J. must also keep all but
isolated for Dharma cannot be left alone
for a minute! THIS IS NOT A HOUSE OF
uJOYn ANDUGREATGLADNESSn-IT IS
A HOUSE UNDER CONSTANT AND
DEADLY ATTACK FROM EVERYTHING
FROM THE ADVERSARY TO HIS HENCHMEN. IT IS DANGEROUS FORTHE ONES
WHO SIMPLY COME AND GO TO PICK UP
AND DELIVER WRITINGS, ETC. THERE
COULD NOT B E MUCH GREATER
"PRISONn EXPERIENCE FOR MY SERVANTS THAN THEY EXPERIENCE NOW.
THIS IS IN NO WAY, PLEASE, TO BE
CONSIDERED COMPLAINT FOR THERE
ARE NO COMPLAINTS-THIS IS MY
NEED TO CAUSE YOU TO UNDERSTAND
THAT WHICH MAY WELL SEEM "OFFISHn AND/OR UNFRIENDLY. EVERYWHERE THESE ONES GO BRINGS DANGER TO THE PLACE OF THEIR VISITS
AND THEY WILL NOT DO THIS TO ANOTHER. WE ALLOW PUBLIC EVENTS IF
WE CAN GUARD AND OVERSEE--THAT

MEANS ONLYTO PLACES WHEREINTHE
"GUARDS" ARE PRESENT AND WATCHFUL.
*

RADIO INTERVIEWS, ETC.
E.J., until further notice I must decline
ALL interviews. This is the most critical
time of what is afoot. I will not discuss it
and the answers to the questions I am
getting on other subjects are available. My
intent is not to gain audience; it is to send
the Word among a myriad of other duties.
Information has been poured forth as from
awide-open faucet-IF PEOPLE WILL ONLY
AVAIL THEMSELVES OF IT. It is not your
responsibility to provide the information
unless I request you do so-MAN is going to
hold his own responsibility or he will be
caught in his own ignorance. We have so
many things piling u p to take the time of
workers that I can no longer play the
games. A s things unfold, I will petition
ones who know their subjects to be heard
on those programs--it is f a r more useful
than scanning a space cadet's possibilities
and whether or not we have sex on Pleiades. I only recognize two at this time who
have respect and intent of purpose of God
to ask reasonable questions--the others
are insulting and "cute" to being unbearable. It is time the masses come into
recognition of my position as HOST OF
GOD in company WITH GOD in HIS return
unto this planet in point. A s the Evil
Empire begins to fall-it takes a massive
number of entities with it-HOW MANY OF
YOU ARE PURE ENOUGH TO MEET GOD
RIGHT NOW? I THOUGHT NOT! THEN,
WHY ARE YOU NOT READING EVERY
WORD YOU CAN FIND? WHY DO YOU
WAIT FOR ME TO CONVINCE YOU OF
SOMETHING? I INTEND TO EFFORT AT
CONVINCINGYOU OF NOTHING! MINE IS
TO PROVIDE THE WORD, THE TRUTH
AND THE WAY-IT IS UP TO YOU TO
UTILIZE IT.
If this writing seems blunt and harshplease attend it as you will-I know no
other "gentle" way to express this mess a g e 1 have given and repeated and repeated and still I find that ones do not seem
to get understanding. Then, as ones do get
some insight-the very ones who write
unconditionallyassupportandlovingcontacts-stop writing for they must feel that
somehow they are bringing burden! NO!
You are bringing the only stability to our
little corner of expression. Further, you
whowish tocontact me through this routeFINE--simply do not EXPECT a response
from this scribe's fingers. MOST THINGS
BROUGHT TO ME ARE NONE OF HER
BUSINESS AND SHE WANTS NOT TC
SERVE AS "FATHER CONFESSOR". SHE
HAS NO BUSINESS KNOWING SO MUCH
AS A BREATH ABOUT YOUR BUSINESS.
WE ARE NO2 EVEN REMOTELY RESEM
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BLIN G PORTALS OF LIGHT, MA FU ,
RAMTHA, TORRES,J.Z.OR ANYONE ELSE
AROUND-THE REST OF MY SCRIBES
ARE NOT CAUGHT IN THIS VISIBLE TRAP
AS DHARMA-YOU CANT FIND THEM.
Their purposes are DIFFERENT and mostly
the work utilized comes from fellow Commanders servingvery specific needs. Most
who do work, such as Nora-work solely in
human work; she does her exceptional
research and shares. She silently covers
all WITH ME DIRECTLY and we work out
any glitches. If something cannot be resolved through the research and yet bears
heavy impact if in error, she brings it to me
through Dharma and I REPLY DIRECTLY
TO HER!
You must give yourself understanding
as to that which you do-you continue to
ask me because you are filled with doubts
and indecisions in your own passage. You
want me to decide FOR YOU. No, I will not
longer do that in this location-YOU WILL
DECIDETHATWHICH YOU WILL OR WILL
NOT DO-WE GIVE THE INFORMATION
AND GUIDELINES-YOU WILL MAKE THE
DECISIONS. AS YOU "MAKE YOUR
BEDS", SO SHALL YE LIE ATOP THEM.
This happens to be a very physical
expression of work herein. This is WHY to
simply 'ascendw is so often taught and
also 'to just BEn. We have the job of
writing for a transition in which all those
old habits and beliefs have to be set to
straight from the errors and deliberate
misguidance of eons of expression. YOUR
placement and YOUR service is between
you and GOD-not a space commander
and his fingers. The HUMAN must be
weighed in the HUMAN ASPECT-IF YOU
HAVE STUDIED ENOUGH TO SERVE IN
THESE CRITICAL TIMES IN A GIVEN
PLACEMENT-THEN YOU HAVE STUDIED ENOUGHTO UNDERSTAND EXACTLY
WHAT I HEREIN PRESENT FOR YOUR
CONSIDERATION. JUSTREADINGAFEW
OF THE JOURNALS AND SOME OF THE
LBERATORS--DOES NOT CUT IT! ALL
MUST be built upon THE WORD-and in
your nation of America (and then ultimately throughout the world) upon the
constitution-IFYOU CAN SAVE IT. THAT
IS NOT DHARMA'S PROBLEM, E.J.'S
PROBLEM OR FRANKLY, MINE! I, AND
THEY, SERVE GOD AND IT IS NOT SUCH
A "HOT DEAL" ALMOST ALL OF THE
TIME. NONE WILL, HOWEVER, COME
INTO MY WORKING "SPACE" AND TELL
ME AND MINE HOW WE ARE GOING TO
RUN THINGS--THINGS SHALL BE RUN
ACCORDING TO GOD'S INSTRUCTIONS
AND NO OTHER WAY! You may do what
and be where ever you choose and can
make the move or decision in actionhowever, when you disrupt or deny or fail
to do your portion of the study-course1
SHALL FIND ONES WHO HAVE -DONE
THEIR WORK/HOMEWORK AND HAVE
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PROVEN THEIR STANCE. Do you think me
stupid enough to give second, third and
fourth "chances* for you to murder me or
mine? I can see within and actions speak
far louder than any words you shall ever
utter in a lifetime of lifetimes.
"Oh, but I can't afford the books," is
most often the challenge. I have to say,
then, that you certainly cannot afford to
move and/or participate for those are the
requirements of the job. If you go to run a
computer business and cannot run a computer nor know words or typing placement-will you do very well at the job in
point? Then why do you ones expect to
come in and handle top-priority confidential documents, programs, business affairs-and have no idea of what is really
going on? Ones continue to come here
looking for the "storehouse supplies" and
"communal" "stuff. Forget it-there is
NOT any as such. What has been put aside
has been done so by the individuals involved directly and on their own. Many
have been here and SHARED their stores
to have more and some security-and they
formed that coalition on their own account. I can suggest, advise and offerBUT YOU MUST SERVE SELF AND YOUR
RESPONSIBILITY-NONE OTHER-ESPECIALLY IN A PLACE SUCH A S THIS
WHEREINTHE WORK WE ARE SUPPOSED
TO BE DOING IS THE FOUNDATION UPON
WHICH THE NATIONS WILL FUNCTIONAND THAT IS THROUGH THE WORD! IF
YOU HAVE NOT YET STUDIED ENOUGH
TO HAVE GLEANED FROM
OF THAT
OFFERED-WHY ASK ME FURTHER
TEACHING? GOD PROVIDES-YOU DO
WITH IT WHATEVER YE WILL.
YOU WHO LISTEN WILL BE GIVEN TO
KNOW, JUST AS MY DEAR AND PRECIOUS FRIEND T.A. IN SOUTH AFRICA
AND ONES IN NEW ZEALAND-AND
ACROSS THE STREET-THAT WE MUST
HAVE THAT INFORMATION YOU ARE
GUIDED TO SHARE WITH US. THE INFORMATION FROM SOUTH AFRICA, FOR
INSTANCE, IS A COMPLETE REPRODUCTION IN DIFFERENT FORMAT OF ALL OF
WALTER RUSSELL'S RECEMNGS AND
THIS ISINCREDIBLYIMPORTANTTOHAVE
AS A RESOURCE HERE!
There are many of you destined to have
the very gifts that will lift mankind up and
out and into light and freedom. Do not hide
those things for I await them that we can
openly share and build. Otherwise, blessed
ones, know that I cherish you and cherish
every word you send unto m e b u t my
physical counterparts cannot handle
longer, this load. This is a job requiring
mandatory training and knowledge. I do
not think lesser of the smallest desire to
serve in any way possible--but please also
understand our own limitations and hundreds of thousands also come through this
route seeking direction and limitations are

the same for these as are yours. Blessed,
blessed are you who take time to share with
u s for in the whole of it, it is all there is and
the touching and blessings of the sharing
in human contact is so precious as to be
without ability of expression. Please balance the lessons with the understanding
requested for we must write for over 6
BILLION people-and our wish is to offend none--NONE! For, each is precious
and DESERVES personal guidance and
relationship-THAT comes from GOD
and brother in the path. MAY THE LIGHT

OF INSIGHT BE FOREVER YOURS.
Dharma, pleasejust close this out. I feel
the pressure as we must get the writings
for the finished JOURNAL done and to the
finishers-but I cannot allow more burden
upon you for I feel you failing in frustration
and it is not acceptable. Directions may
well be more clearly seen unfolding during
the next weeks-but do not expect lessening of load for it will be a long, hard journey
up from this pit into which you have all
been tossed in your sleep. Further, there
is nothing "off' regarding earth changesit simplyisalonghardjourneyand task to
undo so much damageif it be a t all. The
very hardest task you will have-all of you
serving in this mammoth reclamation-is
the inability to each serve every one and all
who come within your circle. There is no
way to do so and that limitation must be
faced for you cannot be all things to all
ones--BE AT RIGHT WITH GOD AND YOU
BE IN PERFECTION OF CHOICES!
Go now, and we shall tidy up the JOURNAL when we next sit to write. We shall
simply have to take the bits and pieces and
myriads of subjects as they come. None is
more "important"than another--only more
"TIMELY*so we will walk as the path lays
forth. Thank you.
Hatonn to stand by. Be at peace for that
which is MY business is NOT thine!
Adonai,for I AM.

L atest Jo
al
G0 e s To P res s
12/18/92#1

HATONN

(Editor's note: The following writing is
the Introduction to the latest JOURNAL going to press, titled A S THE BLOSSOM
OPENS.)
INTRODUCTION
(and attentions)
FORGIVE AND RECALL
(KenCoons)

Forgive and forget, the old sayZng
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But is that the way it should be?
Should we -just fotget the Zessons
and trials
That someday m y he@ set usfree?
Forgive, to be sum,for we each possess
A fmgment of God as a seed.
When we foal& we honor our
Ood,
And much needed gmzuth can pmceed.

If
P

we forgive not, rresentment will

W

And poison our body and mind.
That fmgment of God will shrivel
inside
And we become spirttually blind.
Now does thissuggest the other cheek
turns

When art1 men strike out at you?
No, no, my dearfrtend, that does you

nV-4

The best thing isjust to eschew.

Remember, myfrtend, each time we
are tried
We're givlen a new chance to grow,
So hand& it well,forgive and recall,
And cherish thefruit that will gmw.

FANCY FOOTWORK
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time runs out according to all their scopes
and equipment. You cannot have one great
strike without touching ALL and I can only
remind you once again to prepare and pay
attention.
BANKS
A s you watch your news reports todaynotice the dancing and violin playing regarding the banks which should be closed
as of tomorrow. They are giving you such
a song and dance that I would think you
would be dizzy. They are using every last
ditch maneuver to stave off the inevitable
disaster. They are telling you that "fewer"
banks than anticipated will have to close.
They are telling you that the government
has figured new ways of allowing some
banks to remain open that would otherwise have to close--"special allowances in
auditing" I believe was the statement.
Come, come, chela-watch
the fleet of
hand but realize that all would be simply
merged up, taken over, the closures utilized for currency exchange and the opening window to take the nation. This indicates that THEY CANNOT DO IT! THAT IN
TURN MEANS THAT THEY ARE BEING
BLOCKED BY SOME VERY LARGE AND
POWERFUL HAND. Let u s rejoice as every
day allowed is in "grace" and we must be
thankful for each moment given that we
can prevail as "we-the-people". Is the
shadow passed? NO-but there are clues
which say that the sun is not shining on
some this day.
-

In the seeming confusion of the moTROOPS
ment-stop a moment and see the beauty
and look at clues that something "BIG" is
Note that so far the 30,000 to 35,000
coming down-in goodness as well as in
troops have not been sent to Somalia-but
other perceived happenings.
some more ARE on the way. The high
ranking military, however, are speaking of
URGENT NOTICE
bringing home many-sooner than hoped.
A s we came to the ending of this writing You will also note, please, that they had
there came a call from a distancefrom difficulty in getting the Somalians to "loot*
one of our beloved "receivers"who hasjust after the troops left the areas in siege.
confirmed that the blasting has been in- Didn'tyou alwayswonder what would haptense this day against the New Madrid pen if the government threw a war and no
Fault in the U.S. Calls are pouring in along one came? Did you further notice as the
the entire length of the fault line with like troops marched into Baidoa that there
reports and frantic inquiries to local police were French accompanyingthe U.S. marchoffices. This shall be coming into your ers? Well, chelas, THOSE WERE FRENCH
attention as you monitor this report from a FOREIGN LEGION MERCENARY TOsingle general location thus far. The KENS-NOTFRENCH NATIONALTROOPS!
"blasts" are of high power and each is
KEEP PRAYING
experienced over wide areas covering many
miles radius. I can only concur and remind
Keep those "prayers, cards and lettersw
you to "hold the course" as it is the time of
many things happening over which you will flowing, precious friends--for what we can
have little or no control. Remain prepared do rests as surely on your own heads as on
and realize that the time ofchange is at hand. anything in the cosmos. Those things
The ground is also shaking along the West must be petitioned to God that we of the
Coast as the recent major tremors in the Hosts may more closely serve in your beAleutians are continuing the motion. It is half and with you.
I have the backup documents repretruly a time of confi-ontingprobabilities as
even the geologists of Earth-place are trying senting Treasurygate" and they most certo warn you to act in your own behalf-as tainly appear authentic to me. Duplicates

will be sent to the Constitutional Law Center if that has not already been done. You
see, I KNOW what is and where is all that
resource and HOW the Elite have sold you
out for the price of pieces of gold. I have no
difficulty supplying a commodity called
"goldw-I do have a great problem reaching
through to people as to TRUTH and need to
change directions on that path you have
taken. Therefore, I hear your petitions as
to "howwto make your brother listen and
hear. I don't know, for many will continue
to simply say, "I knew it would work out OK
anyway!" But those who continue the
march into "business as usual" shall be
brought to task.
JOHN LEARS SUGGESTIONS
I honor John Lear of whom so many
inquire. He tries to tell you that he realizes
much is going on and that there very
definitely are aliens aboard ship Earth. He
also is "convinced there are craft as well as
those aliens" but "I cannot prove it-nor
do I longer try."
He is, in his words, concluding that
Earth Man is an experiment and is destined to reincarnate over and over again
within that experiment of beings far more
advanced than beings of Earth. I won't
comment on that point for what a man
brings himself to believe is far from my
right to change. I would repeat my offer,
however-I would meet this person with
my scribe/ speaker whenever these UFOers
are ready t o h d out the Truth and stop the
witchcraft and "the government is hostage
to the aliens" B.S. MAN has done, and
continues to do, EXACTLY WHAT HE
WANTS TO DO TO BRING LUXURY AND
GREED (ALONGWITH POWER AND CONTROL) TO THE SELECT FEW, OVER HIS
NEIGHBORS-JUST AS YOU WOULD
OVER ALIEN VISITORS. WELL, ALIEN
"VISITORS" WONT PUT UP WITH IT,
CHELAS-IS THAT SO VERY STRANGE??
WE OFTHE COSMOS RESPECT OUR CREATOR AND CREATION-WE NEED NOT A
LOWER EVOLVED SPECIES OR PLACETO
SOMEHOW MAKE US BETTER OR STRONGER OR ANYTHING ELSE SAVE WHAT WE
ARE. IF, AS UFOers TOUT-WE CAN ALTER, CREATE, MUTATE AND RECREATE
BEINGS OF ALL SORTS IN THOSE "UNDERGROUND LABS"-DO YOU NOT
THINK WE COULD FIND SOMETHING TO
DO WITH OUR OWN SPECIES?? NOPE-CHELAS-FACE IT, THE ADVERSARY HAS
YOUR PLANET AND, NOW, THE HOSTS OF
GOD AWAIT AT YOUR DOOR AND OTHER
FRIENDS FROM THE COSMOSARE HERE
TO EITHER OBSERVE OR ASSIST AS
NEEDED. THE REAL BATTLE IS INDEED
OVER "SOULS" BUT NOT AS MR. LEAR
MIGHT SUSPECT.
Why, I muse, do ones seek answers in
placeswherein the "problem"is presented?
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Why do ones not seek answers where the
Truth abounds?? Perhaps it is because
they will fbd out the answers?!? That
would place egg o n lots and lots of silly
faces and besides, they might have to
give up some of the physically lustful
practices in order to experience within
that Truth when it comes full circle. I
wonder why it is so much more difficult
t o be embarrassed before a fellow man
than before God? D o you think GOD
counts not? You ones would rather run
around in your world of foggy tales than
consider Truth a s a possible answer--it
truly is beyond my thought patternsbut it be so.
A s we leave this JOURNAL and move on
to another-please do not skip over that
which is within the pages of this one.
Indeed, we shall be bringing you bits and
pieces of the "Cosmos" game in play-but
there is much backup in this volume to give
you insight into "Treasurygatew,etc. Ifyou
get your work done and your studies in
control-you will be able to stop arguing
and simply watch for the unfolding. It is
the "knowing" which determines whether
you will be a participating receiver and
player in this coming game-or simply
more couch potato hypnosis as things
unfoldaround you and withoutyou. Imost
certainly will not turn over God's most
urgent and wondrous responsibilities into
the hands of ones who suddenly wake up
and want the coffee without washing the
pot. GOD'S people will be in the r e w a r d i n e
not those who have ripped off and split
asunder for self and injured God's blessed.
But you might say, "But I go to church
every Sunday and really listen to that
preacher!" Too bad, I would guess, if you
still have not FOUND GOD! If you still are
tripping along in the jolly footsteps of the
teacherswho alsoTHINKthey bringTRUTH,
you are both in serious trouble.
Ones ask me about beginnings of
"churches" and ones bringing "divine"
teachings, etc. I have no real suitable
response--IF THE TEACHINGS MATCH
THAT WHICH IS GIVEN IN THE GUIDELINES OF GOD AND WITHIN CREATION
AS PERFECT BALANCE--THEN WHAT
HAVE YOU IN INQUIRY? IF NOT-YOU
HAVE YOUR ANSWER! I have no intent of
speaking ill of any "teacher" of yours (or
any) "faith/churchn for I find that-no
matter how they began and what partial
Truths lie within-the hierarchy becomes
filled with power desire and control needs
and then the need to set your rules and
cause you to "purchase" your way within
the inner accepted circle. If any church
requires anything other than your perfect
relationship with GOD-it is in error. If
you have to "tithe" for instance, to get
within a building to do anything-much
less, secretive thing-you
have just bypassed GOD. All things of GOD are done
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openly in the'full L~GHTof Day for all to
witness. I certainly need make no pronouncements FOR anyone--YOU HAVE
THE "LAWS"--YOUdecide! If you find the
teachings to be in full Truth-then again,
why do you inquire of me? It is not the
"truth" as practiced by a church preacher
in point-IT IS YOURS! YOU must go
ALONE WITH ONLY THE INTERCESSOR
PETITIONER BROTHER WITH YOU-BEFORE GOD AND IT WILL REST SOLELY ON
YOU A S TO WHAT IS "JUDGED". YOU
ARE BIRTHED IN PERFECTION OF REFLECTION OF GOD IN PURE TRUTH AND
LOVE--AND YOUR JUDGEMENT WILL
REST RIGHT THERE ON YOUR SHOULDERS-NOT YOUR PREACHER'S. HIS
(THE PREACHER) WILL HAVE HIS OWN
COURT HEARING IN THAT PERFECT TRIBUNAL.
SANANDA (ONE WITH GOD1
IMMANUEL (JMMANUELI ESU
I am amused at different responses to
the picture of our Beloved Friend which
our crew shared with you-as it was all
they had to share with you at this time of
rejoicing in the time of celebration of That
One.
Some have denounced it as being Satan? How so-it is but a picture by any
accounting. Now, again, I remind you of
something very important: The original
portrait was simply "that" and yet the
picture of the Being Himself, has brought
forth 'gold" particles-which can even be
seen clearly as specks of "white/clear" on
the transparency. Now, what is this? I s it
a simple leaching of the original black and
white picture? How so? Is that much gold
utilized in development of pictures? But,
even if there is such utilized in the production of black and white picture-WHY
ONLY INTHIS ONE? FURTHER, THE MYSTERY MUST BE CONFRONTED: WHY???
THE LEACHING? WOULD NOTUBLACK
AND WHITE PORTRAITS LEACH GOLD?
SO BE IT? If it be a "physical thing easily
explained" then all the more confirmation,
chelas-for I have told you GOD IS MYSTERIOUSNOT MYSTICAL AND HE PRESENTS IN REALITY, NOT NONSENSE OF
THE UNEXPLAINABLE.
"Well, why would just Rick Martin's
picture do this??" Why-and here is a
good one for Rick Martin: Rick was a
brother of that Teacher who then presented as THOMAS! He doubted and
doubted and denied through those doubts.
This entity has now grown and-that the
man might cease the pain of doubting-he
has been given the gift ofgifts that he might
move on. We call him, still, Thomas, and
his will be the gift of writing of that which
happened to that belovedUMasterTeacher"
during those unaccounted years ofjourney
and service-for Thomas walked the way

beside Him. These are the wondrous gifts
of insight and experience awaiting you
each as you find your path and oneness. If
you patientlywait upon the Lord and search
in Truth in intent-YOU WILL BE SHOWN
THATWHICHYOU SEEK! I SUGGESTYOU
ALL GO LOOK AGAIN AT THAT PICTURE
CARDANDTHEVARIOUSTHINGSSHOWN
UNTO YOU. I DO NOT "SELL"THIS BEING
FOR HE IS MY BROTHER, MY SON AND
MY BELOVED PERFECTION-AND, IT BE
HIS LIKENESS AS YOU WOULD WITNESS
IN PHYSICAL RECOGNITION-FOR YOU
MUST KNOW THAT THE MOST ACCEPTED
PORTRAIT PAINTERS OF ANY TIME OR
SPACE--COULD ALSO ONLY OFFERYOUA
"PICTURE" IMAGE. SOME HAVE RETURNEDTHE CARDAND DEMANDEDTHAT
WE ALTER THE BOOKS WHICH PROJECT
THIS IMAGE AS TRUTH. "YOUCAN LEAVE
THE BOOKS THAT DONT HAVE HIS PICTURE--BUT RECALLTHE LIESABOUTHOW
ITWAS-WE KNOW HOW ITWAS, WEWERE
TOLD IN CHURCH AND IN THE BlE3LJ3." So
be it, precious wanderers on the path of
forgetfulness-so be it. This that we have
shared is not a portrait from a painter-it is
a photograph that you might remember for
it is the time of remembering and awakening
from the long, long forgetfulness. Open that
card and place your right hand flat against
the backand the leftfirmlyatop the transparency and ye shall have your answer-the
radiation of warmth might well astound you
"doubterd!
Thomas, thankyou for beingpatient, son,
in receiving ofyour answer-the caJl compels
the answer-but it often takes many lessons
before the response is heard.
Blessingsrestuponyou blessedandcherished Iambsfor the Shepherd is COME again
to pilotyou home-might you not at least give
him hearingTHISTIME? HEASKS NOTHING
OF YOU SAVE YOUR HEARING AND THEN

ALLOWSYOURJOURNEYASYOUCHOOSE.
MUSTYOU BE SO QUICKTO DENY-WHAT
HAVE YE TO LOSE?? AH, YE HAVE POSSIBLE GLORY INTHE LISTENING IFYE GIVE
HIM OPENING AS HE KNOCKS UPONTHINE
DOORS. AS THE PORTALS ARE OPENED
UNTO YOU-MIGHT YOU AT LEAST GIVE
HIM AUDIENCE?
"FOR GOD SO LOVES THIS WORLD
THAT HE HAS COME HIMSELF TO BRING
YOU HOME!"
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn/Aton
FOR I AM-THAT YE MIGHT BE!

DEDICATION
TO YOU!

This JOURNAL shall be called:
AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
A s the mysteries unfold and the hand
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of God can also be seen through the dark- WOLnD COME. This time HE sends no less
n e s s of control and overpowering unto you, HIS beloved. May the wondrous
adversarial assumptions-be it known: LIGHT be shown 'round-about you for this
FOR GOD S O LOVES THIS WORLD THAT day HIS radiance blessesa troubled land if
HE C O M E S HIMSELF, W I T H H I S . you but lift youreyes unto the heavensfrom
HOSTS-TO SEE Y O U H O S Y O U WHO whence comes HIS winged glory.

-

The Patriot Movement
12/20/92#1 HATONN
LIGHT, GOODNESS AND "DO
IT FOR ME"
The mind can only "think" upon one
subject at a given moment in consciousness-the subconscious, however, processes ALL data to which exposed-the
"higher" consciousness holds all KNOWING. So, wherein do you dwell? In which
mind do you spend allyour time in experience?
If you allow your KNOWING to guide all
actions, your subconscious to set the stage
and orchestrate such actions and your
conscious mind to sort and visualize data
as activities and information flow-then
and only then can you move into the path
of limitless but wondrous movement towards perfection in experience.
What do I get fed back to me? Well, first
of all-"Boy, I sure hope Treasurygate is
real and I get a bunch of 'money' because
that will 'fix' everything." "Boy", that will
"fix" absolutely NOTHING! And, "I sure do
HOPE this Cosmos thing is real because
that means the Cosmos cadets have supplied u s with all that gold and the patriots
will clean up the 'mess'and boy, will I have
it made!" YOU won't have ANYTHING if
you don't get off your assets and join the
action. Most of the masses, and many of
you who even see and think you understand, will continue to think you have
simply fallen into better times physically,
and will again drift spiritually into the pits.
If it goes well for you, you will thank the
physical egos of men who "pulled it off"if it goes badly, you will blame Godtherefore, it is what you do with that which
is given which will make or break you, your
nation and your planet.
COSMOS CREW

ences-how does another listening on a
phone line-KNOW who YOU ARE? Then
why is it SO difficult to understand who I
might be? If one of the participants speaks
Slobovian Zulu would you think it strange
to have a translator? Then why think ye it
strange that I have translators?
Do you or any in the groups in participation HAVE TO listen to me? YES. I am
present in the order of sequence, sent by
Higher Source to respond. When we work
as a team, then, and only then, will the
plan come into its glory of unfoldment.
That doesn't mean you have to SEE anything-save TRUTH!
The adversarial workers are becoming
ensnared in their own webs as we block
their movements in secret ongoing of evil in
many, many places of experience. However, if you turn only to the water in the
bath and ignore the baby-you err greatly.
Do I have purpose in such a seemingly
superficial presentation here? IndeedYOU must turn from that which you
"want", "erroneously think" (which is often not even worthy ofyour time spent)and
into participation in aUunified"frontwhich
acts in peace but allows not usurpation by
would-be kings and radicals in their own
right.
I speak of these things this day because
it will be so, that, unless you unify with the
VALID patriot leaders who have intent to
reclaim the American Constitution, you
will not make this gain of gains toward
reclamation of your nation. If you heed
that which is foisted off on you by "incidents" which are then poorly presented, or
tainted, or simply biased-you will be distracted to the point of losing your way with
your newly "seeing" eyes. God provides
"the way"-YOU provide the physical "doing".
WHERE HAVE ALL YOUR
LEADERS GONE?

I, and my brothers, ARE the "Cosmos
Crew" of this equation-wouldn't it be
Nowhere! They are continuing to do
grand if ones other than the very inside top that which must be done in the only way
receivers knew that? To you who listen and they know to serve. They cannot UNDO
join in with even these telephone confer- anything that lies in*their past experi-

ences-any more than can you remove
your own actions-be they great or totally
foolish and, often, evil. Do you spend your
time in pondering "them" whilst you overlook YOURSELF? So be it.
I have response to information we have
offered in the LBERATORfor your perusal,
of interchanges with Bo ~ r i a
k d about
Commander Gritz. I have response but I

me-but from answer to "Patterson" for
'Patterson Strategies". Commander Gritz
is still very angryat GOD and he prefers to
believethat~,Hatonn,donotserve~odin
order to hold at bay the confrontation of my
identity-which hk KNOWS he will find to
be the "real thing" as Host of and with
THAT GOD. It is a great man who will
carefully weigh the possibilities-be it in
personal recognition or on behalf of a perceived "mission". God has time and infinite patience while his children learn to
walk and finally mature into greatness.
.
Why would I share such a personal
"thing" with readers? Because you who
KNOW ME know that 1 supported this child
of God in every way, to and beyond the
moment of "fjed" election boxes and computer data discs. His time of such service
was not at hand and it remains WITH HIM
as to when and how that service will evolve.
I see, however, that he has not jumped ship
from you, his compatriots--even if the
signs be blurred and confusion-laced to
you.
You of this "TIME" of change must
move into UNITY-merge papers, groups,
centers for taking action and Constitutional Law, etc. All of you have suffered
from the attack ofthe establishment against
you and are all but stripped of income and
available resource-blessed
are you who
have been able to see beyond and put aside
the "guidance" of handmaidens and servants of the establishment in their own
grab for perceived security, etc. You who
have reached out and allowed the continuation of Truth shall be forever blessed in
our Father's courts.
So what does "Bo" say about the nasty
documents written against him and does it
not make him less credible for "speaking
back"? N e i t comes as a well-prepared
statement for your consumption as he
effortsto recover fromillness and decisions
for his next moves. The first thing that
must be overcome is the in-fighting. You
who would have served must come to recognize the 'human" element in all lessons
and again turn unto the tending of the
"babe" and let the bathwater go down the
drain with its ego fragments which only
destroy unity. Always there are mammoth
decisions to be made in every facet of life
when a person responds to the call of God
and Nation. ~t is most destructive to the
family at hand as all privacy, energy and
abilityforquietco-unicationa~stripped
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away in a whirlwind of demands and attacks, meetings and destructive lifestyle.
But where will be your leaders? Will they
come frorn nowhere? How will you recognize them? Can "one", Gonzalez, fit all
roles as he wearies of the battle carried
almost alone for these many dastardly
years of public service?
T H E LIBERATOR AND THE
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CENTER
I tell you now that the LEIERATOR will
be the beacon of information compiled that
you might see and know. I further tell you
that the Constitutional Law Center has
been established as a clearing house and
focal point of all such organizations already scattered ahou t. Why? Do they have
the wherewithal to afford this? Are they
more informed than others "out there"?
No-they are LESS informed-but willing
to bear the load of responsibility for growth
and struggled fighting for the rights of
citizens with entr&to the places wherein
"LAW" OFTHE CONSTITUTIONCAN AGAIN
EMERGE! Why will "they" succeed? BECAUSE THIS IS WHERE WE HAVE CHOSEN TO SET UP THE "FRONT" OF GOD'S
RETURN-IN THIS CHOSEN LAND WITH
YOU OF THE CHOSEN CHILDREN OF
FREEDOM. I HAVE TO REMIND YOU,
PRECIOUS LAMBS OF EARTH-WE HOLD
THE BIGGER STRINGS! This in no way
diminishes your importance or value-but
YOU DO NOTYET SEIZE IN KNOWINGTHE
POWER OF GOD WITHIN EACH TO DO
THIS JOB OF RECLAMATION OF A KINGDOM.
Evil shall expose itself as you turn into
goodnessinyourpathofreclarnation. Those
who bear the fraud upon their heads for
disinformation and misinformation-most
especially in the thrust of religious falseness-shall ultimately be the largest to
FALL-for they have tarnished that which
fuels the soul eternal. God, too, has time
for your lessons and your learning that
which IS-BUT YOU DO NOT! You must,
however, seize the moment of Truth as
presented in ability to serve and reclaim
and, then, all else can find proper placement right through soul preparation and
understanding ofTruth in LIGHT ofAllness
within od-not based upon "doctrines"
But first in your path unto this
of MA
GLORY-YOU must first save the "man"
that he may "see".
I care not whether or not one James
Gritz thinks me to be a serpent person,
slithery viper or ground-hog. I AM THAT
WHICH I AM--GOD'S HOST RETURNED
and I do not play into your games of foolish
name calling. I offer forum for both sides in
important issues and shall continue to do
so-for you readers must discern and the
discernment must be coming from WITHIN
in your ability of KNOWING. If you flit like
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the butterfly or hummingbird from blossom to blossom, never checking the poison
from the wondrous nectar-so shall you
continue to fail in your journey home.
YOU who feeldisappointed and despondent over a man's response in anger, are
not alone. The PERSONAL impact upon
my scribe and ones in this location was
devastatingly painful on a human and
superficial level of affront. But that is
unimportant except in the teaching as the
Plan of God shall unfold in its own perfection-and YOU are not given into the "seeing" for-when you have mastered the
lessons in this game-you are beyond the
need of such lessons. So be it.
Dharma, just reprint the paper sent.
Let u s give equal time and space to Col.
Gritz.
QUOTING:
For PATTERSON STRATEGIES
By James "Bow Gritz

It has long been the view of many
conservativeAmericansthat the John Birch
Society charts the course for our nation's
patriot movement. I s there a deeper reality? Could it be that hiding beneath the
leaves, within the organization, there are
those who would absorb resources and
utilize the organism to advance an unpublished agenda? For example, the JBS
December 14 issue of NewAmencanmagazine r a n a feature article by Don
Fotheringham, a JBS Headquarters Staff
member, that is both shameful and fallacious. Fotheringham uses the northern
Idaho Weaver Family, crushed in late August by 500 militarized police, to plait a
pro-Zionist government position. The
story's stated concern (entitled: Randy
Weaver'sRole)for an erosion ofa conservative Idaho is a transparent cover for a
psychological warfare theme that anyone
trained even at the entry level can readily
see through (He refers to Jews, AntiSemitism and other Zionist 'codewords"
more than two dozen times in the seven
page diatribe, yet fails to even spell correctly the names of any of the three Weaver
girls). Obviously, a lot of elbow grease was
applied to his real focus, while little went
toward those he denigrates. In the first
paragraph Fotheringham goes so f a r as to
link Randall Weaver with a "plot to destroy
Idaho!" If Fotheringharn is an agent of the
Anti-Defamation League (ADL),just how
many more Zionist advocates are now part
of the JBS Headquarters? Too bad an
organization supported by two generations
of Americans becomes the tool of a counterfeit champion.
Like thousands of loyal Americans,
IVe promoted the JBS over the years believing it to be a genuine rightwing movement guided by knowledgeable patriots

within the JBS leadership. Opening my
copy of the 14 December New Amn'can
made me wonder about future support. As
a Special Forces commander and intelligence officer, I am trained to recognize and
counter enemy subversion. I thought it
strange that, as soldiers, we were officially
cautioned to avoid involvement with the
Birchers. During the 60's and early 70's I
knew of many young officers assigned to
infiltrate fringe and militant organizations.
The Army Counter-IntelligenceCorps (CIC)
saturated campus clubs, penetrated political organizations, intruded into private
lives, filtered-through church and civic
orders, and in general invaded the American public-nothing was exempt! CIA program seeds were carefully planted then
into front organizations to spur and slant
the growth of various viewpoints.
The United States Information
Agency is an official State Department
overt voice for disseminating propaganda
overseas. The CIA employs a wide variety
of non-violent covert means to help underminevarious targetgroups. AsAmericans,
we tend to overlook the fact that as much
or even more brainwashing is focused on
us! I summarily rejected the suggestion by
a CIC colleague in 1971 that the John
Birch Society was established as a greylevel (white-truth, black-lie, grey-deceptive mix) diversionary front organization to
devitalize Americans with strong nationalistic ideals. To me the JBS provided its
membershipwithdedicatedpatrioticawareness, education, and direction. People like
Ezra Taft Benson, Eisenhower's Secretary
of Agriculture, had spoken out strongly for
the Constitution and against communism
at Boston rallies. [H:Please remember
that which I have given you on the
subject of the Mormon church pulling
away from Benron's teachings. This is
most important because it began the
deterioration of the very foundation of
the church itselfto great measure.] Still,
those over me who knew the magnitude of
classified compartmented campaigns, advised u s to remain insulated from the JBS.
Even then I secretly supported what the
rank h file Birchers openly advocatedand still do.
One day, following a heated discussion over the merits of the John Birch
Society, I was told that the JBS was an
'antithetical" model to the Klu Klux Klan.
The cold war KKK had been infiltrated by
communist organizers who sought to use
its secrecy as a cover to foment un-American activities. On the other (right) hand,
the JBS had been re-tooled toward a more
subtle purpose. Like a tar baby, it attracted and regulated the actions and attitudes of ultra-conservatives throughout
the nation. I wasn't convinced then, but
after reading the Fotheringham article, I
must question the true intent of those now
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at the helm. Why would their Headquarters
Staff allow the New American to promote
such a totally inaccurate and scurrilous
tale with an obvious B'nai B'rith bias? If
Fotheringham is an ADL advocate I can
understand him grinding their axe, but I
don't accept the JBS allowing him to use of
their New Americanmagazine asthe grinder!
When I returned from Bunnain 1987
with video testimony and document evidence that high level U.S. officials were
involved in illegal narcotics trafficking, the
New American carried a comprehensive
and accurate account. Having been there,
I could attest to the author's objectivity. I
was also at Ruby Ridge and successfully
negotiated a safe resolution to the violent
standoff between the Weaver Family and
federal authorities. Before my arrival Marshal William Degan along with 14 year old
Samuel and his Mom, Vicki Weaver, were
shot to death. A wounded Randall Weaver
with his three survivingdaughters, Elisheba
(two months), Rachel (11) and Sara (16)
accompanied by agrievouslyinjured friend,
Kevin Harris, were under siege in their
mountain-top clap-board cabin by armored
vehicles, armed helicopters, assault police
and a robot (nicknamed the ZOGBOT)!
Fotheringham refers to the meagre 24' x
30' plywood structure as a "~oI-tress"
(the
government's position). He says Randall
was shot in the arm-actually it was his
back. The bullet emerged from his right
arm pit. Even FBI Special Agent in Charge,
Gene Glenn, recognized the debacle as a
mission run amok.
High altitude aerial photography aircraft spied on the family and Special Operations forceswere dispatched from Washington, D.C. to conduct a "tactical reconnaissance" of the Weaver home. There is
a BIG difference between what
Fotheringham terms "surveillance" and
the actual preparation for a violent raid.
On Friday, 2 1August, six U.S. "Spl Opnsn
Marshals dressed in camouflage and carrying assault rifles prowled the property
without proper warrants for arrest or search
until uncovered by Sammy's pet Golden
Retriever. The intruders shot the dog and
then killed Sammy. Marshal Willian Degan
fell dead-whether from awild police round,
or a bullet fired by Sammy or Kevin is yet
to be determined. A federal police taskforce
instantly assembled at the bottom of the
hill. An FBI combat assault unit wasjoined
by more U.S. Marshals, officers from the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco B Fire Arms
(BATF), Idaho State Police, and National
Guard. The Governor issued a proclamation declaring two counties to be in a state
of 'extreme" and "disaster emergency". A
senior Red Cross official on the scene personally told me the police attitude was
'ruthless". Preparing their weapons for
the assault on Saturday, 22 August, he
he& them m a r k 3 'Hobedyb geing to
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come off that hill alive. We're going to kill of a blatant, inexcusable and murderous
'em all!"Later that day, after the unpardon- screw-up by the government.
During the period before the schedable slaughter of Mrs. Weaver and the
wounding of Randall and Kevin, they put uled court date on the BATF charge, Weaver
up a sign proclaiming their headquarters related how agents harassed him with ofto be "Camp Vicki!".
fers to make the charges go away if he
Don Fotheringham would have the would agree to work for them: He was
New Amnoanreader believe that the Weav- promised jail time if he refused. This was
ers were dupes, dummies and dopes for the same gimmick used against me by
Aryan Brotherhood leader Richard Butler federal agents from 1987-89. By the trial
who resides at Hayden Lake some 60 miles date Weaver was convinced that there was
from the Weavers. Fotheringham states: no chance for a fair trial and he failed to
"Richard Butler figures significantly in appear. It was not until 18 months later
Weaver's migration (from Iowa in 1988)." that the Marshals prepared to raid the
The 74 year old Butler maintains a com- Weaver home. Fotheringham states that
pound that, according to an expert at the criticism of the large para-military police
Spokane, Washington newspaper, shel- force was "not justified." I submit that the
ters at any one time about a dozen derelicts entire government operation which moved
and would-be neo-Nazis. The reporter told people out of their homes, left farm anime that Butler will furnish three hots and mals untended, unfed and dead, cost mila cot to almost anyone who is willing to lions of dollars, and killed three people,
wear his "resurrection cross*-not exactly was not justified!
The JBS article says that Butler "disa threat to national security. The JBS
version describes the Weavers as putty in patched a platoon (normally 40 men) of
the hands of this old fox whose omnipotent heavily armed skinheads" to rescue the
influence somehow nationally controls, or- Weavers. Truth-Six youths with guns
chestrates and pits radicals and conserva- were intercepted driving a van toward the
tives against the establishment in the de- encampment. Fotheringham's exaggerastruction of our traditional freedoms and tions continue as he states that while the
values. The fact is that Zionist and homo- Marshals weren't right to be on Weaver's
sexual so called "human dignity" groups property without warrants it wouldn't have
frequently use Butler's little hang-out as a saved any lives if a proper warrant and
cause-celebrefor fund raising, rallies, media procedure would have been used since
"who could have served.. ..
attention and agitation.
I spoke both with Butler, who showed
(Editor's note: A page is missing in the
up at the police line one day for a short
time, and the Weaver Family-including FAX received.)
Kevin Harris. Butler denied even knowing
....Fotheringharn's point? I s he sayWeaver. Randall and Kevin said they were
not in any way aligned with Butler. Con- ing it's OK for the feds to ignore the Constitrary to Fotheringham, Weaver told me the tution since anyone they choose to label an
BATF offered him money to infiltrate Butler's Anti-Semite radical can't rationally be dealt
organization. Weaver said that he at- with? I had never met nor in any way
tended one of Butler's church meetings talked to Weavers or Kevin Harris. I stood
(Church of Jesus Christ-Christian) , but before them unarmed without body-arfound it offensive and refused to work mor. No shots were fired-no threats were
further for the feds. The BATF then set him made. The sheriff is paid to issue warrants.
up for the "sawed-off weapons charge Why wasn't normal procedure followed?
that precipitated the eventual shootout. Why didn't the feds use a bullhorn to
~ o t h i r i n ~ h asays
m it was "agents of the announce their presence and establish a
federal government" that entrapped siege if Weaver refused to come out? There
Randall. Sweet words for what were mere w a s no need for bloodshed. Weaversweren't
informants. Fotheringham forgets to men- given a choice. Sammy was killed, Vicki
tion that Weaver went down for the ar- was killed, Randall and Kevin were
raignment and was released on his own wounded-without warning. Before the
recognizance. Randall is an honorably Marshals opened fire, neither Weaver nor
discharged vet with not so much as a traffic Harris had ever in their lives fired a shot at
violation against him a t that time! anyone! Randall still has never fired a shot
Fotheringharn's continued reference to in anger!
"anti-Semitismmclearly points to his (and
Fotheringham casts me as a dangerJBS HQs?) use of Weaver and the moth- ous fanatic 'agent provocateur" whose
eaten radical Butler as stage props for Anti-Semitic, racist, white supremacist,
another hackneyed Zionist ploy diverting fervor wrapped in the vestments of religion
attention away from the real issue of gov- make it easy to fan the f m s of governmenternment abuse. Fotheringham paints the citizen conflict. Where was he when there
entire episode as a premeditated and co- was fire on the mountain? His use of the
ordinated hatemonger effort to lure federal New American to besmirch the Weavers
&xces-h* a 4 d e n t d a ~ linstead
f
4mys&to circulatehis owndis-~
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tion shows complicity and irresponsibility
by the JBS editorial staff. Fotheringham
asks questions attacking my character
which are easily answered by military and
public record, or would have been clarified
had he bothered to ask. He obviously
knows little or nothing about me or the
Weavers. Worse, it appears that neither he
nor the JBS HQs staff care! After reading
the article, I immediately telephoned the
JBS HQs. They said Fotheringham would
call me. He didn't. You answer the question: Is the JBS a pseudo-patriotic front, or
was this glaring bit of yellow journalism
just a lesion on their normally unmarred
body of truth? After two days of waiting, I
sent the following fax (abbreviated):
JBS HQS
FR: Bo Gritz
RE: New American 14 Dec. Art.
Randv Weaver's Role.
I've read Don Fotheringham's
"Weaver-Butler-Antisemite-conspiracyarticle and find it be misleading and poorly
researched with the usual extreme bias
normally found in the Washington Post and
New York Times. Fotheringham must be
Jewish, on the ADL payroll, or is trying to
make an indelible impression that he is. I
haven't seen the Zionist drum beaten so
loudly and repetitively in one story since
reading the "oficial use only" white supremacist intelligence report prepared for
law enforcement by the ADL.
IF you believe what Fotheringham
wrote isgood journalism, then it has been
my misdirection to have supported and
spoken out in favor of the JBS the past
several years, when Ezra Taft Benson and
Howard Freeman and other patriots that I
respect and look up to were Birchers. I was
even asked two years ago by Fotheringham
to travel as a speaker for the JBS. I looked
forward to fellowship and communication
with Americans who sought to be informed
about their government through the JBS.
Don withdrew the offer because I insisted
on my bride coming with me. I went on
promoting the JBS to the hundreds of
groups that I appeared before as an author
and presidential candidate.
Fotheringham reporting was gross.
I'm extremely disappointed! He not only
didn't contact me before writing the article,
but posed the climax of his distorted views
around my participation at Ruby Creek.
My purpose there was to preserve lifewhich we did. Fotheringham's qyestions
allude that I am part of the white supremacy movement. There is no indication
that he even sought my comments before
publication-very much like T m a n d other
intellectual prostitutes of the establishment.. His portrayal of what happened is
both inaccurate and deceptive. His statement about me, the skin heads and Nazi
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salutes are disgraceful and you can be
certain that I will seek a personal confrontation with him a t the earliest moment.
My Dad was killed by Nazis during
World War 11. I have worn the uniform of
the United States with honor, valor and
dignity. I sought to serve our nation and
brethren well. Ignorant reporters and biased publishers who work for the media
are expected to besmirch anyone who
threatens their global objectives. When
someone of an established so-called "patriot publicationwtakes that liberty it must
be with a peril of responsibility. Citizens
expect Time to crucify patriot reports, but
coming from you, it is like a kiss from
Judas! fH: Oops! Kiss from Judas? A
wise choice of words, son? I would think
you could do a bit better than that?
Further, my scribe about had a heartattack at his "father being killed by the
Nazis during World War 11". What think
ye? Did he die and pass recently as
given us to believe--OR--was he slain in
World War 113 Do we test GOD to the
point of foolishness, perhaps, or simply
not give all the details? Do the discrepancies come back t o haunt the tongue?
Wherein lies truth? So be it.]
IF YOU ARE 80 WRONG ABOUT
SOMETHING I KNOW ABOUT, WHAT IS

TO SAY YOU AREN'T EQUALLYWRONG
IN THE OTHER ARTICLES YOU PRINT?
Your storywas a disserviceto Randall
Weaver and his family who have suffered
severe abuse at government hands and
still must withstand deadly attacks in court.
Your writer weaves his insidious bias
throughout the story at the expense of
good citizens who in the past would have
had your support. The article I just read
belongs in William Buckley's National Review, not t h e New American.
If
Fotheringham's article is an example 2
how you are now doing business and
what you now stand for, then I consider
you a parasite on the body of American
patriots that we would all be better off
without!

END OF QUOTING
***
Dharrna, take this from the equipment, we
have no time to discuss it as we are now
late for the meeting. Thank you, I understand your confusion but it is f i n e t h e s e
are the discernments over which information can often be misleading. Hold the
course and the perturbations will seem
less bothersome.
Hatonn to clear, please.

Whose Christmas
Is It, Anyway.3
"Christm-you now have a commercial day
of money exchange and a celebration of his
DEATH at something called EASTER (also
WHOSE "CHRISTMAS" IS IT?
a "pagan" celebration long before there
A s you move into the Day of Christ- was a "Jesus"). How quaint that you have
mas--please note that the "news" items managed to all but delete the energy form
now "...recognize Santa Claus as the from your very existence and still call it
'deity' of the holiday You have come a "Christianity". So be it. He wno remem"...long way baby!" You who serve with bersohispath-is destined to GLORY!
me, please, KNOW that we recognize your
EARTH CHANGES
ongoing attention to the meaning of the
celebration and your love is accepted and
Be aware that the intensity and quancherished-it also makes the journey worthy of the work and purpose and forms a tity of shakers along the entire circumferbond which shall not be broken. Blessed is ence of the "Ring of Fire" and offshore
he who holds mankind in his love and Australia are picking up. 'I here are reprayers-for God prevails as the curtain ported (which means sizable and unhidefalls on the play. The more quickly MAN able) quakes throughout the entire area.
comes to remember that, the better it shall This is very important for you must rebe for all. Santa Claus was created as a member that Australia is NOT a part of the
"marketing" tool to help commerce. I Pacific P l a t e t h a t means that activity is
would note that it has been very, very affectingthat areaand the quakes reported
successful! Now you don't have to worry are over 7 points in magnitude. This
much over the LIFE or BIRTH of some certainly bears attention.
12/23/92 11 HATONN
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COSMOS
A s becomes the usual turn of eventsall ones await news of "when comes the
money?" My guess is that most will never
even know of transference of ANYTHING!
Further, things will be handled in an effort
to allow for total continuity of all functions
so as to least upset-in mammoth manner--order, without anarchy.
Revealing of information out of sequence,
for whatever reason, has most surely slowed
the ability to do all things appropriate and
has allowed the adversarial servants a
chance to slip the bindings. Whether that
be intentional or error results in the same
conclusion.
Our people are working around the
clock in order to find out validity of projections regarding both the "Cosmos" company and "Treasurygate". They find a lot
of valid information as has been given and
a lot of shut-down and shock at the things
which have been presented. I would suggest, since the LIBERATOR has been asked
to hold off on further printing of tape
transcriptions, etc., that there are a lot of
things which are not what were at first
presented. A s a for instance, chelas, only
t h e Congress can dissolve the IRS, regardless of its "private" s t a t u s - s o it
cannot have "alreadyn been done. Neither have t h e persons spoken, or anythingelse, with t h e Joint Chiefs of Staffor so they NOW say. I suggest you all
look for hedging and retractions. This is
why we have made tapes availablebut n o
further information outlay.
There was no representative from "Cosmos" present at the last conference call
which was also a hedging operation. Well,
the "stuff' should not have been aired a t
all until there were permissions and facts.
I have asked hearing at the next conference-but as with all Earth trappings"they will have to have a conference to
decide." Well, since I am the "Cosmos"
side of the issue, I find it interesting that I
am not wanted to speak-probably the
ONLY one with all the information. So be
it. Does this possibly indicate that a lot of
B.S. has been hyped along with the TRUTH?
There are a couple of blatant pieces of
misinformation in those tapes: 1. It is
stated that your gold is in the U.S. No, your
gold is not in the U.S. but many flights are
being run to try and get some of it BACK
INTO THE U.S. and 2. "The gold certificate in point" was projected t o be in
good security within t h e U.S.-IT IS
NOT-IT IS OUTSIDE THE U.S. These are
pretty good "slipswof the lips and you have
to be quite discerning.
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cleans up his "act" and does some of the
things a leader would have already donehe will be considered a'loss" to his ground
crew who served with time and money
which has literally "broken" many. He,
thus far, has not even "thanked" his state
committees!! Necessary? Well it certainly
would seem NICE!
He sends out the word through letters
to "...not get involved with this Cosmos
thing." Well, they don't ask for anythingnot even as much as a campaign program
request-so, how does anyone "get involved"? If you get involved in a service to
save your Constitution and Nation-is that
so very bad?? What does he mean? Perhaps he means that he personally garnered quite a bit, and now it is awkward,
for some of the campaign monies were
spent on personal trappings and attention.
I have no comment-but I do want to tell
you that a lot of criminals took the bait and
now await the hangman! This is called
"bribery" and "treason". If Commander
Gritz wishes to tell the world that I am a
Judas-goat as stated to me personally and/
or a "Reptilian" (actuallyhe said, "If there
is anything Reptilian about you it is your
Chameleon - - -" thereby negating my
Reptilian possibilities.) it is fine with me for
it changes not one iota of my presence or
purpose-stature or relationship with GOD
OF LIGHTED CREATION. God has time to
wait for his strayed lambs to find their
way-but YOU perhaps DO NOT!
At this time of great pain and loss upon
your nation-you must first put aside differences in beliefs of doctrines, creeds and
colors-and focus on the point which will
save your nation-reclamation of your
Constitution and Judicial system through
which the other things can be regained! A
disarmed slave cannot function well and
that is exactly wherein you .are headed at
this writing.
In manner of LIBERATOR presentation
I shall continue to give you that which is
around you and select topics which have
great impact. I remind you-I do not
jeopardize my people to satisfy your curiosity or give personal purpose 'readings".
If you want psychic readings and fortune
telling-go to the deceivers who offer such
service-for I DO NOT!
CONSTITUTION RECOVERY
IS THE ISSUE

It does not matter one iota about either
of the above issues. The point is to get
networking WITH CLOUT enough to reclaim the Judicial System and return to
your Constitution. I despise the use of the
term "Common Law" as a directive unto
which to "return". YOU MUST HAVE
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW! The Common
I am blasted with inquiries about Bo. I Law comes DIRECTbY from Great Brithave no comment about Bo Gritz. Until he ain. However, you have to backtrack

through the maze in which man can recognize his bearings and upon which you can
gain hearing in the courts through acceptable legal hoopla.
THIS is your opportunity herein. While
a nation is attentive-go for it! Waiting for
a "maybe" windfall of currency is NOT
what will save you-you must reclaim your
Constitution or kiss your nation goodbye.
Our team will do everything it can to push
the opportunity along. I suggest you write
to your favorite newsletter presenters and
DEMAND that a central presentation resource, THE LIBERATOR, be utilized for
ongoing continuity of information flow as
our people are willing to work those extra
hours with no pay to get it done and I
witness FEW others willing to do as much.
Further, we are going to assist in setting
up the spokes of computer hookups and
contacts have already been made to shove
that along. We are doing our par-will you
do yours? Yours, at this time, is in the
demanding unification into centralized focus so that by coalescing your assets and
power in strength you can have a voice
which will surpass all others.
THE CRIMINALS ARE ON THE RUN
Do you actually think Bush is going to
Somalia to feed starving babies? Oh, he
will make a show-and-tell-but h e is of
necessity going OUT of t h e U.S. He has
a personal b U to be paid on t h e 29th of
December of almost a billion dollars and
all his avenues of getting t h a t rum have
been blocked! He has a massive "ded"
personally (with his son in Bahrain)with
some of the Saudi leadem and Bahrain
which he hopes can meet the needs.
I believe you should also know, that all
flights with any military personnel go
through (both directions) hold-overs in
Saudi Arabia to and from all points in that
area of the globe-the obvious, of course, is
Somalia. There is no way for these Elite
bastards to meet without goingout ofcountry-note, so is "Major" of Britain "visiting" the starving in Somalia. What is with
this little bit of misery, Somalia?? Why
doesn't somebody furthe starvingin Bosnia?
How about the streets of Anytown, U.S.A.?
I thought you could see the puzzle a bit
more clearly.
TURKEYS FOR CHRISTMAS
The whole thing reminds me of Zsa Zsa
Gabor today, giving(withthe help ofGrifin
and a son or something, "who helped
financially") 100 turkeys to the Woman's
Center wherein she served in public service as penalty of the court for misbehaviors. This makes ALL the news! A turkey
wholesale will cost less than or around
$6.00. That is an outlay of maybe $600 a t
most. This woman is dripped in jewelry,
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shows up in a fur coat and limousine and
I find it personally sickening that mankind
has dipped to such drivel and such bastardized levels.
You see, "value" of money cannot be
placed on a GIFT! Therefore, this cannot be
a "gift from the heartn-it is a commercial
advertising campaign at no cost whatever
to the advertiser! Do you think you or the
UBERATOR would be noted in giving away
even 10,000 turkeys? Ponder it.

We're Doing
Something Right
12/23/92 #2

HATONN

much or to6 little brings u n b a l a n c e
perfect is perfect and you must learn
as much. Do not simply require your
body to work harder at discarding, stressing or accommodating too much of anything-allow it to guide you for only "it"
can tell you truth of individual need.
EVERYTHING we offer is only a simple
guideline to assist you wherein we know

substances give cell restoration. You must,
for instance, realize that even a 35%solution
of hydrogen pemxideBURNS! Use good
discretion with all things until you find your
proper balance-and further, do not confuse
feelings of uneasiness with "sickness"as the
uneasiness is often the result of restoration
and healing processes. Listen to what the
body tells you and act accordingly.

'Tis The Season

TO Be Legal

WAR ON PHOENLX LIBERATOR
12/24/92#1

Ah, indeed, we are doing something
RIGHT! There is a movement afoot "out
there" to discredit the LIBERATOR. How
interesting-discrediting the WORD is going to be most interesting and I certainly
welcome the attention. The first flow of
"stuff" into the fan is to present u s with
documents which have no merit in order to
get u s to print something and then call u s
liars. Nope, please do not underestimate
God's PLAN-what you send is given as
sent and if we can determine without open
display of privacy when asked, you will get
exactly who gave it, when, and more fun
yet-WHY! I enjoy a good game as well as
the next as long as my brethren do not get
hurt and I intend to see to it that they DO
NOT! You who think it merits you greatness to discount my position and the status of the Hosts of God in total service unto
God, might well catch up on your homework because you are about to get raw
scrambled eggs all over your parts that
show! That, in turn, often ends up with the
parts that do not show, in a sling!
HEALTH TOPICS
For goodness sakes, readers and listeners, USE YOUR REASONING BRAINS.
Some of you get so enthusiastic in your
"self"restoration that you go bonkers! Too
much of ANYTHING is going to give unbalance and consequently you will stop ALL
self help. STOP, STOP, STOP-LOOK AND
REASON. If you are not feeling well with
anything you are doing-look at the possible causes and act in reason. At the very
least cut down on intake. There is nothing
we ever speak of that will do other than
help you-but if you overtake or use improperly or overexuberantly-you are going to make yozlrselfu~orse-notbetter, a t
least in the short-run. Remember, there
k no whem to go from Uperfectm.Too

HATONN

OH HOLY NIGHT?
T I S THE SEASON TO BE JOLLY?

'The Suprreme Caclt, initsfinal solution to
thepmbkm, said C h n ' s h m really is seatlar;
or, thesectllaraspects of Christmasam Zegitiw e , the religious not-whenit wmes topublicpmpertzj." Oh? All are right and all are
WRONG. It is a celebration of Santa ClausauJewish"invention! Even the one with the
incorrect label, was born in August-not
December. Isaac Newton was born on Decernber 25th-whyddo you not celebrate with
applesandgyroscopes? Theargument comes
over the "Christmas tree--a Christian symboll" (333) This was never a C H R I S T M
symbol. It was a "pagan" decoration! MAN
HAS DECIDED WHATWILLBEASYMBOLCERTAINLY THE SIGN OF THE CROSS IS
NOT OF ESU-FOR HE DREW THE SIGN OF
THE 'FISHn AS HIS SYMBOL ACCORDING
TO BIBLICAL HISTORY AS PRESENTED TO
YOU-THE-PEOPLE. Six pointed stars? This
is the Sign of one David a1 Roy-not the Star
of the House of David! Five pointed starupside down: the sign of Satan! Does turning
it upright make it the sign of Christ? What of
the Star of the East? It was in the s h a v of a
DISC-not a star of any light rays, much
lessfive!
Ah so, it is PEOPLE (MANKIND) WHO
MAKE THE DIFFERENCES AND COME IN
HATRED AND VIOLENCE, ANGER AND INSULT AT A TIME OF SO-CALLED "REJOICING" FOR MANKIND. So be it--God has
tirne-you have run out!
Let me share with you a story from the St.
Petetsburg ?kes, Dec. 5,1992 that was sent
to me, on this subject:
AN UNSATISFYmTG SOLUTION TO
TNE CHRISTMAS PROBLEM

I know it's ~ h r i s t m awhen
s
people get-

well-"sensitive".
I'm a rabbi (Jacob
Neusner) ,so I know, very, very sensitive.
This week, Christmas happened.
One of the angels who staff the USFSt. Petersburg library put a Christmas
tree on her desk (out of her own funds, of
course). No "religious symbols", just
some artificial snow balls. On top, she
put a star-a six pointed star. That's
how she learned to make stars. No
ulterior motive.
Now, in case you don't speak Politically Correct, the six pointed star is a
star of David, a.k. a., a "Jewish star". So
she'd blundered into putting a Jewish
symbol on top of a Christian symbol.
I came by a couple of hours later, in
time to answer her question: "Is that the
wrong kind?"
I: "Why?"
She: "I don't know."
I: "A Jew who didn't want a 'Jewish
star' on a Christmas tree, or a Christian
who didn't want a 'Jewish star' on a
Christmas tree, or a secularist who didn't
want a Christmas tree on state property?"
She: A long sigh.
I: Silence.
So she made a five-pointed star.
That same afternoon, when I got home,
I got a call from a Washington Post reporter, wanting to interview me on "the
Christmas problem".
I: "What problem?"
He: "How Jews keep Christmas."
I: "That's no problem. Christmas is a
Christian religious holy day. Loyal Jews
don't keep it."
He: "But it's such a happy holiday.
Why don't they want to hear our good
news and celebrate with us?"
I: 'Sure, so is Easter, but you don't
come calling on Easter. So for us is
Passover, but we don't
expect you to eat
maw-@ then.'
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tians with a challenge to the integrity of their general.
But-to identify the real issue-people
faith more dangerous than any sincewith
still
pray on Friday, Saturday, or Sunday,
the legitimation of Christianity in the early
fourth century by Emperor Cor-tstantineand and go to the polls on Tuesday, so keeping
the end of the state persecution of that reli- church distinct from state and keeping religion4hristians climbed up out of the cata- gion out of politics, or religious commitments
combs and went off and built Western civili- and convictions out of public life, really are
not the same thing.
zation.
The issue isn't Christmas, it's pro-life, a
Now, through most Western history, people
took for granted that religion and politics religiously based conviction, as against proformed a tight partnership, along with every choice; it's "In God we trusl? on coins; it's
* The First Amendment is presently inter- other aspect of cultural and social life. Juda- paid chaplains in the military and in state
preted to mean not only that the state may ism, Christianity and Islam all formed free- institutions of all kinds; it's the use of state
not sponsor a religion or religion in general, standing, self-administering societies, with property for religious activities in the schools
which is the salvation of religion in this rabbis or bishops or kadis and imams exer- and universities. I have a regular, semicountry, but that all marks of religion are to cising legitimate violence in behalf of the monthly Talmud seminar for the Jewish (and
be blotted out, except when they're not.
social order. The wars of the Refonnation other)prisoners in the state prison here, and
That is, until Public Law 102-14 when it made prior arrangementstoo disruptive, and the prison chaplain, a Protestant, and I enjoy
became Public Law to utilize UJewishn with the fonnation of the nation-state-terri- the privileges accorded to us by the state of
religion in the U.S. of A]
torial, encompassing, leveling difference so Florida. But a minister of some other faith
that Muslim, Christian and Jew all became, than his and mine might have some trouble
* A vast engine of gloppy sentimentality in theory at least, equal as citizen-the
old getting in: Santeria, for instance!
builds up a head of steam from November on, world gave way.
Would that matters were so easy to sort
exploding in the annual orgy, shop till you
Two ways lay ahead. In much of Europe, out that all we have to do is take one point off
drop.
the state supported the church, so that tax the star, or maybe take the star off the tree, to
funds pay foi~utheran
and catholicchurches make everybodyhappy, or-if you prefer-to
* Christianity, in various formulations, in Germany, the queen of Britain is head of make everybody equally unhappy!
Silence.
really is areligion and really does celebrate (in the Church of England, and Catholic educaits language) the birth of Jesus Christ at tion enjoys tax support. In Germany priests
(JambNeusner is distinguished research
Christmas, and the resurrection of Jesus and pastors served as chaplains to the murAuschwitz,
for
one
ghastly
example
professor
of religious studies af University of
These
are
great
and
holy
derers
at
Christ at Easter.
of what happens when the state pays the SouthFlorida, Tampa, and atcthorof A RABBI
days.
TALKS WITH JESUS; a n interfaith, inpiper and calls the tune.
B
i
l
l
of
Rights
gave
t-~e~alemnter,-which~oubleda~will
In
this
country,
the
When facts two and three meet, what
happens? The schools are decorated in red religion the two greatest gifts it has received publish nerd month)
and green and spend six or eght weeks in all of human history.
***
singing Christian hymns.
First, the First Amendment recognized
And
so--who
ever
heard of GOD??
Then fact one intervenes, and someone religion as a native category of American life,
goes to court, and, with the usual exquisite taking for granted that the American people, Who ever heard o f LOVE?? SO BE ITtiming, six hours before the annual Christ- or enormous parts thereof, were religious. So FOR IN THINE TIME OF DECISIONSmas concert, the judge orders the concert state-sponsored atheism, in doctrine as in THE WAVE SHALL BE UPON YOU AND
canceled, or moved from school property.
the Soviet Union or in symbol as in France, WHEREIN SHALL YE SEEK THINE SOLACE??
A while back, the Supreme Court set forth was eliminated.
its final solution to the Christmas problem. It
Indeed, at this moment in a state I shall
Second, the First Amendment freed relisaid, Christmas really is secular; or, the gion from state intervention, so that all reli- not mention, in a public place-the sosecular aspects of Christmas are legitimate, gions had to compete as equals (moreor less) called Christians and KKK have erected a
the religious not, when it comes to public in the free market of public life. And most cross. It was torn down and it again was
property (and all that that represents). So, religious Americans will agree that freeing erected!! But, how many of you know that
the court went on, Single Bells is kosher, religion from subservience to the state ex- already in place with full permission was a
SilentNight is not, and you can have Rudolph plains the vigor of religious life in this coun- seven candle minorah-a VERY (and only)
the Red Nosed Reindeer all you want, but no try, where upward of 90 percent of the popu- Jewish symbol placed in that very same
creche, no adoration of the Magi,nothing that lation tell the National Opinion Research public place? What are you doing, people
speaks for (again in Christian language) the Center and Gallup Polls fromyear toyearthat of Earth?? IS THIS WHAT BRINGS YOU
Good News that happened that holy night. they believe in God, and upward of80 percent UNTO YOUR HIGHER AUTHORITY WITHIN
Now if I were a Christian, I would have say they pray from week to week.
THE REALMS OF GOD?? ARE YOU WORtaken up a cross and splashed across it,
And that brings us back to Christmas, THY OF GOD'S ASSISTANCE? I WON'Christ is born on Christmas day," and which is the one point in the year when we DER.. ....???
***
demonstrated around the Supreme Court on have to sort out how to keep state and church
the holy day. For the court did worse than separate,whilerecognizinginfairandthought"THIS IS THE BEGNNNG OF A NEW
impose a wildly strict interpretation of the fulways the simplefact that ahuge part of our DAY. W D HAS GNEN ME THIS DAY TO
separation of church and state, but insisted population takes enormous pleasure in what USE AS I WlLL. I CAN WASTE IT OR GROW
on the exclusion of religion from every aspect for many is an authentically and uniquely N lTS L M AND BE A SERVICE TO OTHreligious occasion, and for nearly everybody ERS. BUT WHAT I DO WITH THIS DAY IS
of public life.
IMPORTANT BECAUSE I HAVE EXIt declared Christianity a matter of cul- else is a chance for a good time anyhow.
Every body wants to keep church and CHANGED A DAY OF MY LFE FOR IT.
ture, not religion at all. And that not only
WHEN TOMORROW COMES, TODAY WlLL
strikes at the heart of rehgious freedom, the state separate.
Nobody, but nobody, wants state spon- BE W N E FORE KER. I HOPE I WILL NOT
state now defining what is, or is not, religion.
It also presents authentic, believing Chris- sorship of a particular religion or religions in REGRET THE PRICE I PAD) FOR IT.''
After an hour of pointless meandering,
which made me miss the five o'clock news
and Golden &ds, he let me go, saying, "Well,
I guess I don't have my story line yet."
I: "What story?"
But there really is a story to be told at
Christmas, and I don't mean the one in the
Gospel According to St. Matthew. I mean the
story of how we have yet to sort out three
equally valid, conflicting facts.

w:

. ,
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Patriots

Rally

(continued from Page I)

LIBERATOR read in one sitting in convenience. I honor Mr. Lighter for his work
but, goodness, thae must be some better
presentation.]

Mr. Lighter gave notice of Misprision
that those notified and all recipients of all
such documentation, notices, etc., fail and/
or refuse to act appropriately on these matterswill be taken to the Federal Grand Juries
across America. Mr. Lighter stated he is in
search of and requests individuals to come
forward as "Experts" in related areas and
havingknowledgeofsameandsimilarcrimes,
cover-ups of crime, abuse of office, acts of
misprision, and other violations of Law and
Rightsagainst WETHE PEOPLE", forand to
be available for testimony before Grand Juries. Ifanyoneisinterested,theymay contact
Mr. Lighter at the INDEPENDENT SOCIETY
FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF THE AMERI-

The document, come into my attention ous certified letters and with even wide
for sharing, is published by: The Ameri- distribution of newspaper advertisement
can Citizens & Lawmen Association, noting the cover-up by the GAO. GAO
P.O. Box 8 7 1 2 , Phoenix, Arizona Pacific Director Walter C. Hermann, Jr.
85066. We shall follow on with as much insisted that Mr. Lighter refer the matter to
of that information as there is time fol- the FBI. However, due to the massively
lowing printing of the article first in documented wrongdoing, crimes and
point. (re: Eric Lighter)
coverup by FBI, Mr. Lighter was forced to
arrest FBI Director William Sessions on or
about 8/28/92 and was assisted by IndeQUOTING:
pendent Presidential Candidate Lt. Col.
CITIZEN'S ARREST OF INTERNAL James 730' Gritz and Retired Police officer
REVENUE SERVICE IIRSI COMMIS- Jack McLamb. The service of the Citizen's
SiONER SHIRLEY D. PETERSON
Arrest Warrant was made openly and publicly, in view of many witnesses, by Bo' CANCONSTITUTION(ISAAC),P.O.Box2556,
White collar Crime and Western Gritz placing the Warrant in the middle of Honolulu, Hawaii 96804.
Iran-Contragate Investigator Eric A. the bridge and by placing a rock on top,
Lighter of Honolulu, Hawaii, on Novem- during the Randy Weaver incident in Idaho.
END OF QUOTING
**+
ber 24, 1992 caused to be sent by certi- Such service is done by the Feds in similar
fied mail a letter to the chief counsel manner.
Robert J. Leonard of the Oversight SubThe Office of Professional Responsi- I believe you will fmd that this has resulted in
Committee for the Ways and Means Com- bilitywas also fully apprised ofthe matter(s) favorable action of one type-it seems, as we
mittee, U.S. House of Representatives and hasalso decided to aid in the cover-up. are told, that Ms. Peterson has resigned
with special attention to Jeff Fox, Profes- The U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee has which indicates fke &omthe smoke. Evsional Assistant and Counsel, and Chair- also been covering up these matters relat- ery %inn represemts further confirmaman J. J. Pickle.
ing to judicial misconduct since 1987 as tion of ability to restore your freedomsThe letter was in reference to the evidenced in the Federal Register (51311 i f y o u ~ e r e a n d s e i z e E V E R Y o p p o r t u "oncoming Federal Warrant for Citizen's 9 1) at page 2848 1. Other exhibits in the nity.
Arrest of Internal Revenue Service (IRS) documentation filed include: Affidavits,
* + *
Commissioner Shirley D. Peterson and the Memorandums, Certified Letters, Declaravoluntary, Material Felony Confession with tions. Similar documentation of Cover-up
(Editor's note: This next item begins
Redundant PRIMA FACIE evidence. An and Declaration was filed in the USA v.
entire bound package approximately 8-11 Randall Weaver, et al. (Assault at Ruby the first installment of a lengthy docu4 inches thick, and consisting of 1,789 Creek)Case. Along with the INSLAW scan- ment that Commander Hatonn shall be
pages of exhibits were also included and dal evidence that is related to the Randy presenting in its entirety, in segments.
Weaver incident. Also a claim of lien against The coverpage begins with "AU.S. Police
sent.
The Declarant , Mr. Lighter, also in- General Electric and Officials filed 9/ 1/92 in Action" and then in big type beneath that
cluded as part of the Citizen's Arrest, a the office of the King County Recorder, Se- "OPERATION VAMPIRE KILLER 2000"
250,000 page tax return (1040),with over attle, Washington. Also included was Bill and then in small type under that #Amen60,000 pages of files on public microfilm at Benson's 16th Amendment Reliance Pack- can Police Action Plan for Stopping the
age regardingthe update on the 16thAmend- Program for World Government Rule. "
the Hawaii Bureau of Conveyances.
The Citizen's Arrest on the IRS/ ment never being ratified. Total pages of Nearthe bottom of the coverpage i s "PubShirley D. Peterson, for cause, including documentationsentwas 1,789. w:Notethe lished by: THE AMERICAN CITIZENS &
continued patterns of criminal behavior. lreemingimportanceofnumbersofpaga+ LAWMEN ASSOC.,P.O.Box 8712,PhoeMr. Lighter testified to IRS Internal Secu- I personally consider this tgpe of paper nix, Arizona 85066. Copyright 1992.")
rity Inspector William J. Marandola (in flooding a distraction and hardly that
OPERATION VAMPIRE KILLER 2000
early 1990)just after Mr. Lighter's counsel which impresses me as being more than
was murdered in related matters, and he overkill and typical "lawyer tacticsn. It is
also testified to Honolulu IRS in mid Sep- qualiv of documentation and not quanPOLICE AGAINST THE NEW
tember 1991 in regards to a $50 Billion Tax tity which merits attention. Sometimes
WORLD ORDER.
bribe involving the White House. The IRS you ones damage your own cases by such
"Many of our nation's INTERNAL PROagreed to the technical aspects of the tes- tacticswhichare put asidebybusyjudicial
timony but yet the IRS continues to cover workers and placed in the "round filen or TECTORS know of the well-laid plan which
cubbyholed at best as "crack-potn"flood- will culminate before the year 2,000 to
up the crimes declared by Mr. Lighter.
A s of this &ate, these matters are ing''. If it requires that many pages of usher the United States, along with the
ailegedly classified as a "pending" case by documentation, fine-but why make a rest of the nations of the world, into a
the office of Inspector General of the U.S. point of it? The value of the documents "utopian" global community allegedly unthe number of der the control of a 'philanthropic' United
Department of Treasury, Office of Investi- d speak for self-&
gations. These matters have become a pages accumulated. How many of YOU Nations. A great many of our fellow Offichavetime to study, carefully,8-114 inches ers and National Guardsmen are taking a
"Hot Potato" at the Federal level.
The Pacific Director of the General ofpapers3 I t h o u g h t n o t ~ t h e t h o u g h t stand against this plan because they realAccounting Office was notified by numer- of it is boggling. You can't even get the ize that their fellow Americans were never
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allowed to know of this plan nor given the
opportunity to -vote on such a change in
their government. In addition, the officers
are concerned patriots and realize that this
plan of world dominion is injurious in the
extreme and a total fraud perpetrated
against the people of the world.
"This publication outlines the plan of
these American Internal Protectors which
they believe will stop this diabolical agenda.
That plan is: OPERATION VAMPIRE
KILLER 20001"
It is noted that this information is "unclassified" and the acknowledgements of
appreciation for input to this material are
given to The American Citizens & Lawmen
Assoc., U.S.Law Enforcement Professionals Assoc., Aid & Abet Police Newsletterwith a statement: "We Police Against the
New World Order wish to thank these
organizations for their input, information
and research."
I am not going to give much herein for I
have asked staff to contact the group and
gain permission or denial of right to use the
material [read on, enthusiastic permission
was quickly grantedj for our intent is never
to injure-only to assist-and to do so in
excellence of journalism.
It is noted that reports of increased
suicides within the Los Angeles Police Department by officers is rampant. The cause
as given by ones inside and feeling trapped
within the system through threats to family, etc., is that they cannot longer stand
the pressures of actions forced upon them.
This comes DIRECTLY from the "horse" so
denial is indeed foolish. This same input
comes from Colorado as well as Arizona in
various locations best left unspecified.
These are only DIRECT contacts so we will
not belabor the point; however, know that
you have ones on your side. Further, we
have MANY enforcement officers who read
the L B E M T O R faithfully and feedback is
that we are always "right on". The statements usually go like: "My God, I don't
know where they get their information but
these things are the TRUTH!" Thank you,
you who serve your brother, for yours is an
honorable service which has become a
nightmare as is the unfolding of this New
World Order. Be advised that if you gather
your strength against this beast it cannot
survive!
I wish to publish this material in order
to reach the readers who DO NOT KNOW
there is a way and/or a place to share.
I believe we can take the liberty of
sharing the "CONTENTS" of this document, in order as listed by topics: Purpose;
Treason and Sedition; The New Age/New
World Government Plan; Operation Vampire Killer 2000; What "New World"?; The
Famous and Infamous (Quotes); World
Money Powers; MediaBlacks Out the Facts;
World Government Under the U.N.; The
Religion of the NWO; New Age Professors;

Psychologists Lead thecWay; What I s This
Thing Called Peace?; Traitors' Grand Finales: (A) Race Wars, (B) Ecological Collapse,
(C)Visitors fromAfar3; Communism Gone?;
Americans Won't Need Guns in "Utopia";
L.A. Riots-an Orchestration; Remember,
It Can't Work Without You; A Personal
Testimony; Vampire Killer 2000 Working;
Enemy's Worst Nightmare; How Can You
Play A Part; Battle Cry; Documents/ Plans.
QUOTE:
PURPOSE
The Police Officers, National Guardsmen and military officers who have contributed to this special publication are
aware of a plan to overthrow the Constitutional Republic of these United States of
America.
This publication, many months in preparation, was found difficult to compile for
many reasons. One important reason was
that none of the officers involved were
pleased with the duty of bringing to the
attention of our colleagues the names and
activities of some in our nation who have
been in the past (or presently) engaged in
what can only be described by law as
treason and/or sedition against their own
government.
While detailing the plan of these Internationalists, the main goal of this special
police publication will be to promote an
active program that will defend America
from those at work forming an oligarchy of
Imperialism against this nation of free
people.
The herein-described plan to halt this
unAmerican activity can succeed only with
the combined efforts of the People's Protectors (the Police, Guardsmen and Military)
and their countrymen in the private sector.

the original LAW!]
PERMISSION GRANTED

P WAS INTERRUPTED BY E.J. WHO
HAS S P O K E N I m D U T E L Y WITH THE
ORGANIZATION IN POINT. THEY ARE
EAGER TO PARTICIPATE WITH US IN
ANY WAY-WITH ONLY ONE DEAdATHAT W E PRINT EVERYTHING IN THE
DOCUMENT-AS IS! I AM DELIGHTED
TO CONCUR AND W E SWALL S E R W I Z E
AS NECESSARY B UT YOU WILLGET THE
WHOLE W D I T E D , UNCUT DOCUMENT.
IN ADDITION, W E W L U BE SUPPLIED
WITH OTHER DOCVMENTS AND ITEMS
FORYOUR FURTHERINFORMATIONAND
I CAN PROMISE YOU READERS, A READ
O F A LIFETIME. YOUARE W I N O TO BE
ASTOUNDED AT THE THINGS WHICH
HAVE TRANSPIRED AND ARE ONOOWG
AGAINST YOU. BLESSINOS REST UPON
THESE DARING SERVAlVTS OF YOUR
NATION. W D BLESS AND MAY OUR
SERVICE BE IN TOTAL INTEGRITY A S
W E DO W f M T W E CAN TO ASSIST IN
PRESENTIlva INFORMATION UhSrO THE
PEOPLE OF THIS OPPRESSED REPUBLIC. SALU.]
We will now nume right on with
outlay with the third page:
Y o u are going to be SHOCKED, as
madets, b realize thatwe have alrready
presented this i n f o m f f o n to youTHIS IS YOUR CONFIRAdATIONI
OPERATION VAMPIRE KILLER
2000:
(continued)

QUOTING:
TREASON AND SEDITION
DEFINITIONS

END QUOTE.
[H: I will get back from you readers:
"But is this valid, real, honest and, and,
and? I will present what they allow us to
present-YOU will discern. I am happy
to comment as I witness things you
should note carefullyLut YOU must
now begin to discern for selves who are
your enemies and who are your coworkers in TRUTH and desire for restoration of your freedoms. You have
enough guidelines to discern the goals
as stated against the actions offered to
attain them. Do not be too overtakenby
"forceninvolved as you must remember
always-these are "enforcementnofficers in point. However, note likewisethat the f d intent is through completely non-violent, lawful manner of
change. Let us all awaken to the need
and this can be the tqansition back into
freedom--withoutviolence but through

In defining "treason" and "sedition"
we look to the Fifth edition of Black's Law
Dictionary, pg. 1345, and pg. 12 18.
TREASON:The offense of attempting
by overt acts to overthrow the government of the state to which the offender
owes allegiance;ar of betrayingthe state
into the hands of a foreign power.
SEDITION: knowingly becoming a
member of any organization which advocates the overthrow or reformation of
the existing form of government of this
state by violence or unlawful means.
The facts and information about some
of the persons and their actions listed in
this special report is prima facie evidence
of their long involvement in activities directly designed to overtly overthrow the
lawful, Constitutional government of the
United States of America. These individuals thus hope to deliver the People of the
U.S. into the hands of a foreign power

...
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known as the United Nations, which is in
actuality ag oligarchy of the world's super
rich, who have no allegiance to any one
nation and who control the U.N. from behind the scenes.
A s the reader will find, many of these
persons are, or have been members of
various organizations and have as their
purpose the destruction of this Constitutional Republic.

THE PHOENIX LIBERA TOR

their plan for "*PopulationControl" (reduction) is well established and under way.
OPERATION VAMPIRE
KILLER 2000

BE IT RESOLVED:

* Our prayer and promise is to do all
within our power, as faithful countrymen,
to overthrow this evil, treasonous plan in a

completely non-violent, lawful manner.
Our OPERATION VAMPIRE KILLER
2000 plan involves the awakening (educa* Our sworn duty is to protect the
tiou) of our fellow officers to the extreme people of this nation and its Constituneed for them to take an immediate and tional, Republican formofgovernment fmm
active role in assisting their fellow Ameri- any enemy that would come against it.
IMPORTANT NOTE: Not all of the people cans in stopping this plan for world dominlisted in this report are involved in treason ion, using every lawful means available.
* Our pledge is that WE WILL, BY
and sedition against the United States.
EVERY MEANS GIVEN UNTO US, UPSome of the individuals listed and quoted
HUMAN PARASITES
HOLD OUR OATHS AND FULFILL OUR
are presenting evidence of these crimes
SWORN DUTY TO OUR COUNTRYMEN.
committed by others or are listedlquoted
These elitists and their families have
for informational purposes only.
PUTTING THE STAKE
made most of their massive fortunes off
A s patriotic Americans of all races, reli- of the American people, and have dediTHROUGH DRACULA'S HEART
gions and political beliefs, we claim our cated entire lifetimes to using public
right to defend our Republic from all en- funds to subjugate the People to the will
WHAT CAN WE DO, WHAT SHOULD
emies, foreign and domestic. This educa- of their new world ARISTOCRACY.
WE DO? The Globalists' agenda is a
tion work is one such attempt.
This special police officer publication diabolical program which, through pa*+***
is a private endeavor, and is dedicated to t i e n t gradualism, is slowly draining the
those sworn Protectors of the People who moral, economic and political life blood
THE NEW AGEINEW
refuse to play a role in enslaving their from the United States and the hard workWORLD GOVERNMENT PLAN
countrymen. We are proud of these ing American people.
brave Officers who are presently assistWe in America, Officers and private
Many of our nation's INTERNAL PRO- ing other patriotic Americans of all races citizens alike, are fortunate that at this
TECTORS know of the well-laid plan which and creeds in halting this program for moment in our history we can still LAWwill culminate before the year 2000, to world dominion called the NEW AGE/ FULLY EXTERMINATE these parasitic
usher the United States, along with the NEW WORLD ORDER.
Global Blood Suckersby placing numerous
rest of the nations of the world, into a
Some of our Police/National Guards- "STAKES" madeof words, paper, pen, and
"utopian" global community allegedly un- men readers suggested names for this hard work through their hardened hearts.
der the control of a"?hilmthropic" United private police actions plan. Our governEND OF QUOTING FORTHIS SITTING.
Nations. A great many of our fellow Offic- ment, to maintain privacy in its activiers and National Guardsmen are taking a ties, h a s long been in the practice of
***
stand against this plan because they real- choosing unusual names for covert opize that their fellow Americans were never erations, such as "Transylvania 86 Co.",
allowed to know of this plan nor given the "Garden Plot", "Operation Zapata", Dharma, close this writing for we are
opportunity to vote on such a change in "Thunder Muffin, Inc.", "Operation needed elsewhere. We will continue this
their government. In addition, the officers Watch Tower", and "Cable Splicer", to outlay as rapidly as possible. Please
are concerned patriotsand realize that this name a few. We Officers, while in the understand that our people serve in huplan of world domination is injurious in the alternative, desiring the greatest amount man format and have the same human
extreme, and a total fraud perpetrated of publicity about our plan of attack duties as do all readers. God bless you
against the people of the world!
against these anti-American types, like- ones as you come again, alive, and rise to
This publication outlines t h e plan of wise have chosen a cute little name for meet your needs as a people and a nathese American Internal Protectors which our off-duty, First Amendment POLICE tion. Salu.
they believe will stop thisdiabolicalagenda. ACTION. That name is: OPERATION
Hatonn to step aside. Thank you.
VAMPIRE KILLER 20001
THE NEW ORDER
It is felt that this name reflects the
12/24/92 # 1 HATONN
actual program in which officers are inAllegedly this new order is being set up volved, designed to stop or "kill ofr the OPERATION VAMPIRE KILLER 2000
to save THE PEOPLE OF THE WORLD ongoing, elitist, covert operation which
[ A U.S . POLICE ACTION)
from a whole variety of "imminent" life- has been installed in the American sys(continued)
and world-threatening disasters. Of those tem with great stealth and cunning. They,
Quoting Continued:
sworn protectors of the people that are the Globalists, have stated that the date
sware of this global scheme, few realize of termination of the American way of life
t- tt the actual behind-the-scenes plan is is the year 2000. Therefore it is fitting
EVIDENTIARY FOUNDATION
f an oligarchy of the world's richest fami- that our date to terminate, a t the very
Presented here are oft-used, famous
I to place 112 the masses of the earth in least, their plan, is also the year 2000.
LET IT BE WELL UNDERSTOOD, WE quotes and statements which will make for
r vitude under their complete control,
c.,ninistered from behind the false front of PROTECTORS OF THE AMERICAN easy reference for those who wish to use
- United Nations. To facilitate manage- PEOPLE HAVE NOT ASKED FOR THIS them to educate our fellow officers, Nar ?t capabilities, the plan calls for the BATTLE. IT IS OUR NATION'S EN- tional Guardsmen and military, or the
e lination of the other 2.5 billion people EMIES WHO HAVE BROUGHT THIS private sector. As the reader will see, most
t ,ugh war, disease, abortion and famine FIGHT TO THE VERY DOOR OF EVERY of these statements have been around for
many decades and are known by those who
t: the year 2000. A s we can plainly see, GOOD AMERICAN.
a

+
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study history and the machinations of
megalomaniacs known today as Globalists.
Most are not new revelations, but just the
opposite; however, few will ever be found in
the controlled press. There are literally
thousands of such well-worn statements
about the coming world government. We
have selected some of the very best and
well known.
ZNVESTIGATOR'S NOTE: A s the investigator will notice not all of the quotes are
documented as to date and place of utterance. This will trouble some. If this is a
problem to the reader, he should either
eliminate those quotes, or consider, as
police investigators do, the great preponderance of evidence pointing toward any
given hypothesis! In addition, as in other
investigations, sometimes the investigator
must look at the results to accurately
check the validity of the information one is
receiving. This is to say, that many times
we must look to see if what the statement
purported would occur, ACTUALLY OCCURRED, in order to check and see if the
original information received was valid. A s
the investigator will recognize, this is the
same process used by law enforcement in
proving the reliability of a Confidential
Informant (CI). The reader will readily see
that what the undocumented statements
listed in this publication exposed, or stated
would occur in the future, has either occurred, or is in the process of taking place
today. Therein lies the proof of the validity
of the original statements and why they
were chosen to be included in this publication.

FACTS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES
FROM THEIR WORKS YOU WILL
KNOW THEM. Here are their words and
works, and some very important evidence (STAKES) to use to expose and
"kill off" the World Government Vampires in our society. In addition to this
are included other pertinent materials
(government maps, etc.) all of which revealed other parts of the same treasonous operation.
With these facts in hand, our nation's
internal protectors, police and National
Guardsmen, will be able to alert even the
most hard-headed of our colleagues to
understand that: VERY SOON, IF WE
DO NOT STOP THESE WORLD GOVERNMENT PROPONENTS, AND INSTALL IN PLACES OF LEADERSHIP
HONORABLE MEN AND WOMEN, ALL
MILITARY, NATIONAL GUARDSMEN
AND OFFICERS OF THE LAW WILL BE
USED AS THE UENFORCEMENTARM"
TO GUARANTEE A FULL COMPLEMENT
OF UVOLUNTEERS" FOR THESE IMPERIALISTS' "PEACEFULn SOCIALIST
GLOBAL SOCIETY.
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EXPOSURE IS THE DEATH KNELL
OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER
Investigating Officers always must demand proof of a crime. No assumption can
stand alone. Here are the confessions right
from the mouths of these parasites of liberty. Once armed with this information,
our PLAN is simply for each Officer to take
this publication, make copies of it (or order
more copies) and pass them out ASAP to
every Police Officer and National Guardsman he knows. All Officers, for their own
welfare, and in order to be of assistance,
need these facts. Keep in mind that these
global government Blood Suckers,just like
the old movie Vampires, m u s t do their
dirty deeds in darkness. The purpose of
this publication is to bring that darkness to
light! If we do this, the only other activity
we "Police Against the New World Order" need apply is to UPHOLD OUR OATH
OF OFFICE. In other words, our duty is to
protect the people and their rights under
the U.S. and State Constitutions.
We welcome every Internal Protector
that loves liberty and has taken an oath "to
protect our U.S. Constitution and the freedoms of their fellow countrymen", to join
u s in
SAYING "NO" TO THE NEW
WORLD ORDER.

+**
WHAT "NEW WORLD"?

Man's desire to rule the world is as old
as his presence on the earth. The 'New"
World Order is actually the same old plan
for world domination. Biblical history itself shows this to be true. The Tower of
Babel was one such futile attempt by men
to set up a ONE WORLD SOCIETY without
God. And God Himself crushed it. Satan
tempted even Jesus, promising Him world
dominion as His reward. This same promise has been given to scores of other men
over the ages. History tells of many who
have accepted the Great Deceiver's terms.
This diabolical quest has continued on
through the 19th Century and into the
20th, with national and world figures each
successively making plans for world rule.
Listed here are but a few of such statements from many past decades up to the
present.
HOW SHALL WE KNOW?
Some among u s ask, "How shall we
know when tyranny has come to America's
door?" There are very few answers that our
Founding Fathers failed to leave us regarding the proper and improper role of government. Here is the answer to the question of how we shall ~ecogirizetyranny:

"SINGLE ACTS OF TYRANNY MAY BE
ASCRIBED TO THE ACCIDENTAL OP1NION OF A DAY*, BUT A SERIES OF OPPRESSIONS, BEGUN AT A DISTIBGUISHED PERIOD, AND PURSUED UNALTERABLY THROUGH EVERY CHANGE
OF MINISTERS (ADMINISTRATIONS),
TOO PLAINLY PROVES A DELIBERATE,
SYSTEMATIC PLAN OF REDUCING US
TO SLAVERY."
- Thomas Jefferson. (Has mmnny
Come To America3

Another of our Founders said:
"WHEN THE GOVERNMENT FEARS
THE PEOPLETHERE IS LIBERTY; WHEN
THE PEOPLE FEAR THE GOVERNMENT
THERE IS TYRANNY." (There is no question at this time in our history that Americans fear their government.)

THE FAMOUS 86 INFAMOUS QUOTES
Like the legendary Vampire Dracula
lays claim to his victims, the Globalist
slowly drains the essence of life and liberty
from our Land. While it may be surprising
to some, we will begin this overview of U.S.
treason and debauchery with America's
current, number one proponent of world
conquest, President George Bush:
GEORGEHERBERTWALKERBUSH,

President of U.S., CFR Director,Trilateralist,
"Lip-reader", CIA Director. Bush, one
moonlit night in 1948 at Yale University,
crawled naked into a coffin. With 15
brother "Bonesmen" (asthey call one another) encircling him, he told personal
tales of debauchery, took an occult oath,
was raised ("born-again")asaMAN-GOD,
jumped into a pile of mud, thus joining the
occult, elitist Skull & Bones Society. He,
indeed, is still a "Boner" today.
Bush spoke before Congress on Sept.
11, 1990, delivering a speech which he
entitled "Toward a. New World Order".
Addressing the subject of his Gulf War, he
made his first public utterance of his, and
his rich cronies' plans for a world imperialism in stating that the war against Iraqwas
"...arare opportunity to m w e toward an
historic period o f cooperation. Out of
these troubledtimes...anewworldorder
can emerge."
Let u s take a moment to compare the
statements of the "Father of the Republic"
with those of Internationalist George
"Boner" Bush:
"Thep a t rule of conductfor us, in
regard toforeign nations, is in extending our commerrriaZ mZationsto ham as
Zittlepolitical connection as^^."
Y...Why, by interweauing our d e d n y
with that of any part of Eumpey en-
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a n g l e ourpeace a d prosperity in the
toils of European ambition, rivalships,
intemst, humor, or capdce?" U....Et is
our true policy to steer clear of permanent alliances with any portion of the
forre3gn world.
George Washington,
September 19, 1796.

-

(Which
Georae should we follow31
,
V

Bush has given his New World Order
(NWO)pep
- talks a t least 20 times over the
last two years for various groups around
the world. Space does not allow us40 list
all of these treasonous discourses; however, several more are listed further on in
this report.
7

-

NOTE: DON'T MISTAKE THIS "BUSH
BASHING" AS ANTI-REPUBLICANISM!

Many of our Officers are deeply involved
in either the Socialist Republican party or
the Socialist Democratic Party. Both parties have played a large part in setting
America on the course toward 3rd World
Nation status. Bill Clinton's goals are
identical to Bush's-A
New World Order
Imperialism. Perot's ideas for government
are also pro-Globalism.
We can give Bush credit that his recent
unabashed utterances of his dream of a
New World Order served to awaken at least
a few slumbering Americans. These Americans now understand that, what was long
planned and covertly implemented, is well
on its way to fruition. Some will remember
historical accounts of other megalomaniacs of the past who acted upon similar
global ambitions. Several of the following
are relatively recent examples:
ADAM WISEHOPHF, professor a t
Germany's Ingolstadt University, founded
The Order of the Illuminati on May 1, 1776.
This man designed the very plan of world
domination that is still in use today to
enslave the world's masses. Here, upon
establishing his 'Order of the Illuminatin,
he smugly reflects on his "conning" the
gullible Christians of his day, saying:

"The most wonderful thing of all is
that the distinguished Lutheran and
Calvinist theologians who belong to our
order really believe that they see in it
(Illuminati) the true and genuine sense
of Christian religion. Oh mortal man, is
there anything you cannot be made to
believe?"

Evidently not! And a high percentage of
Christians today are still being conned in
the same way. One prime example of this
are the millions of Christians, and most
church denominations, who have fallen for
the NWO plan of a "One World RELIGIONn,

being spearheaded by the United Nations'
National and World Council of Churches,
behind the battle cry of ecumenicalism.
Watch the future and we will see only
small groups of spiritual Americans, who
will resist following the millions of "religiousn lambs to slaughter. The Lord of the
Bible always warned His people to never
follow the MULTITUDE.

Ford Foundation, in 1954 lends proof to
what we know to be fact today, namely that
many of our Presidents have been a knowing part of this World Conquest plot. Mr.
Gaither stated to Congressional Reese Commission investigator Norman Dodd: "We
operate here under directives which
emulate from the White House....The
substances of the directivesunder which
we operate is that we shall use our grant
ma*
power t o alter life in the united
WORLD 86 NATIONAL LEADERS
States so that we can comfortably be
POINT THE WAY
merged with the Soviet Union." (Ikewas
Let u s continue with statements from President at that time.)
those who over the last few generations
CARROLL QUIGLEY, Professor of Hishave recognized the One World conspiracy.
tory a t Georgetown University, member of
BENJAMIN DISRAELI, Prime Minister the CFR (one of the U.S. organizations
of England, was attributed with this state- dedicated to World Government) stated in
ment in 1844: uThe world is governed by his book Tragedy and Hope: "The Council
very different personages from what is on Foreign Relations (CFR)is the Ameriimagined by those who are not behind can Branch of a society which originated
in England. ..(and). .believes national
the scenes."'
boundaries should be obliterated and
WINSTON CHURCHILL, Prime Minis- one-world rule established." (Professor
ter of England, stated to the London press Quigley, according to his book, was totally
in 1922: "From the days of Spartacus dedicated to the One World Government
Wisehophf, KarlMarx, Trotskp, BelaKun, program. Hundreds of our City, State and
Rosa Luxemburg, and Emma Goldman, National politicians are members of this
this world conspiracy has been steadily and other NWO groups. Governor Clinton,
growing. This conspiracy played a defi- for example, attended Georgetown U. and
nite recognizable role in the tragedy of stated that his mentor, Professor Q., taught
the French Revolution. It has been the him so many wonderful things. Since Gov.
mainspring of every subversive move- Clinton and his wife are totally dedicated,
ment during the 19th century. And now International Socialists and NWO promotat last this band of extraordinary per- ers, perhaps Prof. Q. did have a great
sonalities from the underworld of the effect!)
great cities of Europe and America have
BARRY GOLDWATER, U.S. Senator
gripped the Russian people by the hair
of their head and have become the an- (Arizona) in his book With No Apologies,
disputed masters of that enormous em- stated this about another Globalist group:
pire."
"The Trilateral Commission is fnternational...( and) is intended to be the veJUSTICE FELIX FRANKFURTER,U.S. hicle for multinational consolidation of
Supreme Court Justice: "The real rulers the commercial and banking interests
in Washington are invisible and exercise by seizing control of the political govpower from behind the scenes."
ernment of the United States. The
Trilateral Commissionrepresents a skillJOHN F. HYLAN, Mayor of New York, ful, coordinated effort to seize control
1918-1925, said "The real menace of our and consolidate the four centers of
Republic is the invisible government powe-POLITICAL, MONETARY, INTELwhich, like a giant octopus sprawls its LECTUAL, and ECCLESIASTICAL."
slimy legs over our cities, states and
PETER HOAGLAND, Nebraska State
nation."
Senator and Humanist, speaking on radio
FRANKLIND. ROOSEVELT, U.S. Presi- in 1983 with the great American pastor
dent, in a letter written Nov. 2 1, 1933 to and Patriot Everett Sileven said: "FundsColonel E. Mandell House, Roosevelt states: mental, Bible-beliewing people do not
"The real truth of the matter is, as you have the right to indoctrinate their chiland I know, that a financial element in dren in their religious beliefs because
the large centers has owned the govern- we, the state, are preparing them for the
ment of the U.S. since the days of An- year 2000, when America will be part of
drew Jackson." (History points to the last a one-world global society and their
truly honorable and incorruptible Ameri- children will not fit in."
can president as Andrew Jackson, "Old
DAVID ROCKEFELLER, InternationI-iickory".)
alist billionaire, Hunimist, CFR kingpin,
ROWAN GAITHER, President of the founder of theTrilateral Commission, World

.

...
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Order Godfather (and in all probability the
High Schoolgraduate voted *MostLikely to
Be Hanged for Treason"),voiced his praise
of the controlled U.S. media for keeping
their oath not to divulge the Globalist plans
to the public. Speaking to his fellow conspiratorsat ameeting, June 199 1in Baden
Baden, Germany, ofyet one more infamous
World Order group, the Bilderbergers, Mr.
Rockefeller said:
"We are grateful to The Washington
P o s t , The New Pork Times, Time magazine and other great publications whose
directors have attended our meetings
and respected their promises of dkcretion for almost forty years."
He went on to explain:
"It would have been impossible for us
to develop our plan for the world if we
have been subject to the bright lights of
publicity during those years. But, the
world is now more sophisticated and
prepared to march towards a world government. The supranational sovereignty
of an intellectual elite and world bankers is surely preferable t o the national
autodetermination practiced in past
centuries".
(Itis not reported if the attendees kissed
his ring--or anything else-after their
leader bestowed his blessing on those in
attendance). Actually, we could ask Governor Clinton or Dan Quayle, both of whom
were there. Bush and Clinton are
Bilderbergers, Internationalists, and their
goals are exactly the same for America.
Let u s repeat ....CLINTON'S, BUSH'S,
AND PEROT'S, PLANS FOR AMERICA
ARE VIRTUALLY IDENTICAL. The Republicans' and Democrats' goals for
America are virtually identical. They both
are taking our nation into global government.
Globalist Mr. D a n Quayle was there at
the June '9 1 meeting being sized up as a
possibleBi1derbergerU.S.Presidentialcontender for 1996. The major media's job is
to convince Americans that the Republicans and Democrats are on opposite sides
and fighting each other.
[H: So WHY did I suggest you all
swing your votes t o Perot? Because he
had built up enough steam that, should
he get enough votes t o overwhelm t h e
"fixed' computer system-YOU WOULD
HAVE A VOICE! HE WOULD BE HARDPUT AFTER HIS ACCUSATIONS AND
PROMISES TO STOMP ALL OVER YOU
RIGHT AWAY AND PERHAPS YOU
COULD HAVE MADE SOME INROADS
INTO IDENTIFYING YOUR ENEMY A
BIT MORE EASILY. NO MATTERTHERE WERE NO PATRIOTS RUNNING
FOR OFFICE WHO WERE WILLING TO
FOREGO EGO GRATIFICATION FOR
YOUR NATION OR CITIZENS! SO WE
WILL HAVE TO DO IT THIS WAY-THE
HARDER WAY!]
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JAMES PAUL WARBURG, Foreign Agent
of the Rothschild Dynasty, major player in
the Federal Reserve Act scam: on February
17, 1950,while speaking before the United
States Senate, this pompous Internationalist boasted confidently, "We shall have
World Government, whether or not we
like it. The only question is whether
World Government will be achieved by
conquest or consent."
ROBERT KENNEDY, former U.S. Attorney General of the U.S.: "All of us will
ultimately be judged on the effort we
have contributed to building a NEW
WORLD ORDER."-1967.
(We can all
agree with Robert on one thing: All Traitors
who participate in the NEW WORLD ORDER WILL BE JUDGED ONE DAY!)
12/24/92 #2
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Let u s continue in quoting: OPERATION
VAMPIRE KELER 2000, A U.S. Police Action.
THE WORLD MONEY POWERS

and monetary system, for if they did, I
believe there would be a revolution before tomorrow morning."
LEWIS McFADDEN, U.S. Congressman,
said this about those same international
financialconspirators, during thevery time
they were taking over the monetary control
of America: "We have in this country one
of the most corrupt institutions the
world has ever known. I refer to the
Federal Reserve Board and the Federal
Reseme Banks, hereinafter called the
FED. They are not government institutions. They are private monopolies
which prey upon the people of these
United States for the benefit of themselves and their foreign customers.

.."

AMERICAN MERCURY UGAZINE,
December 1957, pg. 92. "The invisible
Money Power is working t o control and
enslave mankind. It financed Communism, Fascism, Marxism, Zionism and
Socialism. All of these are directed to
making the United States a member of a
World Government..
(With very little study one can easily
prove the above is 100% factual and correct!)

."

The Global MONEY Vampires are in
control of the finances of most of the world.
Here are some statements of those who,
past and present, have been aware of that
MAYER AMSCHEL BAUER, (alias
control:
Rothschildl Head Bloodsucker) The Godfather of the Rothschild Banking Cartel of
GEORGE W. MALONE, U.S. Senator Europe stated, "Give me control of a
(Nevada),speaking before Congressin 1957, nation's money and I care not who maker
alluded to the families that secretly own the laws."
the "Federal" Reserve Bank and control
(Our Congress gave him and fellow Inthe finances of the U.S.. He stated:
ternational Bankers complete control of
"I believe that if the people of this the U.S. monetary system through pasnation fully understood what Congress sage of the "Federal" Reserve Act, the
has done to them over the last 49 years, Income Tax Act, and the 17th Amendment
they would m w e on Washington; they in 1913.)
would not wait for an election.... It adds
up to a preconceived plan t o destroy the
ROTHSCHILD BROTHERS OF LONeconomic and social independence of DON. In a letter discussing their new
the United States!"
banking scheme with fellow conspirators,
June 25, 1863, they stated:
THOMAS JEFFERSON, U.S. Presi"The few who understand the sysdent: "I believe that banking instita- tem, will either be so interested in its
tions are more dangerous t o our liber- profits, or so dependent on its favors
ties than standing armies. Already that there will be no opposition from
they have raised up a monied aristoc- that class. The great body of people,
racy that has set t h e Government a t mentally incapable of comprehending
defiance. The issuing power should be the tremendous advantages will bear its
taken from the banks and restored t o burden without complaint."
the people to whom it properly be(This was long before their takeover of
longs."
the U.S. banking system.)
JAMES A. GARFIELD, U.S. President:
RUSSELL MUNK, Assistant General
"Whoever controls thevolume of money Counsel, Dept. of the Treasury, in a 1977
in any country is absolute master of all letter admitted: "Federal Reserve Notes
industry and commerce."
Are Not Dollars."
(Then what is that paper stuff in your
HENRY FORD, Founder of Ford Motor wallet?)
Company, commented on the privately
owned "Federal" Reserve System scam:
ONE LAST WORD ON THE MONEY
"It is well enough that people of the VAMPIRES: Do we wonder why so many
nation do not understand our banking Americans are being sucked dry and are
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losing their homes, farms, and businesses
each week? Is it just "cyclical (temporary)
economic downturn" as the Establishment
*Expertsmand controlled media tell us?
That is a fabrication to the 10th power. If
any Officer doubts this after reading the
preceding statements by the money parasites, it would be wise to consider this
secret communique circulated among the
leading U. S. Bankers only, way back in
1934, entitled,

THE PHOENIX LIBERA TOR

MEDIA BLACKS OUT THE FACTS

U.S. COMMUNIST SAYS
"LIBERALISM" IS SOCIALISM

"BUT SURELY, IF THIS WORLD CONSPIRACY WERE TRUE I WOULD HAVE
NORMAN THOMAS, for many years the
HEARD ABOUT IT INTHE DAILY NEWS!" U.S. Socialist Presidential candidate, proclaimed: "The American people will nwer
A s in all investigations, it always comes knowingly adopt Socialism. But under
down to, "How can we prwe our case?" the name of "liberalism" they will adopt
We personally feel it's hard to top the proof every fragment of the Socialist procoming from the mouths of the very ones gram, until one day America will be a
involved in this treacherous unAmerican Socialist nation, without knowing how
program. Here's one terrific example. John it happened.''
"THE BANKER'S MANIFESTOn
(Howsadly true hiswords. He (Thomas)
Swinton, the former Chief of Staff for the
New York Times,was one of America's best and Gus Hall, the U. S. Communist Party
"Capital must protect itself in everp loved newspapermen. Called by his peers candidate, both quit American politics,
way Debtsmustbecollectedandloans "The Dean of his Profession", John was agreeing that the Republican and Demoand mortgages foreclosed as soon as asked in 1953 to give a toast before the New cratic parties by 1970 had adopted EVERY
possible. When through a process of law York Press Club, and in so doing made a plank of the COMMUNIST/ SOCIALIST
the common people have lost their monumentally important and revealing PARTY and they no longer had an alternahomes, they will be more tractable and statement. He is quoted as follows:
tive party platform on which to run.)
" There is no such thing, a t this date
more easily governed by the STRONG
Followingare some statementsmade by
ARM OF THE LAW (Cops)applied by the of t h e world's history, in America, as
central power of leading financiers. an independent press. You know it a few of America's top news personalities,
People without homes will not quarrel and I know it. There is not one of you but altered just slightly. In honor of socialwith their leaders. This is well known who dares t o write your honest opin- ist Presidential candidate Thomas, followarnong our principal men now engaged ions, and if you did, you know before- ing each use of the word "liberal" let's
in formingan imperialism of capitalism hand that it would never appear in place also the word "socialist". This may
to govern the world. By dividing the print. I am paid weekly for keeping my help usgain some insight intowhy America,
people we can get them t o expend their honest opinion out of the paper I am after 70-plus years of continual "liberal"
energies in fighting w e r questions of no connected with. Others of you are indoctrination on every media, educational,
importance t o us except as TEACHERS paid similar salaries for similar things, and political front, has drawn "Socialism/
OF THE COMMON HERD." (Taken from and any of you who would be so foolish Communism" and the New World Order to
the Civil Servants' Year Book, The Orga- as t o write honest opinions would be her bosom.
out on t h e streets looking for another
nizer, Jan. 1934.)
HERMAN DISMORE, foreign editor of
job. If I allowed my honest opinions t o
Well, fellowUStrong-Arms-of-the-Law", appear in one issue of my paper, be- the N. Y. Times from 1950 to 1960: "The
Arnericansarenowlosingover4,000homes, fore twenty-four hours my occupation New York Times is deliberately pitched
2,000 farms, 2,500 businesses per WEEK would be gone. The business of the to the liberal (socialist) point of view."
to the Money Vampires who made the prior journalist k t o destroy the truth; t o lie
WALTER CRONKITE: UNewsreportstatement. I s it just coincidence? How outright; t o pervert; t o vilify; t o fawn
many homes, businesses and farms have a t the feet of mammon, and t o sell his ers are certainly liberal ( s o c ~ t sand
)
YOU helped take away from good Ameri- country and his race for his daily left of center."
cans for the IRS/Banksters? For those bread. You know it and I know it and
BARBARA WALTERS: "The news
Officers who still do not know it, "YES, what folly is this toasting an indepenTHE IRS IS AN ESSENTIAL PART OF dent press? We are the tools and media in general are liberals (socialTHE WORLD ORDER PLAN TO DIVEST vassals of rich men behind t h e scenes. ists)."
We could go on, but I believe we get their
AMERICANS OF THEIR WEALTH, AND We are t h e jumping jacks, they pull
MAKE THE PEOPLE THEMSELVES PAY the strings and we dance. Our talents, point!
***
FOR THEIR OWN NATIONAL DESTRUC- our possibilities and our lives are all
TION."
t h e property of other men. We are
WORLD GOVERNMENT
The abwe should make every Officer intellectual prostitutes." Hard to beUNDER THE U.N.
stop and think before assisting the bank- lieve? If there is any doubt-read on.
err or Utheir"IRS government revenue
Just what is this most "wonderful"
RICHARD M. COHAN, Senior Proagents.
It happens a thousand times a day ducer of CBS political news said: "We global organization all about?
DR. KURK E. KOCH, Professor, Lecacross this land that our fellow Officers are are going t o impose OUR AGENDA on
unknowingly made a party to fraud and the coverage by dealing with issues tured at 100 Universities in 65 countries
theft. And ifyou are one such Officer, then and subjects that WE choose t o deal on 5 continents. Subjects of expertise:
New World Order, Occultism, Extreme
YOU unknowingly become the "execution- with."
Movements,
Parapsychology. His assessers" for the men behind this diabolical
RICHARD SALANT, former President ment of the coming NWO under the United
system. Take heart, Officer. You can learn,
as many others have, how to be aVAMPIRE of CBS News stated: "Our job is t o give Nations is that it will reduce everything to
KILLER, uphold your oath to protect the people not what they want, but what one common denominator:
"The system will be made up of a
American People, and at the same time WE decide they ought t o have."
And what is their "agenda"? What singlecurrency, rkrglecentrally financed
stay within the law.
DO they believe we, the American government, single tax system, single
***
people, THE COMMON HERD, "...ought language, single political system, single
world court of justice, single head lone
t o havem? Here is the answer:

....
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individual leader), single state religion."
He further states: "Each person will
have aregistered number, without which
he will not be allowed t o buy or sell; and
therewUbeoneunfversalworldchurch.
Anyone who refuses t o take part in this
universal system will have no right t o
e!xist."
We should ask the followingquestion of
those fellow Officers who may doubt that
they will be asked to enforce such a system
on the American people. "Whom do they
think WILL enforce all of this? Who WILL
make the masses "fit-in"? Who WILL
"remove" those who do not fit-in? Will it be
the auto mechanics, bankers, school teachers, bakers, or candlestick makers??? Or,
is it more likely to be Enforcement Officers?

advisor to 4 other presidents, Exec. Dir. of
Trilateral Comm., Marxist and proud of it!
Here he speaks about what a New World
Order will be like: "The technetronic era
involves the gradual appearance of a
more controlled society. Such a society
would be dominated by an elite,
unrestrained by traditional values."

positions of special trust and c o a dence, have succe..fully circumvented
our Constitutional system in pursuit of
a New World Order. They have infused
America with drugs in order to fund
covert operations while sealing the fate
of our servicemen left in Communist
prisons.
"Hiding behind a mask of official
WE MUST MAKE OFFICERS LISTEN! righteousness, this secret combination
seeks to impose its own concept of
Whom do we think will "dominate" the geopolitical navigation, nullifving libmasses in this UN-controlled society of erty as the hard-won birthright of all
"non-traditional" (unGodly)values?
Americans."

ZBIGNIEW continues: "Soon it will be
possible t o assert almost continuous
suirreillancew e r wery citizen and maintain up-to-date complete Nes containJOHN E. RANKIN, U.S. Congressman: ing w e n the most personal information
"Theunited Nationsh thegreatest fraud about the citizen. These files will be
in all History. Its purpose is to DE- subject t o instantaneous retrieval by
STROY THE UNITED STATES."
the auth~rities.~-FromZbig's book, Between Two Ages.
GEORGE BUSH, New York 1991, "My
vision of a NEW WORLD ORDER foresees
ADLAI STEVENSON, Council on Fora United Nationswith arevitalized peace- eign Relations member and promoter of
keeping function."
U.N. "Salvation": "The U.S. program (UN
And one more classic quote from our program) calls for total elimination of
traitor President: "It is the SACRED national capacity to make international
principles enshrined in the UN Charter war." (Take comfort in the fact that the
t o which we will henceforth pledge our U.N. promises to protect us.)
allegiance." - UN Building, Februaw 1,
1992.
WALT ROSTOW, Council on Foreign
UNBELIEVABLE! That ought to FRY Relations member and U.N. spokesman:
THE GRITS OF EVERY LAWMAN AND "It is in the American interest to put an
TRUE AMERICAN THAT READS THIS end to Nationhood." (Sure it is, Walter!)
QUOTE. Brother and sister Officers, how
many of you are going to take a "sacred"
HUMANIST MANIFESTO, Article 12:
oath of allegiance to the U.N. World Gov- "We deplore the division of humankind
ernment?
on nationalistic grounds. We have
Imagine, there will still be a few of our reached a turning point in human hisfellow Officers who will read this treasonous tory where the best option is t o tranclap-trap and not believe that they will soon scend the limits of nationai sovereignty
be EmRCERS in a totalitarian world gov- and to move towards the building of a
ernment.
world community. We look toward the
There is no question that Bush, Clinton development of a system of world law,
and Perot want Officers tojoin them in swear- world order, based upon transnational
ing allegiance to such as the following:
government." (Humanists propose that
the United Nations care for and control ALL
UNITED NATIONS' WORLD CONSTITU- PEOPLES OF THE EARTH .) [H: Now, lets
TION: "...The age of nations must end... look again at THIS: Lao Russell and the
The guv-ents
of the nations have honchos who took over the wondrous
decided to order their reparate sovereign- work of Walter Russell and turned his
ties into one gw81pment to which they work into the dung-heap--CLAIMED
surrender thek. arms."
THAT HE WAS A "HUMANIST ALL THE
WAY". HE WAS NOT!! NOR SHALL WE
NEED WE SAY MORE?
ALLOW THIS TO GO UNCORRECTED!]

.

We must, with great haste, awaken our
fellow officers and ask them, "Will you
pledge your allegiance to this NEW SLAVE
STATE as your traitor President or his
fellow Internationalists, Slick Willie Clinton
and H. Ross Perot, believe you will??

LT. COL. JAMES "BOWGRITZ (RET),
U.S. Presidential Candidate 1992, Most
decorated Green Beret Commander in
American history. Commander, U.S. Army
Special Forces, Latin America. Chief, Delta
Force. This great American hero explains
the conspiracy within the U.S. government
ZBIGNIEW BRZEZINSKI, National Se- as follows: u....A spider wgb of upatriots
curity Advisor to Pres. Jimmy Carter and for profit," operating from the highest

END OF QUOTING, THIS SITTING

*+*
I wonder how many of you police oficers in
this very same town wherein the Elite have
efforted to silence my scribe and take her
home through force and legalities, totally
breaking all LAWS of the Constitutionrealize what you have done?? Of course
you couldn't know. But I promise youyou shall come to know! The Ekkers have
fought long and against all odds to bring
truth to you-the-people who depend upon
YOU to secure their persons and their
property-WHO HAVE YOU SERVED?
These ones, in this very self-same township have had bullets enter their homes,
Federal SWAT teams in the hills behind
their home and, RIGHT NOW, total surveillance by the enemy--everyday, everywhere
they go and against all who come and go
from their property!
If you care not nor believe that which I
present-will you not look at this POLICE
ACTION? Would you not take time to call
into the new radio show hosted by one
Darryl Gates, ex-Chief of Police in L.A.and ask HIM ABOUT IT! There are so
many L.A. Police Officers committing suicide over this inability to buck the system
and have had their families threatened if
they do not "play ball" that it is recognized
as 'epidemic". WHERE DO YOU FIT,
BROTHER? This cancer has swept across
your nation to the point that it is all but
impossible to break these bindingsbut
you CAN! YOU ARE SWORN TO UPHOLD
THE CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS OF THE
PEOPLE YOU ARE DULY SWORN TO PROTECT-HOW DARETREASONISTS CAUSE
YOU TO JOIN THE TRAITORS IN THEIR
UNITED NATIONS CHARTER CONS'I'ITUTIONAL POWER? PONDER THIS CAREFULLY, OFFICERS, BECAUSE IT HAS

COMETOYOURTOWN,ANYTOWN,U.S.A.!
This has been too long a work session,
Dharrna, and I apologize but, chela, it is
time now that your nation can awaken and
through that very enforcement team intended to bring you ones down-YOUR
NATION CAN RECOUP AND RECLAIM ITSELF-ITBE WORTHTHEACHINGJOINTS
AND FINGERS--AH INDEED, ITBE WORTH
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IT! MAY THERE BE GOODNESS AND
LOVE IN THE CANDLES THIS DAY! SALU.
We shall take up next sitting with "The
Religion of The New World Order".
Hatonn to clear, please.
12/25/92 #2

HATONN

We can now move directly into the "Operation Vampire Killer 2000". It is urgent
that these confirmations flow unto the
people-from their "protectors" of Earth
oath of protection so that you need not look
higher until thine eyes "can see". So be it.
Continuation of:
OPERATION VAMPIRE KILLER 2000
(A U.S. Police Action)
QUOTING:
THE RELIGION OF
THE NEW WORLD ORDER
DAVID SPANGLER, Director of PLANETARY INITIATIVE, (aUnited Nations World
government group): "No one will enter
the New World Order unless he or she
will make a pledge to worship Lucifer.
No one will enter the New Age unless he
will take a Luciferian Initiation."
RALPH NADER: UIsthere a number
or mark planned for the hand or forehead in a new cashless society? YES,
and I have seen the machines that are
now ready to put it into operation.*
(Does this sound familiar-hand and
forehead???) This "marking* may be another job for our U.S. Police Officers/
Guardsmen, soon to be U.N. Enforcers,
who have taken the U.N. oath of allegiance
which "boner" Bush mentioned earlier.

FRENCH TRAVEL POSTER
1992 French "New World Order" Color
Poster: Depicts people as robots, constructing a new Tower of Babel inside the old
tower that God had destroyed. These robotic people are trying to reach their god
who is depicted with the sign of Lucifer
(the Goat of Mendez five pointed star)
above the newly built tower. The caption
reads, "EUROPE: MANY TONGUES, ONE
VOICE".

A s students of the Scriptures know, the
building of the Tower of Babel was man's
first attempt to set up a World Order. God
Himself destroyed this abomination and
punished the people. This poster is most
revealing. A copy in the right hands can
assist in pointing out to our colleagues that
many of those who are in leadership in
establishing this new order are truly religious, not atheist, as we are led to believe.
But, whom do they worship? The poster
clearly shows their god is Lucifer and they
are proud of it. The picture on the poster
points out that the New World Order promoters know the Scriptures and they are
determined to once again defy the One
True God.
We are presently in the process of trying
to get several hundred of these French New
World Order Posters. It looks like we may
be successful and some of you may wish to
have one. If you are interested here is the
deal: The donations/proceeds from the
sales of this color poster will be used as a
fundraiser to reach and educate more of
our colleagues in Law Enforcement. Order
through Aid & Abet, Police Newsletter
for $6 single, $10 for 2, $4 for 3-5. $3 P&H
for protective tube container. (If we get
them in, it will have to be "first come, first
served".)

NEW AGE PROFESSORS TEACH
OUR CHILDREN'S TEACHERS
Turning now to education, let's quote a
few of the top U.S. spokesmen and professors in that field, to see the over-all philosophy used to train our teachers, who
then go on to prepare our children for the
New World Order.
DR. CHESTER PIERCE, Harvard University Professor, Humanist, New World
Order Guru. This Professor instructs teachers and those students who aspire to become teachers of our children as follows:
UEverychild in America who enters
school at the age of five is mentally ill,
because he comes to school with an
allegiance to our institutions, toward
the preservation of this form of government that we have. Patriotism, nationalism, and sovereignty, all that proves
that children are sick because a truly
well individual is one who has rejected
all of those things, and is truly the
international child of the fbture."
DR. PAUL BRANDWEIN, leading U.S.
child psychologist. This man also instructs
teachers on how to recognize mental disability in our school children. He states:
"Every child who believes in God is
(All government schools
mentally ill."
have a psychologist.)

tor who some say specializes in encouragingimmoralandcriminal activityinyouths.
He instructs teachers as follows:
"We do not need any more preaching
about right and wrong. The old 'thou
shalt nots' simply are not relevant."
Further he says, "Values clarification is
a method for teachers to change the
values of children without getting
caught."
HUMANIST CURRICULUM: Along with
these "Humanist Wackos" training our
nation's teachers to be "change agents"
for their New World Order, there is the
matter of the literature that they have for
teachers to use to instruct American children. One such book entitled Weepfor Our
Children,might explain to Police Officers a
great deal about why crime rates in schoolage children are skyrocketing. Consider
this one passage touting the humanistic
"Values Clarification/Situation Ethics"
program:
"It's OK to lie. It's OK to steal. It's
OK to have premarital sex. It's OK to
cheat or to kill if these things are part of
your value system, and you c l d r e d
these values for yourself. The important thing is not what valuesyou choose,
but that you have chosen them yourself
freely and without coercion of parents,
spouse, priest, friends, ministers or socia1 pressure of any kind."
This type of values/moral code (or lack
thereof?) is all too evident in America's
schoolstoday, as many Police Officersknow.
Many officers write expressing alarm at
seeing this type of unholy "Situation Ethics" instruction so wide-spread in our
nation's schools.

PSYCHIATRISTS LEAD THE WAY
For decades, it has been the job of those
within the psychology field to introduce to
the American public the idea that those
who believe in God are sick and must be
"enlightened" or eliminated, and that'immorality" is the only path to the NEW AGE.
And indeed it is. The several quotes below
will drive home this well planned scenario.
BERTRAND RUSSELL, philosopher,
educator and atheist: "1 think the subject
which will be of most importance polltically is Mass Psychology Itr; importance has been enormously increased by
the growth of modern methods of
propaganda Although this science will
be diligently studied, it will be rigidly
confined to the governing class (Elite).
The populace will not be allowed to
know how its convictions were generated."

...

...

One of the great Psychiatric Gurus of
DR. SIDNEY SIMON, Lecturer, Educa- Mental Health speaks:

DECEMBER 29,1992
DR. G. BROCK CHISHOLM, First head
of the World Federation of Mental Health (A
NWO group). *What basic psychological
distortion can be found in every civilization of which we know anything? The
only psychological force capable of producing these perversions is moralitythe concept of right and wrong. The reinterpretation and eventual eradication
of the concept of right and wrong are the
belated objectives of nearly all psychotherapy."
"The pretense k made that to do
away with right and wrong would produce uncivilized people, immorality,
lawlessness, and social chaos. The fact
is that most psychiatrists and psychologists and other respected people have
escaped from moral chains and are able
to think freely."-Taken
from the updated book, None Dare Call It Treason, by
J.A. Stormer.

Police Officers have been among the
first to notice that such teachings have
produced exactly the results he (the good
Doctor) said they would NOT produce. He
lied. There is no greater promoter of change
than FEAR, and no greater creator of fear
than chaos and lawlessness throughout a
nation. The enemy of our system knows
that immorality breeds chaos and lawlessness. Chaos and lawlessness breeds
fear in the people and when fearful enough
the people will accept any solution. Guess
what the solution is?
We agree with Dr. Chisholm that most
of these minions of "psycho-babble" have
truly *escapedn from any and all moral
foundation in their lives. Anything their
patients dream u p is perfectly O.K. and
encouraged by most such "professionals".
This "there is no right or wrong" psychobabble is what is being drilled into the
heads of those American school children
whose parents have unfortunately placed
them in Government Indoctrination Centers which we erroneously call our "educational" system.
In case any oficer reading this publication thinks that this change in the morals
of our nation i s accidental, he or she must
read the book, The Soviet Art Of Bmin
Washing - A Synthesis of the Russian
Textbook on Psychopolitics, written by a
Kenneth Goff. In this book, Goff,a onetime dues-paying member s f the Communist Party, writes: "During my training I was trained in Psychopolitics. This
was the art of capturing the minds of a
nation through brainwashing and fake
mental health." [H:
This book was given
IN FULL in the LIBERATOR and in JOURNAL form along with Brainwashing In
America. Perhaps our Editors will give
that information as to acquisition for
the Soviet book is without note of authors, etc., when it was first brought
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available in the States and therefore is
hard t o locate.] [Editor's note: The JOURNAL that Commander Hatonn refers to is
called BURNT OFFERINGS AND BLOODSTAINED SANDS - PSYCHOPOLITICS
AND THE SACRIFICE OF THE PHOENIX
(#23); See back page for ordering informtion.]
Kenneth Goff paid a high price for his
efforts to alert the American people. After
attempting to inform America of Marxisttrained Psychologists being placed inside
the U.S. to change the morals and beliefs of
our nation, he mysteriously died from poisoning in 1943. His farewell in his book
says: "This manual of the Communist
Party should be in the hands of every
loyal American, that they may be alerted
to the fact that it is not always by armies
and guns that a nation is conquered." In
this book is found an address by Beria, the
Head of the Lenin University School of
Psychopolitics. His 1933 address to a
groupofAmerican/Marxist Psychologystudents is most revealing.
Speaking to this group who would be
returning to ply their treachery in the U.S.
he said:
"A psychopolitician must work hard
to produce the maximum chaos in the
fields of 'mental healing'. You must
work until every teacher of psychology
unknowingly or knowingly teaches only
Communist d o ~ r i n under
e
the guise of
bpsychology'. You must labor until every doctor and psychiatrist is either a
psycho-politician or an unwitting assistant to our aims. You must labor until
we have dominion over the minds and
bodies of every important person in
your nation (America). You must work
until suicide arising from mental imbalance is common and calls forth no general investigation or remark.
You
must dominate as respected men the
fields of psychiatry and psychology. You
must dominate the hospitals and universities.... You can come and take your
instruction as worshippers of Freud
Psychopolitics is a solemn charge. With
it you can erase our enemies as insects.
You (psychologists) can change their
(leaders) loyalties by psychopolitics.
Given a s h o r t t i m e with a
psychopolitieian you can alter forever
the loyalty of a soldier in our hands or a
statesman or a leader in his own country, or you can destroy his mind.
"Use the courts, use the judges, use
the Constitution of the country, use its
medical societies and its laws to further
our ends.... By psychopolitics create
chaos. Leave a nation leaderless. Kill
our enemies. And bring to Earth, through
Communism, the grerctest 9eace man
has ever known. Thank you."
(This is only a short part of Beria's
speech to the visiting American psychology

...

....

students.)
NOTE: Everything he asked these students to accomplish when they returned to
practice their "art" in our nation h a s occurred. And now we can look forward to
that "peace" he promised under the U.N.
New World Order.
STOP QUOTING
***
SO BE IT, FOR IT HAS COME TO PASS IN
ALL WAYS INCLUDING THE DESTRUCTION AND CASTING ASIDE OFYOUR OWN
CONSTITUTION AND THE LAWS OF YOUR
LAND.
Why am "I" not interrupting and making more comments along the way as we
put this to typed print? Because we have
already given it to you in FULG-but
perhaps most of you were not ready to
hear it?? Well, it is intended that the
Police Forces of your nation will join
under the rule of the U.N. and F E U and
enforce these laws as are now coming
down. Remember too, Officers, that the
U.N. Charter places this ONE WORLD
FORCE UNDER DIRECTORSHIP OF A
RUSSIAN COMMUNIST! The Executive
Orders are signed and in place for FEMA to
take control and you are already shifted
under this command of the UN. The rule of
this body is Cabalistic Talmudism at its
worst (or finest by "their" standards) and
it has already come to be accepted and
legislative laws passed by your Congress
(by voice vote, it was so "unimportant").
While you "thought" you were serving in
honor a n d righteousness-" Rome
burnedn-and now, ye have but the ashes
from which to rebuild a flying m a c h i n e
perhaps a "Phoenix"? God has sent His
Hosts to assist those who would partake,
but the choices of same shall be made and
made immediately for the time of make-it
or break-it IS AT HAND! May the gift of
understanding insight be opened unto you.
Blessed is he who would study and
discern in TRUTH-for in the darkness
none shall prevail. So be it.
Hatonn to clear for this sitting. Thank
you, scribe, for serving on this holiday. I
realize that you have not had a holiday in
over five long years-but as you can see
from the work of the evil-doers, the time is
run out in the hour-glass. All we can do in
behalf of those who would change this path
is to offer, further, that which can be
accepted-any way in which we can and
thus-here it is and may it be received
openly and thoughtfully in behalf of your
brothers. Salu.

12/26/92#1
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OPERATION VAMPIRE KILLER 2000
(A U.S. Police Action)
Continued QUOTING:
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WHAT IS THIS THING
CALLED "PEACEw?

the rock on which our Republic rests."
(Two questions: 1. When is the last time
you have heard apublic officialHONESTLY
JOSEPH STALIN stated that after Com- and ACCURATELY call America a REPUBmunism succeeds, "...then, there will LIC? 2. On the other hand, can a DEMOCcome a peace across the earth."
RACY REST ON THE BIBLE?)
KARL MARX said, "...the meaning of
peace is the absence of opposition to
Socialism."
THE LORD GOD said, "...they have
seduced my people, saying PEACE; and
there was NO PEACE." (EeelcteZ 13:1 q
ST.PAUL said, "For when they shall
say, 'PEACE and SAFETY', then sudden
destruction comes upon them, as travail upon a woman with child; and they
shall not escape." ( 1 Thes. 5:3)
We should note that the Globalists'
main tactic and motivation to entice the
world's people into their United Nations
trap is ultimate "PEACE and SAFETY.

FOUNDING FATHERS' RECIPE
FOR SUCCESSFUL GOVERNMENT
This affords a good chance to show the
contrast between the kind of government
our great leaders of the past gave u s as a
nation, and the immoral cesspool that is in
place today. Using the memorable quotes
that follow, compare and see if you can
figure out why today our government, our
families, and individual lives by the millions are falling apart.
JAMES MADISON: "We have staked
the whole future of American civilization, not upon the power of gwernment,
far from it. We have st ked t h e
each and
future upon the capacity
all of us t o govern ourselves, to sustain
ourselves, according t o the Ten Commandments of God." (Question: Do we
still govern and sustain ourselves by the
Ten Commandments today?)

...

3

JOHN ADAMS: "Our Constitution was
made only for a religious and moral
people. It is wholly inadequate for the
government of any other." (Question:
Are Americans still a religious and moral
people?)
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN: "Man will ultimately be gwerned by GOD or by
tyrants."
(Question: Which is it that
governs u s today?)
GEORGE WASHINGTON: "The people
know it is impossible to rightly govern
without GOD and the BIBLE." (Question:
Are we sure the American people still know
this today?)
ANDREW JACKSON: "The BIBLE is

ist Movement's plan? Check below. [H:
You will note these are the SAME plans
as offered in the PROTOCOLS OF THE
ZIONIST ELDERS]

AMERICAN HUMANIST MOVEMENT,
Doctrinal S t a t e m e n t :
"We a r e
DANIEL WEBSTER: "If we abide by humanists...We are not for GOD....We
the principles taught in the BIBLE, our are for Socialism!"
country will go on prospering." (Question: Why is our nation not prospering?)
HUlMMST&4GAZINE, 1983Jan.-Feb.
[H:Why do I also quote these Biblical issue. Humanist John J. Dunphy: "I am
passages and statements? Because the convinced t h a t t h e battle for
Bible as given in early instructions was humankind's future must be waged and
the basic set of guidelines of your ances- won in the public school classroom by
tors-it has been through the years that teachers that correctly perceive their
it has been rearranged and tampered. role as proselytizers of a new faith which
The adversary has done his dirty work- will replace the rotting corpse of Chrisings since the time that man came into tianity."
realization of his capacity to reason as
[H: I must take time to interjecthe emerged from the ages of darkness AGAIN, herein--get the series of JOURinto the beginnings of light-therefore,
NALS referred to as PLEIADES CONNECit was necessary that the adversary TIONS, no matter from whom you have
gradually give false information for your to beg, borrow or, yes, steal-them. (See
instructions so that you inadvertently next-to-last page for ordering information.)
follow the WRONG LEADER! Truth, They are banned by the courts for open
however, still resides within those pas- distribution by any who scribed themsages for the LIGHT OF GOD would NOT by the University of Science and Phibe put out against the day of LIGHT and losophy (so-calleduRussellFoundationn)
reclamation of HIS kingdom and HIS TO STOP THE INFORMATION FROM
people!]
THIS WONDROUSLY GIFTED SCRIBE
WHO BROUGHT THE TRUTH OF DIMENALEXIS DE TOQUEVILLE. Upon visit- SIONAL LIFE THROUGH GOD unto you.
ing America in the early 19th century, this I t was stifled by ones who took the work,
French historian observed: "America is took the very life-breath from this wongreat because America is GOOD. If drous messenger and LABELED HIM A
America ever ceases to be good IT WILL UHUMANISTn-IN ORDER TO BURY
CEASE TO BE GREAT!"
(HOPEFULLY FOREVER) THE TRUTH
OF THE PRESENTATION. NO, HE WAS
* QUESTION: Based on the above NOTA"HUIVIANIST" IN ANY WAY, SHAPE
quotes, "Why did America become the OR FORM-HE WAS A SCRIBEOF TRUTH
greatest nation in history?
AND THE NEW AGE ZIONISTSWHO ALSO
"'
STOLE HIS WORKS AND HID THEM
* QUESTION: Did the Founders place UNDER ILLEGAL COPYRIGHT RULESthe concept of Separation of Church and HAVE STOLEN, ALSO, YOUR VERY
State in our Constitution? Answer: NO.It LEGACY LEFT IN TRUTH FOR A DYING
is found ONLY in the COMMUNIST CON- HUMANSPECIESANDYOUR RELATIONSHIP TO GOD CREATOR. THESE ELITE
STITUTION .
SWINE HAVE NOW ALLOCATED A MINI* QUESTION: If one wanted to destroy MUM OF $2 15 MILLION (PLUS, ACTUa nation like America, would he not look to ALLY UNLIMITED FUNDS)TO KEEP YOU
what the Founders said was the corner- FROM HAVING THIS INFORMATION.
stone (Laws of God) upon which our Re- THEY HAVE ATTEMPTED DEATH UPON
public was built, and then ATTACK AND MY OWN SCRIBE FOR HER WRITING ON
DESTROY THAT VERY FOUNDATION? THIS SUBJECT WHILST RUSSELL, HIMSELF, SAT IN DICTATION. THEY KEEP
GOALS OF AMERICA'S ENEMIES
UNDER CONSTANT SURVEILLANCEAND
TERROIZING MANIPULATIONS-THESE
KARL MARX: "My object in life is to ONES WHO OFFER THIS TRUTH. THE
dethrone GOD and destroy capitalism." CHURCHES DENY AND DEMAND NON(Question: Has he succeeded?)
READING OF ANY OF THIS INFORMATION AS "EVIL" AND OF "SATAN"!
LEV DAVIDOVICH TROTSKY: "Reli- HOW CAN YOU ABIDE SUCH LIES-AS
gions are illogical primitive ignorance. FROM WHERE DID YOU THINK GOD
There is nothing as ridiculous and tragic WOULD SEND HIS MESSENGERS AND
RETURN UNTO YOU IN YOUR SECURITY
as a religious government
ANOTHER QUESTION: Is Trotsky's or NEEDS??? PONDER THESE THINGS
Marx's plan m y different than the Human- MOST CAREFULLY, CITIZENS, FOR GOD

."

DECEMBER 29, 1992

WOULD NOT LEAVE HIS CHILDREN
WITHOUT KNOWLEDGE OR ASSISTANCE WHEN THE EVOLUTION OF A
PLANET IS AT HAND. WE ARE THE
uHOSTSn OF GOD, SENT TO BRINGTHIS
INFORMATION FOR YOUR USE--DO
WITH IT THAT WHICH YE WILL!]
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can/New World Order proponents for the
express purpose of lowering America's economic, spiritual and moral stapdards. (The
North American Free Trade Agreement is
another destructive device being foisted on
gullible Americans.)
PLAN WORKING PERFECTLY

HAVE THEY REACHED THEIR
GOALS? (CHECK IT OUT BELOW.)

COMMUNIST RULES FOR REVOLUTION
(Captured at Dusseldorf in
May of 1919 by Allied Forces)
1. Corrupt the young; get them away
from religion. Get them interested in sex.
Make them superficial; destroy their ruggedness.
2. By specious argument cause the
breakdown of the old moral virtues: honesty, sobriety, continence, faith in the
pledged word, ruggedness.
3. Encourage civil disorders and foster
a lenient and soft attitude on the part of
government toward such disorders. (L.A.
riots were just a coincidence?!-Of course!)
4. Divide the people into hostile groups
by constantly harping on controversial
matters of no importance. (Racial differences?)
5. Get people's minds off their government by focusing their attention on athletics, sexy books, plays, and other trivialities.
6 . Get control of all means of publicity.
(Media)
7. Destroy the people's faith in their
natural leaders by holding the latter up to
contempt, ridicule and obloquy (disgrace).
8. Cause the registration of all firearms
on some pretext, with a view to confiscation and leaving the population helpless.
This is only a partial list. It was
secured and stamped with the seal of
Florida S t a t e Attorney, George A.
Broutigam. This material testimony was
taken from someone he terms "a known
member of the Communist Party". According to this Communist's testimony
this strategy i s still part of the Communist plan to overthrow free societies such
as the United States.
(Can the reader find any of these 8 items
that has NOT already been installed in the
American system?)

So f a r we have put the spotlight on a
good many New World Order BLOOD SUCKERS-obvious spies, seditionists, traitors,-some of them Americans, some foreign. There is an important, underlying
factor in all this that must not be missed:
The global conspirators, along with thousands of their world government "comrades" in the U.S. have been deliberately
whipping the American public into a fearful frenzy.
With just the "right" manipulations,
they have been successfully conditioning
our people to see ALL our societal systems-governmental, political, educational,
penal, ecological, etc.-as completely out
of control. This is not true.
Let u s not be fooled. All of these areas
are completely under their control and
have been for decades.
They are functioning just as well as the
enemy wishes them to function. Remember also what Rowan Gaither, head of the
Ford Foundation said (earlier in this publication), the task is to "covertly lower the
standard of living, the whole social structure, of America so that we can be MERGED
WITH ALL OTHER NATIONS."
FACT: Their Parasitic PLAN to cause
this total (controlled) breakdown is "right
on course". The American system is collapsing "on time", and just as programmed. Remember what FDR said, "In
politics nothing happens by accident. If
it happened, you can bet it was planned
this way.*
The plan of these globalists is that when
America, the last "holdout", is brought to
its knees, the American "sheep" will beg
their new god (GOVERNMENT) to save
them! The "salvation" they are being
tricked into demanding will be the merging
together of all nations under that great
"bastion of peace and freedom", THE
UNITED NATIONS.
TRAITORS' GRAND FINALES
(Martial law the Goal)
PLAN A

IN CONTRAST
THOMAS JEFFERSON says, "To compel a man to furnish funds for the propagation of ideas he disbelieves and abhors
is sinful and tyrannical." (Indeed it is!)
Most officers don't realize it but their
federal and state governments are funding
programs that were created by anti-Ameri-

RACE WARS: We will see the fanning of
the flames of their planned RACE WAR
program in the months ahead as government, through some of their covert national organizations, pzomoQs "whites
hating people of color" and vice-versa.
Aided by their controlled media, and NWO
government-paid agitators/"leadersS on

both sides, the goal is to frighten Americans, of all colors, into accepting Martial
Law.
These Elitists actually have no love for
"minorities" or "commoners" of any race.
Those who have studied these Imperialists
will notice that there is continual intermarriage among these super-rich Internationalists' families. NEVER do they participate
in the mixing of blood other than BLUE
BLOOD.
The race-mixing program was created
for their "subjectsn-i.e., the world's common people of all races. Some of these
Internationalists have stated over theyears,
"...when all other humans are of one color,
(brown),then they will be more easily managed."
KEEP THE RACES FROM
JOINING TOGETHER!
Racial strife is one of their most important NWO tools and they mean to
keep it going. It h a s worked well for
promoting the globalist cause in the recent past. HATE must be flowing to
prevent the various races in America
from finding out the truth. If they find
out WHO is destroying their freedoms
and economic future, they might find
some way to work together to overthrow
their COMMON ENEMY!
WHO ARE THE
AGENT-PROVOCATEURS?
Our problem is in identifying these
NWO lackeys (agents/ provocateurs). Incoming intelligence over the years h a s
informed u s that these provocateurs are
of all racial mixes. Yes, whites, blacks,
hispanics, etc., are involved in promoting planned racial hate incidents and
tensions to assist in causing the masses
to accept Martial Law and serve the NWO
gang. Although these employee-provocateurs have been promised a position of
power in this "utopian" Socialist society, it is a shame that they are not smart
enough to know that they are to be
"eliminated" when their usefulness h a s
run out. (As h a s been the practice of
every Marxist/Socialist conquering army
after taking power.)
There is sound logic in this "execution of your agent/provocateurs", after
you're in power. The logic is: "If these
agents will spy and turn against their
own people, then there i s no way you
can trust them to not turn on you."
VERY TRUE! The other shame i s that no
tears will be shed for these traitors to
their own people.

PLAN B
The globalists,
--ola

.

.
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.
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trolled media, art
a o n g in the promotion of their PLAN B program. Here it is:
With tbe threat of nuclear war supposedly
subsiding, the American people "must
have" a new Boogie Man!
ECOLOGICAL COLLAPSE: This phase
involves the fralid of the "imminent ecological collapse of the world". This phase
is being promoted by those who were not
able to completely destroy America with
Marxism. These NWO Marxists have therefore started, or taken over, the various
GREEN fenvironmentalist) parties.
Many of these environmentalists are
rightfully labeled the "WATERMELONS of
the world". That is to say, green on the
outside, but RED (Marxist) on the inside.
Many wonderful, good, well-intentioned
Americans are being duped into assisting
with this fraud. Sadly, some are our families and friends.
PLAN C
VISITORS FROM AFAR: This phase
makes certain that few Americans escape
the NWO program. How? By creating
TOTAL PANIC. This is accomplished with 3
choices being offered to the gullible. The
Globalists have "suddenly" brought to light
their long planned and well established
"UFO-Little-Devils-from-Outer-Space"
CON, to strike utter fear in the hearts of all
the people of the Earth.
*The first choice: The subtle message to
us, "the masses", is that, if we don't go
willingly and gently into global government, we will be "eaten", "raped", or
become the experimental guinea pigs of
some far-out evil "SPACE CADETS". And
of course, you can't ask for assistance and
protection from your own country's government because, as we all have been told,
"no individual nation could possibly
stand a chance in defense against this
obviously 'Superior' Race from space".
Ah, but isn't it wonderful that "salvation"
is only a one-world-governmentaway?!?
* A second twist to this planned scenario is: These "cute little space things"
are our BOSOM BUDDIES; they bring tidings of good will, and come "conveniently"
to SAVE our world from the brink of total
destruction! "Isn't that precious?!"
In other words, this particular plan is to
convince gullible Americans that anyone
or anything (but that Jesus Christ "guy")
WILL SAVE OUR WORLD!
Quite "coincidentally", these same
"Funny little Fellows" are also here to set
up a UTOPIAN GLOBAL SOCIETY! Surprised?
* And the newest twist to the CON (to
grab religious Americans that did not fall
for the fust two) is that Christ Himself
has sent these wonderful little "UFO
thingsn, in HIS place, to save us. (Suggesting, we suppose, that Jesus Christ got

I TIE.

busy and had to "delegate". And as soon
as these "wonderful" Space "Disciples of
Christ" get u s allttogether in a new World
Society, He (Christ) will be along to take
over. Think of them as God's Secret Service
advance team!) Believe it or not.
Is there something there?. ... "OUT
THERE"? Absolutely! But are THEY trulv
coming from "out-there"? W e are not to be
told, at this time, the truth about what
these entities are, or who has absolute
control over them. If we were told the truth
we would never fall for their NEW WORLD
ORDER UFO CON.
It is sad to see coming true what the
Scriptures foretold, namely, that some of
the most spiritual and intelligent people in
our world are being completely deceived by
our government and "spiritually enlightened" con men ...(and women).
A s foretold, it's happening before our
eyes. SHAME!
In all seriousness, for anyone that does
not believe that the UFO scare is a contrived fraud, it should be agreed that the
wise position to take is on the side of
caution. Consider it possible that those
who promote the NWO plan are presently
involved in a "trial run" of all three of the
above-described UFO scenarios. Such
plans are being promoted by the Globalists,
among those whom they consider to be the
"Wacko", "Radical", "Extremist", nationalist, Pro-American organizations, in order
to test which scenario is more acceptable.
For example, pick any one of the three
scenarios below:
(1) The evil little devils from outer
space, who will dissect, destroy, or devour
u s all.
(2) The sweet, funny, little COSMIC
critters who, like our government, are only
"HERE TO HELP YOU!"
(3) The Space "Disciples of God" bringing salvation to earthlings.
Indeed the Globalists care not which we
choose. For they ALL lead to their NEW
WORLD ORDER. Tell our brothers and
sisters to just-"Think about it!"
(Some of the above information has
come from those on the "inside" and some
from "outside" of our government. It's nice
to have our own agents inside their antiAmerican, anti-God cliques. What is the
French Word? TOUCHE?)
[H:Hey, I don't need t o comment. It
is EXACTLY that which I have been
telling you. I come as a “Host" of God
with the Truth-not some nitwit "Samior" to make your life somehow "liftoff" insured. YOU will do your own work
or it WILL NOT BE DONE! I FURTHER
SUGGEST YOU SMOKE ON THAT ONE
FOR QUITE A WHILE1 WE are NOT
running around "flKingn things nor do
we represent forerunners INSTEAD of
GOD. We are the messengers ALWAYS
sent WITH GOD in readiness for His
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manifestation!! But surely, your evangelical pontificates have told you all
this? Oh, and how much did they
"charge" you to get the incorrect information? A t least a "tithen, perhaps?
THAT ONE for whom you wait-is NOT
TOO BUSY TO SERVE YOU-HE HAS,IN
FACT, NOTHING ELSE TO DO! HE
COMES TO BRING LIGHT AND TRUTH
AND UNCONDITIONALLOVE-NOMORE
AND NO LESS AND YOU HAD BEST BEGIN TO PAY ATTENTION!!]

THE GREAT DELUSION

Will you be caught?
Called America's greatest female writer,
Ellen G. White said it like this:
(H: I would take exception to this as
the last of the greatest writers are not
yet read!]
"The last great delusion is soon to
open before us. Antichrist is to perform
his marvelous works in our sight. So
closely will the counterfeit resemble the
true that it will be impossible to distinguish between them except by the Holy
Scriptures." (The Great Controvecsy,
1888). And so it is. [H: No it is not! The
"Holy Scriptures" have been so adulterated that you can no longer tell from
those once priceless pearls of great wisdom and truth. Man must now go back
WITHIN where ALL TRUTH is KNOWN,
and we are here to REMIND YOU OF
THOSE TRUTHS IN LIGHT!]
LISTEN CAREFULLY!
THIS IS NOT A
RELIGIOUS PUBLICATION!
Some may say that this is not the type
of publication that should get into "religion". We agree, to a point. However, if
religion is being used by the enemy of
America to attack Americans, then like
it or not, we must address it. It is the
enemy of our nation that is using "spiritualism" to trick millions of religious fellow
Officers and private citizens into falling for
their NEW AGEINEW WORLD ORDER
fraud. One wise tip: Leviticus 19:31 says,
URemrd not them that have familiar
spirits; neither seek after w i z a d , to
be defikd by them; I AM THZ W R D
YOUR WD."
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THIS
IMPORTANT SUBJECT

Other Biblical scriptures to check to see
ifyou are beingtricked: Lev. 20:6,27;Deut.
8:10-12;I Sam.28:3-9;IIKings 2 116,23:24;
I C h n . 10:13; XI Chron. 33:6; Isa. 8:19,
19:3, 29:4; Acts 16:16; Rev.9:21, 18:23;
Kings 23:24; Jer. 2 739-10;Exodus 22:1 8.
If this is not enough, one of the best
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sources on the "spiritualism" fraud against
the American -people is Dr. Cathy Burns'
writings on these subjects. Write to SHARING, 2 12 F. 7th St., Mt. Carmel, PA. 17851.
This wonderful "brainy" lady is one of the
best. Another very good source on this
"religiousn NWO con-job is Tex Marrs'
FLASHPOINT Newsletter. Write to Living
Truth Ministries, 8103 Shiloh Court, Austin, Texas 78745.

"MAGICn? THROUGH "RAPTUREn?
JUST HOW DID YOU EXPECT THAT PERFECTION WOULD RETURNUNTO YOU??
WELL, IT IS TIMEYOU DO THINK ABOUT
IT! THIS INCLUDES THE AUTHORS OF
THIS PUBLICATION, THE SPEAKERS AT
SEMINARSON BEHALF OFSAVINGYOUR
NATION-AND, ABOVE ALL, THOSE WHO
PROCLAJM USuEVILnWITHOUTSOMUCH
AS A LOOK AT THAT WHICH WE TRULY
OFFER-ALLWHOCONDEMNTHISWORK
END OF QUOTING FOR THIS SEG- AND OUR PRESENCE-DO SO WITHOUT
MENT.
BOTHERING TO EVEN READ OUR GIFTS!
SO BE IT!]
***
[H: ORYOU CAN GO STRAIGHTTOTHE
"SOURCE" AND GET JOURNALS WHICH
WEHAVE OFFERED UNTO YOU. (See Zast May the Light of Holy God shine upon
turopages of thisnewslpaperforordering you as you move forward into a time of
infomation) DO NOT EXPECT THESE "making it" or "breaking". The choice is
'LEARNEDn WRITERS (ABOVE)TO SANC- always your own. GOD WAITS TO SEE
TION OUR WORK FOR THEY CLAIM WE THAT WHICH YOU WILL DO AND I N
FIT INTO THE "UFO" CATEGORY OF SA- "WHOSE" NAME YOU WILL "DO IT".
TANICFLOATERS. CHELAS, IFYOU DON'T SALU!
Adonai,
GET "WISE", YOU ARE GOING TO BE
Commander Hatonn to clear, please.
SIDETRACKED EVEN BY THOSE WHO Thank you.
TRULY BELIEVE THEMSELVES TO BE IN
TOTAL SERVICE UNTO GOD AND UNTO
(Editor's note: This outlay of the docuNO OTHER! HOW DID YOU EXPECT GOD ment OPERATION VAMPIRE KILLER 2000,
TO RETURN UNTO YOU?? THROUGH A U. S. Police Action continues next week.)

Warm Thoughts Aplenty

0n Chri st mas D ay
-

12/25/92 # 1

HATONN

CHRISTMAS DAY 1 992

On this Blessed Day meant for remembering and taking stock of your attitudes
and focus-let u s not forget to be HONEST!
WHAT gave you REAL pleasure in the holiday and what gave you nagging sadness?
Let u s each go within and never mind
the obvious political manipulations of "pardons" for "criminals" of highest governmental ranking power-what do you suppose Bush will do for self or is the
bargain already struck with Clinton? It
matters not for if you reclaim the Const it u t ional Law-no
criminal or
treasonist is given absolution through
such manipulations of other criminals.
YOU can bring this Truth about if you
choose t o do so while never minding the
'moneyn40 it, chelas, because it is
the RIGHT THING TO DO!

worked hand in hand (actually mind to
mind) with our most beloved Wendell
Hoffmann (for I desire that he have credit
and appreciation for his open willingness
to "give me a hearing") and we have ready
foryou something which none other on the
planet yet has in its "whole" form. My
blessed children are working as quickly
as possible here and are working hours
without end to arrange t o get this to any
who desire it-immediately as the mails
can m w e it. There k much to be worked
out but we have been petitioned to NOT
hold the supplement for details. YOU

details shall be given directly but OUR
ONES JUST BACK FROM WITNESSING
AND MAKING ARRANGEMENTS ASKED
THAT WE GIVE YOU "KNOWING" TODAY, CHRISTMAS.

The next question will obviously be,
'Will it be marketed widespread through
stores, etc.?" I would guess that, to meet
your regulations, it most likely will, at
some time, be offered--or through a network or something similar. The point is ta
offer to ALL who wish healing and better life
quality in bodily stamina, etc. We alsc
must be sure that all costs are covered f o ~
ones have gone without resources to ac
complish this task. We are not througl
perfecting the "products" but we know
that you do not wish to wait for perfection
of packaging, etc. "If" ones will take the
new product, supplement, with chlorella, with or without the addition of
hydrogen peroxide, you have all that
you MUST have to begin the re-creation
of perfection in the cellular structure
and recovery of imperfect immune systems. All substances utilized are pure
and simply substances without chemical additions. This is WHY there will be
effort to stop the flow of the product
itself. So, use discretion in how you
speak of this supplement so that we can
have thevalue without the 'warn. Thank
yOu.~e~apsanoticew~bereadiedfo
this paper's edition-the holiday interruption makes it difncult for the workers to handle the added load. Kathy and
andk,
have volunteered
to do the work and I bless them for their
continued sendce without complaint or
stinting. KNOW, chelas, that in the
"giving" comes automatically the reward in like kind. Ah, if man would ever
but learn this simple fact of 'being".
When the receiver isready for the GIFTso then shall GOD provide!
LETTER FROM ONE OF MY SONS

A s a true "Father" to many of you who
serve in this great mission I am moved to
share that which flows solely from the
heart and soul of but one of these who
volunteer and work hours upon hours in
service and then can only turn about and
NOWHAVETHEUWHOLEnSUBSTANCES offer gratitude for the allowance to serve.
WHICH WILL GIVE RE-CREATION TO Since I receive this same message from all
YOUR CELLULAR STRUCTURE INTO of you in all manners of speaking and silent
thoughts I would acknowledge so that you
WHOLENESS AS RENEWED.
The basic structured product is to be KNOW I have received. The message was
called: Gaiandriana. The substance made also to E.J. and Doris, with whom all ofyou
with this addition was added to the must work and share the good sometimes
"bread" substance sustaining the chil- and the bad-always! This following mesdren of Moses in the desert, called sage comes in written form from Ed Young"mannan. A s our children will package it a holder of doctorates, aconcert musician,
GOD'S TANGIBLE GIFT TO YOU
for you, the mixture ca% be added to "Life a scientist and HERE, ACTING WITHOUT
Crystal" so that the product already in PAY--ONLY COMPLAINTS, AS CHIEF
I am herein making a n announcement possession can be utilized without loss to EDITOR OF THE LIBERATOR. We can't
of God's @gift ta YOUr HIS faithful. I have any of you. Instructions will be given. The yet repay the appreciation we feel for you
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ones of our crew and for that which you
give without strings or expectations of any
self-gain; let alone the willingness to continue under direct and blatant attack on
your physical beings as well as on your
lifestyle. I accept, son, the offering which is
unto my immediate brethren as well;
Germain, TESLA, RUSSELL, and the other
ones who serve our mission. I shall not,
however, let you off the hook for writing at
"midnightn-Gemain will have you bedded by 10:OO p.m.! I am but a lenient
pushover!
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manner.
Indeed, what greater g i f s could one
imagine than having good friends and
feeling needed. My Christmas is f i l l to
overflowing.
God Bless & Merry Christmas,
Ed Young

***

ARE HELD SO DEARLY WITHIN OUR BEINGS-FOR S O IT IS, THAT AS YOU G N E
UNTO THE LEAST O F MINE--HAVE YE
GIVEN AND DONE UNTO ME AND THOSE
WHO SERVE WITH ME IN THE SHADOW
OF THE GREATEST WINGS OF ALLTHOSE OF OUR FATHER CREATOR AND
WITHIN THE BREAST OF OUR MOTHER
WHO IN HER WISDOM AND LOVING-GAVE US LIFE AND EXPRESSION. TO
TH 0 S E WH 0 MISREPRESENT THAT
WHICH WE OFFER-IT IS NOT WORSHIP
OFTHESETHINGS-IT IS RESPECT AND
REVERENCE UNTO THOSE ENERGIES
AND PERFECTIONS WHICH GIVE US
EXPRESSION AND EXPERIENCE-MAY
YOU EACH COME TO S E E THAT WE ARE

And I honor your mother and Earth parents for having developed a son ofwhich we
can all share in the giving. You filled the
hearts of my other children as you shared
your talents upon the organ instrument
QUOTING:
which, some day in the not too distant
future, son, shall be replaced with a ConMidnight, Christmas Eve/Day 1 992 cert Theater instrument and you ones shall
give unto u s all the beauty of the music BUTTHEGUIDESASSENTFORTHFROM
Dear E.J. & Doris & Commander [ H : which shall ring throughout the world MOTHERIFATHER "ALLn UNTO YOUWell, I do seem to be "last"!]
within our pictures and stories as the JUST AS YOU ARE INTENDED TO GUIDE
sharing unfolds.
THE LESSER IN EXPERIENCE AND
I am moved to convey a brief and
God gives unto man and woman-tal- KNOWLEDGEOFYOUR PLACES. AMEN
humble note of sincere appreciation at ents. Too often those talents are used with AND AHO! MAY THE MEANING O F
this time of counting one's blessings. I great promises of "sharing if successfuln- 'CHRISTnmas BE YOURS IN FULLNESSfind myself unable toplace a measure on almost none can part with their assets NOT OF COLOR, RACE, CREED OR DOCthe value of the friendships, the good will, once the goal is given for often it is found TRINE FOR 'CHRIST" IS A STATE OF
the oneness of puFose expressed in a that to achieve the goal somehow ones sell BEING--NOT A LABEL UPON A MAN AS
myriad of ways, that you have brought their very soul to the devil.
HE WOULD WEAR A NAME. "CHRISTn
into my life because of the opportunity to
Know too, you who send and share and REPRESENTS THE "GOODNESS" IN
share with your service in this massive whose messages I do not write herein-the
"PERFECTION" REFLECTED DIRECTLY
undertaking of the Hosts.
love and sharing is overwhelming to my FROM GOD OF LIGHTED CREATIONIt is a loving Father who simulta- scribe and E.J., for they too, feel the same OUR GREAT SPIRIT CREATOR. BEHOLD,
neously bothprotects u s AND kicks u s in as you-and feel nothing more worthy FOR UPON YOUR PLACE SHALL COME
the rear-toward stretching our own abili- within themselves than you who they pro- SOON-AGAIN-THAT
PERFECTION. BE
ties of service to exhilarating heights we claim " d o all the real work!" So be it, for YE READY AND PREPARED FOR HIM A S
never imagined were in us. Such value is this is the expression of GOD and can you WELL AS FOR SELF THAT YE MAY FLY
beyond measure.
not see that, as we give unto one another in UPON THOSE SILVER WINGS INTO INFINThese "gifts" don'tfit under the tree, that LOVE THAT SURPASSES ALL UN- ITY AS YOUR MEASURE IS FILLED?
nor should they, as the same Wings that DERSTANDING--SO SHALL COME THE BLESSED BE THOSE WHO SERVE AND
protect us, protect that little green symbol GLORY OF THE PATH UNTO PERFECTION PATIENTLY (OR IMPATIENTLY) AWAIT.
of Divine Radiance in a much largerplay AND PEACE? WE CANNOT FAIL IN OUR
unfolding. [H: I believe he must be MISSION-FOR WITHIN GOD IN PERFECreferring t o "Turkey", a tiny parakeet TION THERE CAN BE NO SUCH THING AS
with a bad leg who only limps when FAILURE TO ACHIEVE GOODNESS. I
disciplined and recites the daily news SEE, BLESSED ONES, THAT YOU CANwith interspersions of "Turkey i s a NOT EACH FIND THAT WHICH IS GOOD
very good bird." Dharma, one day, ENOUGH, BIG ENOUGH, FINE ENOUGHsaid, "Oh my C ' -Hatonn is a green TO GIVE UNTO GOD-AH, BUT IT IS THAT
parakeet!" We I accept t h a t for we WONDROUS THOUGHT WITHIN THAT
are both rather wordy. Thefact that TOUCHES THE UNIVERSE.
Ilsie, and my beloved Ryan, gave to
QTurkey's"mouth and brain are some12/26/92#1
HATONN
how disconnected probably should Dharma and E.J. a "pet rock", actually a
offend me but no, I would take the gift smoothed and special stone which bears
DAY-AFTER MORN
of the feathers far more greatly than its own perfection and painted upon it were
all the gold in your coffers. Then wings and the face of a dove-NOW, ponder
Tis the day after ~hristmasand all through
them a n theflyff balls whichfee - - - a bit a t something which seems amusing
the
hous+ever~oneisgrumPY-even the mouse.
,or, pomhadle on Ed's feed box a d and only a 'dead" symbol of friendshipthe hundmds that all my people feed THAT STONE IS A RELATION OF Y OURShe stockings are ripped,the papers are torn
~d if m e w day i s Chrlstmar--blessed
IT HAS LIFE AND YOU MAY WELL FIND, and the beauty is thrown in the garbage with
ate ye ptecious childrenfor my heart BEFORE WE ARE THROUGH-THAT IT, scorn.
Cr filled with low a d joy w I watch TOO, CAN FLY WITHTHOSETINY PAINTED
"After the ~ a y shoppers
"
all struggle and
you gmw into the gteatmss which WINGS FOR LIFE IS THAT WHICH IS BE- gather as they wonder and moan as to "what is
you ARE.]
YOND THE "EXPRESSION" OFTHE OBVI- the matter".
~ l isl trashed whilst the blessings are
I thank you all, additionally, for the OUS! BLESSED ARE YE WHO REMEMusha,-ing" and for what it conveys at a BER! KNOW, EACH O F YOU WHO SHARE scorned-all have forgotten that a ~hrist-child
deeper level both about the aLight in the AND YOU WHO SEND LOVE SO FREELY was born.
mnnelSand thnt
I may be con- IN ALL MANNER O F WAYS-ARE
Even children abandon and scorn, the toys
tdbuting to The Mission in a worthwhile THANKED. LOVED, APPRECIATED AND unwanted on this uday after" morn.

The Day After
Christmas:
A Poem
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Ah, indeed, could the message be true? That
They are not there, where gangers kill brothit's intended ''forgetting" that a Christ-child ers, in a land of confusion-no love for another.
was born?
The Eagle is bounded by wings which are
broken, by arrows and bullets left as a token.
In the Holy Land Palestinians await their
Indeed there is wonder on this "day after"
death in a nether-land between Hades and Hell. morn-for all have forgotten a Christ-child was
Whilst disease, not famine, is found the cul- born.
prit-the signs loudly tellIn a land destroyed by political might-So-- A reminder, .Hatonn.
malians await death from this unfolding plight.
Where are the "troops" to fight this disease
and bring food to the dying in a trap man
imposes.
No, I do not pretend to be a "poetw-and
Where are the "humanitarians" in this world yes, indeedy, I'm the first to know-it! What
of Humanistic decrees?
words will thee hear? A s it seems mine
Whilst death takes it toll in varying degrees? often miss-the ear! Perhaps it's the fault

of the "brain" which lies so c l o s e t o the
They cannot be found in that land "in-be- ear in point-which is intentionally closed??
tween" where expelled sons and husbands await May the light of the "day-after" bluestheir demise.
give you reason to look and see the clues.
They cannot be found in that Bosnia where You are headed for dreadful let-down-if
death fire reigns on those who would venture to you fail to see that righteous crown-atop
get their supplies.
that wondrous Perfection-A CHRISTThey cannot be found in South-East L.A. to CHILD CAME DOWN!
guard of the food contributed for need.
Does this Being wear sparkles or
They are lost forever to this land filled with feathers of blue? No, indeed, all HE
greed.
gets is the covering called YOU!

Nora's ~ e s e a r c hCorner
MORE "ARCHITECTS" OF CULTURE:
THE BROTHERS GRIMM
(Part IV Of A Series)
Discovering some of our "cultural" beginnings and continuings can be a shock,
especially when they have the flavor of
purposeful (and maybe sinister) manipulation. Such was my experience in learning
more about the brothers named "Grimm".
You may recall that the Grimm brothers
and a Mr. H a n s Christian Andersen wroteor had published-collections of fairy tales
for children in the late 19th and early 20th
centuries. These authors and their stories
became well known and very popular. It is
thus easy to imagine how such literature
likely exerted a strong influence on the
young people of those years, since there
were few such collections of "fairy tales" in
existence at the time.
My road to discovery started recently
when Commander Hatonn, in answer to a
question, confirmed that many ancient
discs (similar to computer discs) had already been found underneath the pyramids. He further stated that a clue to the
find had been given in a Grimm Brothers'
Fairy Tale, called The Marsh King. I located
the book of fairy tales, and it so happens
that the full title of this particular one is
The Marsh King's Daughter. The information, regarding secret knowledge stored
beneath the
found via
. . a door
. ..p,y r e i 'd and
-

which opens beneath the Sphinx "when
the Moon was full", is neatly placed within
the context of the tale.
Once you know about this, you begin to
wonder how the Grimm brothers obtained
this particular "tale." Obviously, it was
not a folk story located from among indigent people! No, it had to be a story
deliberately planted, for some reason, by
persons who knew about the discs found
beneath the pyramids! Was it to be a
record of some kind, or a hint to someone,
or perhaps a preparation for the future?
Why were the brothers Grimm in on it?
Why was it given out as a 'fairy tale"?
I decided to find out more about these
writers of tales. The American College
Oictionary had an entry for the Grimm
brothers: Grimm, Jakob Ludwig Karl (17851863),or his brother, Wilhelm Karl (17861859),described as "German philologists
and collectors of fairy tales." It appears
they were not only collectors of tales, they
were experts in languages as well. Philology h a s to do with the area of Historical
Linguistics, especially coupled with Classical Scholarship.
J u s t below the entry for "Grimm,Jakob"
is a n entry for "Grimm's Law". This was a
new subject for me. The explanation given
in the dictionary is: "The statement of a
system of consonantchangegfrom primitive Indo-European into the Germanic languages, especially as related to the Low
and High German, formulated by Jakob
...

Grimm (1820-22) and independently recognized by Rasmus Rask ( 18 18)."
There are several questions and observations to note regarding the above quote
from the dictionary:
1. Indo-European is the name given to
the area and people located between India
and Europe. In other words, the area of the
Caucasus Mountains, the Black and
Caspian Seas, the land of the "Aryans"
and of the Khazars, as well as others.
2. That Mr. Grimm should have been
the one to originally decide which consonants to use from the Indo-European language for translation into High and Low
German put Mr. Grimm squarely in the
center of our discussion on words anc?
their meanings!
3.1t is strange that the "independent"
Mr. Rask should "recognize" Mr. Grimm's
Law in 1818, two years before Mr. Grimm
set it down. One begins to feel that "the
powers that be" wanted Mr. Grimm for the
job regardless!! I decided to pursue the
subjects of "Grimm" and "Rask" further:
(a) Lippincott's Pronouncing Biographical Diciiorurry has entries on several persons named "Grimm", as well as on
"Rasmus Rask". The two dictionaries I
used do not agree. Lippincotts (published
in 1915) shows quite a family named
"Grimm". Albrecht Ludwig Grimm was a
compiler of books of tales for youth. Several of the "Grimms" were involved with
titled people, (including Count Schonberg,
Catherine of Russia, the Duke of Orleans,
etc.) and were politically and financially
active in Germany and Russia. Jacob
Ludwig Grimm was also an eminent German Jurist as well as philologist and was
Secretary of Legation to the Congress of
Vienna in 1814. Therefore, it would be a
mistake to consider the "Brothers Grimm"
naive about the world around them, and/
or as peripheral participants in the affair?
of nations.
(b)My copy of Tales of Grimm and Anderson does not provide the actual names of
the "Brothers Grimm", leaving the question open as to who did write the tales and
why the names have been obscured?? The
authors are simply called "The Brothers
Grimm".
(c)Jacob and Wilhelm were involved in
translating many myths, Runic inscriptions, old Danish hero-ballads as well as
completing a large German dictionary.
(d) Rasmus Christian Rask (according
to Lippincotts)was a n eminent Danish linguist, born 1787. He traveled extensively
in Russia, Persia and India (1817-21).
Among his works are an Anglo-Suon Gmmmar ( 1817),Researches on the Origin of the
Icelandic Languages ( 1818), and On the
Ages and Authenticity of the Zend-Avesta
(1826). He died in 1837. Mr. Rask was
obviously a major contributor to the for1
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mulatior s of "Grimm's Law", as well as
being himself a "Thulian"!
4. That somehow the "primitive" IndoEr;ropr?an language was related "differentl-y'' io H ~ g hand LGW German is rather
interesting. Why? I had assumed that
whether one spoke "highnor "low" in any
language was primarily a choice of words,
s l ~ i <and
< , more or less lack of clear enunciation-rather than there being two separate languages. Apparently High and Low
German werelare separate German languages! Further, it was planned that way.
5. If Grimm was born in 1785 A.D., and
the "fairy tales" came out before his death
in 1863, we know the "discs" had been
located prior to 1863. Therefore, the possessors of these discs would have well over
130 years to work on the material. (Remember, Commander Hatonn has confirmed for u s that many civilizations have
come and gone on this little planet called
Shanj Earth. Some of them achieved f a r
more advanced cultures than our own, and
left ancient records behind.)
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important law.. .concerning the regular
interchange of certain letters in darerent languages. bid 47 On the principle of
Grirnm's Law, we exclude the Perso-Grecians, High Germans, and Goths, from
among the earliest colonists of Italy.
184 1 Latharn, Eng. Lang. 190 an important fact relating to the change of consonants, which is currently called Grimm's
Law. 1878 Sweet in Academy 9 Feb. 1231
2 Verner's Law (explained)" [Emphasis
mine-Nora.]

Torsider.
1."Perso-Grecia~is"means a people
from Persia who speak Greek, and/or live
in Greece. The linguists are obviously
dealing not only in languages butpeople!!
There were no Perso-Grecians in Italy
among the "earliest colonists" and the
same was said of the others mentioned
(High Germans and Goths). Wait a minute
-"High German" is a language -isn't it?
Wasn't it? Back-up a minute. PersoGrecians are people from Persia who
speak Greek. That means they were "Aryans" or "Khazars"! And, what about the
"High Germans"? Well, they appear to be
in the same class. In fact, "Goths" is a
name used for Indo-European tribes at one
time. It replaced the word "Gomer" (ason
of Noah's son Japheth) or "Gomerites"
early in history. The word is still used for
theTeutonic people (Nordic/Russian/German/ Polish).
What must be realized is that "High
German" is a term used to distinguish a
language anda people! The clues are that
they were and are "Aryans", and/or
Khazars! Those of you who thought "High
German" only meant the "Nobles" of the
German people, who came from the general base of the German people, will want to
do some rethinking. "High German" is
something more than a language - it was
and is adeliberately planned system which
distinguished or separated agroup ofpeople
from the "Low Germans". You know it was
not the "Low Germans" who gave themselves the label of "Low German."

The above is the full quote on Grimm's
Law from the Oxford Dictionary. The law in
its entirety must be found elsewhere. Nevertheless, the above helps explain and
confirm the system of using different consonants in the translations from one language to another. In fact, it appears the
languages were deliberately kept distinct
from each other in a planned system of
translation. Who appointed the Brothers
Grimm to this task? It appears that a very
few people have had a decided influence
and effect on our knowledge, education
I was able to find a further explanation and 'culture".
If you study the above quotes from the
of "Grimm's Law" in the Oxford English
Oxford Dictionary you will find some addiDictionary as follows:
tional, rather alarming bits of information:
"The rule formulated by Jakob Grimm
1. The "primitive Aryan" touched not
(in the 2nd ed. of his Deutsche Grammatik,
1822) with regard to the representation in only the European languages and peoples
the Germanic languages of certain conso- but also the Indian and Greek. These
nants of the primitive Aryan language. languages (Sanskrit and Greek) were also
Grimm's statement was that original aspi- being fashioned by the Brothers Grimm.
rates became mediae in Gothic, Low Ger- You see additional ianguages also afman, Old English, Old Norse, etc. and fected - "Old English" a n d "Old Norse"
tenues in High German; original mediae (West Saxon and Norman). Did these
2. There are more clues here to the
became tenues in Gothic, etc., and "aspi- two brothers just sit in their study and
rates" (supposed to be represented by independently effect these decisions? I interrelatedness ofthe ruling class throughspirants and affricates) in High German; think not! There was obviously a plan out Europe, and their cultural controland original tenues became aspirates in agreed to by the leaders of all these even as f a r as Greece and India. In Part I11
Gothic, etc., and mediae in High German. countries and peoples. Otherwise the of this series [ s e e p a g e 19 of the 12/ 15/92
The formula is no longer accepted as cor- Brothers Grimm would have had no ef- LIBERATOR] where I take up the subject of
rect, but the name of "Grimm's Law" is still fect outside of their own study. Further, "the Master Race", I indicate that all of the
applied to its rectified form, which is too if "Old" English and "Old" Norman were ruling class is related (the titled, the very
complicated to be stated here. Verner's changed, that meant the later language wealthy, etc.). Here, in the discovery of
Law, discovered by Karl Verner of was also affected. In other words, the Grimm's Law, there is one of the keys to
Copenhagen in 1875, deals with a class of Grimm Brothers changed history and how this relationship worksregarding"cu1ture". The one law, established by the
exceptions to Grimm's Law, and is to the records!
2. In the context of philology, the "Brothers Grimm", formulated in 1822
effect that a n original Germanic voiceless
aspirant, when following or terminating a Indo-European languages are identified the languages of the High German, Low
primitively unaccented syllable, became a with LCAryan"
(according to the Oxford German, Old Norse (Viking),Gothic (TeuWe meet this curi- tonic), Old English (West Saxons), PersoEnglish
Dictionary).
voiced spirant, which in the historic German languages is under certain conditions o u s word again. How the word came to Grecian, Greekand Sanskrit from the Indorepresented by a media; the Z which ac- be so associated is not totally known. European languages. This is not so surcording t o the "lawn results from S is, Nevertheless, here it is, associated in prising when you know that at one time the
except in Gothic, normally represented this edition of the Oxford Dictionary with Barbarians/Khazars/Mongolians ruled
by R. Grassman's Law is that when the work of the Brothers Grimm (Ger- these people and lands. Also, they still do,
primitive Aryan has two aspirates in the mans), who lived in the late 18th and for the most part, although they are not
open about it.
same or successive syllables the former of early 19th centuries.
Do not think there was only one Indothem was in Sanskrit changed into the
corresponding media, and in Greek into
In the last pqagraph quoted from The European ("Aryan")language to translate
Oxford Dictionary there is that curious into the various other languages. No. In
the corresponding tenuis.
"we exclude the Perso-Gre- fact there were so many different languages
statement,
1838 W. B. Winning, Man, Compar,
Philog. 1 iii, 36 Grimm's Law-I now pro- dann, High Germans, and Goths, from and dialects that most of them have not
ceqi with khg consideration of Grimmts. among .tba ~
q.q~ba&ta
~
of ~
. R e . "~,been cat@ogued
~
.t . o r written, - ,down.. Also,
%

\ -
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most of these people were overrun by the
barbarians. - Therefore, the primitive
"Aryan" language that is systematized and
translated into thevariousother languages
is either a vast group of languages, or it is
only the one language chosen and used by
the Khazars to be retained in their engineered "culture".
When thinking ofthe Gothic, Old Norse,
and Old English languages, remember, the
early invaders of Europe who defeated the
Roman Empire were barbarians. The monarchy and ruling class has remained in
their control through intermarriage more
or less continuously. There have been a
very few brave souls who sought to oppose
this control, that is all.
3. I return, here, to where we began this
series several weeks a g e t a l k i n g about
the "Thule Society", which apparently was
the name of the hidden directorate of Nazism which used "Thulian", or Nordic culture and symbols, in promoting Nazism.
Another word for this culture is "Gothic",
which is applied to the Teutonic/ Nordic/
Polish/Russian group. Not so surprisingly
we find that the philological law pertaining
to the interchange of the Z for the S -as in
Nasi/Nazi and Sion/Zion - now applies
only to the Gothic language, per the Oxford
English~donaryandVerner'sLaw,which
deals with the exceptions to Grimm's Law.
(See The American College Dictionary for
the explanation of "Gothic".) Therefore,
the names "Nazi" and "Zion" are word
usages taken from the language of the
"Thulians". That is, the Thulians who
were also followers of the Babylonian Talmud, and therefore knowers and users of
these words. In this case the "Thulians"
are the Nordic branch of the Khazars.
While Arthur Koestler does not mention
Grimm's Law and/or its influences on the
language changes, there is additional confirmation of the relationship between the
Nordic/Teu tonic/ Polish/ Russian groups
and the Khazars of the Caucasus in Mr.
Koestler's book, The Thirteenth Tribe, where
he gives the historical background to establish that most of the "Jews" in the
Baltic area, especially the area of the old
Prussian Empire, are or were, Ashkenazi
or Khazarian Jews.
He also, on pages 177 and 178, relates
information provided by A.N. Poliak, in his
book (in Hebrew)titled, The Khazar Conversion to Judaism (Zion, Jerusalem, 194I),
and Khazaria - The History of a Jewish
Kingdom in Europe (in Hebrew) (Mossad
Bialik, Tel Aviv, 1951). Poliak, according to
Koestler, thinks that the "shape of early
Yiddish (alanguageused bym& Ashkenazi
Jews and comprising words from High
German, Hebrew and Slavic with Hebrew
letters) emerged in the Gothic regions of
the Khazar Crirnea"...."Poliak quotes as
indirect evidence a certain Joseph Barbaro
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of Venice, who lived in Tana (an Italian (Rockhill, p. 51, d'Avezac, pp. 498-499)."
merchant colony on the Don estuary) from
If you look up the meaning of the word,
1436 to 1452, and who wrote that his "Ostrogoth" in your dictionary you find:
German servant could converse with a "A member of the easterly division of the
Goth from the Crimea just as a Florentine Goths, which maintained a monarchy in
could understand the language of an Ital- Italy from A.D. 493 to 555. [t. L. L.
Ostrogothi, pl.., L. Austrogoti, t. Goth]."
ian from Genoa.
A s a matter of fact, the Gothic language Further, if you look up the word "Austro"
survived in the Crimea at least to the you will find it is a "word element meaning
middle of the sixteenth century." ..."Poliak Austrian"!! This word has been attached
considers this (Gothic) vocabulary to be to many European countries including:
close to the Middle High German elements Austrasia, Austria, Austria-Hungary, etc.,
found in Yiddish."
all now more or less called "SAXONS".
It appears "Gothic" is an original lanBibliography: Tales of Gnmm and
guage of the Khazars in the Crimea area,
and has some elements still retained in Andersen, with Introduction by W. H.
what was called 'Yiddish" and now is Auden, The Modern Library, N.Y., Pub.
called "Judeo-German". There is further Random House (1952); The American Colsupport for this theory in a note on pg. 100 lege Dictionary, Pub., Randon House, N.Y.
of the book, The Vinland Map and The (1962); The Oxford EnglishDictionary,Vol.
TartarRelation,where there is adiscussion VIII, Clarendon Press in Oxford, (1989);
of the "Saksins" or "Sakassins", thought The Thirteenth Tribe, by Arthur Koestler,
to be a Turkish tribe of Mohammedan Random House, N.Y. (1976); The Vinland
religion who dwelt on the lower Volga River MapandtheTartarRelation,byR.A. Skelton,
northeast of the "Gazars". (Gazars is the Thomas E. Marsten and George D. Painter,
name used for Khazars in this work.) One Pub. Yale Univ. Press, New Haven and
historian, named Benedict, identifies this London, 5th printing (1967),note pg. 100,
group as "Saxi", as the first tribe south- resources quoted: (1) Benedict, The Pole
ward on their journey through Comania, Friar, See Wyngaert; also Rockhill, (2)
followedcorrectlybytheAlansandKhazars Rockhill, W.W., The Journey of William of
(Wyngaert, p 137). Benedict states incor- Rubruck, trans. and ed. W.W. Rockhill
rectly that they were Christians, and says [with Carpini, ch. 9, and Benedict], Lon"we believe them to be Gothsn, evidently don, 1900; (3)Wyngaert, A. Van den, Sinica
misconstruing their name as indicating a Franciscanu, Vol I: finera et relationes
kinship with the Saxons of Germany, and Fratrum Minoriem Saeculi 13et 14 [includfurther supposing them to be related to the ing Carpini, Benedict, Rubuck, etc.],ed. A.
actual enclave of Goths in the Crimea. Van den Wyngaert, Quaracchi; (4)Avezac,
These were a remnant of the Ostrogoths, M.A.P.d', Relationdes Mongols ou Tartares
who had stayed at home when their fellows par L
e Frere Jean du Plan de Carpin, Recueil
invaded Europe in the third century A.D. de Voyages et de Memories Public par la
They are mentioned by Rubruck, and a wetedeGeogmphic, Vol4(Paris, 1839),pp.
vocabulary of their language, still recog- 397-779; LippincottJs Prounouncing i3ionizably Teutonic, was collected by the trav- graphical Dictionary, Thomas New Revised
eler Biesbeck in the sixteenth century Edition, Philadelphia and London (1915).
I
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The Divine Plan, Part VIII:
'Tis The Season To Be Truthful
11/28/92#1 MOSES

Good Morning, Little One. It i s I, Moses.
Greetings to you all this morning a t the
beginning of t h a t which you refer to as the
Season of Christ mass. Would that you
actually paid some sort of homage to the
one you call as J e s u s , The Christed One.
Instead, you all go about the "buying" of
one to the other with someTOKEN OFTHE
MATERIAL s u c h t h a t you pay homage to
the MATERIAL/ SATANIC world.
If it is that you wish to pay homage to
the One you call as J e s u s , The Christed
One, then why do you not EMULATE that
example He gave u n t o you-that is, THE
GIVING OF SELF THROUGH SERVICE TO
CREATOR AND ONE ANOTHER. GIVE OF
YOURSELVES....cSTOP THE NEEDLESS
GIVING OF THE MATERIAL IN THE STEAD
OF LOVE/DMNE.
YOU MUST REALIZE THAT MOST OF
YOU ARE TOTALLY CONFUSED about the
NATURE O F GMNG. Yet, there is n o way
to untangle t h e YARN OF CONFUSION,
save it be by degrees. Our hearts a r e
saddened, indeed, as the grandest number
of you continue with this PAGAN TRADITION of FALSE SERVICE. You make a
mockery of that which i s of Creator, a n d
you know NOT what you do. PLEASE,
PLEASE, I BEG UNTO EACH OF YOU.
STOP THIS NON-SENSE OF THE WORSHIP OF THE MATERIAL. STOP IN THE
LEADING ASUNDER OFYOUR INNOCENT
CHILDREN WITH THIS GAME--TEACHING THEM FROM A VERY EARLY AGE TO
WORSHIP THE PHYSICAL, TO LOVE THE
MATERIAL.
You, who d o not know what you do, lead
these innocent babes asunder. You claim
that you have a Christ m a s s season to
"celebrate" the birth of one J e s u s , The
Christ. Nay, these little ones, who gather
around t h a t one which you call as s a n t a
claus, the symbol of the Satan's material
world, do not know the same. For, in the
stead of The Christ, you innocently place
t h e s y m b o l of t h e MATERIAL
WORLD ....SATAN, HIMSELF. YOU TEACH
YOUR CHILDREN TO GIVE OFTHE MATERIAL IN THE STEAD OF LOVE/DIVINE. All
in fun a n d games, of course! You TEACH
your children to LOVE THE MATERIAL.
THIS LOVE OF THE MATERIAL, IF FOSTERED AT AN EARLY AGE, WILL STRIP

AWAY THE SPIRITUAL FOUNDATION OF
EACH AND EVERY ONE OF YOU. Satan
h a s been busy programming each of you
for many, many ages. Now, you m u s t
know the TRUTH. Listen, if you will, for
this innocent practice, CREATED OF SATAN, HIMSELF, TO DESTROY THE TRUE
NATURE OF GIVING, HAS SENT MANY,
MANY OF YOU ASUNDER. YOU HAVE
BECOME BLINDED BY THE FALSE"GLOWwMATERIAL WORLD.
If it i s the Christ you say you "honor",
thenyou LIE. Foryou haveneither theday,
the month nor the season correct in your
honor, to state but a few of the non-truths
you "honor" as TRUTHS. THE LOUD
NOISES OF GREED ADORN YOUR LIES
O F "HONOR". Very few of you "honor"
TRUTH. You do not CELEBRATE THE
TRUE NATURE OF "GIVING". You claim to
associate with the birth of one, J e s u s , The
Christed One....THE GIVING OF TRUTH,
O F JOY, OF PEACE, OF WHOLENESS, OF
LOVE/DIVINE. YOU "LIE". VERY FEW
OF YOU DO THE SAME! Many of you have
not the monies with which to purchase the
material, a n d you feel ASHAMED. You put
yourselves in a state of debt that the ANTICHRIST BANKERS might suck you dry,
financially. ALL FOR THE PLAYING OF
THE SATANIC GAMES ASSOCIATED WITH
THE MATERIAL WORLD. YOU GIVE
THROUGH OBLIGATION, ANGER AND
RESENTMENT OR MANIPULATION. YOU
ARE "TOOLS" OF SATAN, HIMSELF. YOU
ARE FORCED TO GIVE THROUGH COERCION. YOU PLAY THE GAME. YOU LOSE!
Little Ones, enough h a s been said about
THIS PRACTICE OF "GIVING" THROUGH
MANIPULATION AND LOVE/WORSHIP OF
THE MATERIAL. I say unto you, in the
stead OF SATIATINGYOURSELFWITH THE
MATERIAL, "FEED" THE SPIRIT-that the
same might not starve. Teach your children to "FEED" THE SPIRIT. Precious
Children, I will a s k of you thus, "WITH
WHAT DO YOU "FEED" THE SPIRIT, AND
HOW DO YOU "FEED" THE SPIRIT?"
Pause here a few moments to think o n the
same a n d to come u p with the answer.
WELL, MOST CERTAINLY YOU ASK OF
CREATOR TO "FEED" THE SPIRIT WITH
THE ESSENCE OF'DMNE LOVEILIGHT,
LOVE AND MORE LOVE--AS THROUGH
THE ESSENCE OF LOVE/DIVINE COMES
GREAT JOY, BALANCE AND WHOLENESS.

IT IS THIS ESSENCE OF ABUNDANCE
WHICH IS GIFTED UNTO EACH OF YOU
"FREE" OF CHARGE. It carries with it
"NO DEBT". You need onlymake room for
the RECEIVING a n d THE SHARING a n d
the DISSEMINATION THROUGH GENUINE CARING TO ANOTHER OF GOD'S
CREATIONS IN "NEED". With the sharing
of LOVE, it GROWS.
If you do not know how to go about the
"FEEDING" OF THE SPIRIT, COME UNTO
THE CREATOR IN A PRAYER OF CONFESSION AND SAY THUS WITH A SINCERE,
OPEN, HONEST HEART AND STRONG
DESIRE: "HOLY CREATOR, IAM BROKEN
OF MY WILLFULLNESS. I COME HUMBLY
BEFOREYOUANDASKTHATYOUUFEED"
MY SPIRIT, AS I KNOW NOT HOW TO
"FEED" MY SPIRIT. I WAIT HUMBLY AND
PATIENTLY, OH CREATOR, FOR YOU TO
DO THAT FOR M E WHICH I CANNOT DO
FOR MYSELF."
THE SOURCE OF ALL LOVE I S HOLY
CREATOR, AND THE BEST WAY TO KEEP
THIS SUPPLY COMING UNTO YOU IS
THROUGH UNSELFISH SERVICETOYOUR
CREATORANDTOYOURBRETHREN. FOR
WHENYOU BLOCKTHE FLOW OF LOVE'S
LIGHT THROUGH THE PULLING INTO A
SHELL, YOU CUT YOURSELVES OFF
FROM THIS ESSENCE OF WHOLENESS.
Little Ones, lookaround yourselves. Go
with the Protective Light of Holy Creator
around you into the streets of your own
country a n d find those who are lost and
without the LOVE OF ANOTHER SINGLE
HUMAN BEING a n d BE OF THE SHARING
OF SOME OF YOURS. YOU WILL BE
FILLED FOR THE SHARING. Stop along
the streets or in shopping malls or grocery
stores a n d SHARE SOME OFYOUR LOVELIGHT, FOR IN SO DOING YOU SHALL BE
FILLED ONCE MORE. Seek out those in
need, who are hidden away in state hospitals or nursing homes a n d give a gesture of
KINDNESS. YOUR ACTIONS CAN BRING
WHOLENESS TO THOSE WHO LIVE BROKEN LIVES OF LONELINESS AND FRAGMENTATION.
PRECIOUS CHILDREN, WHEN YOU
OPEN UP TO LOVE THROUGH SERVICE
TO ANOTHER HUMAN BEING YOU WILL
FINDTHATYOUCLIMBTHESPIRALSTAIRCASE OF SPIRITUAL EVOLUTION AT A
RATETHAT WILL BE MOST ASTONISHING
TO ALL OF YOU. FOR, WHEN YOU LOSE
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YOURSELVES THROUGH SERVICE,YOU,
LITTLE ONES, WILL INDEED FIND YOURSELVES TO BE GROWING IN WHOLENESS.
Let me ask of you thus, "Do you suppose that just because you work in one of
the so-called 'helping professions', that
you are working in the 'SERVICE' of your
brethren?" The answer is NAY. It is not so
unless you would do the same WITHOUT
MONETARY REWARD. In fact, some of the
most cruel persons in your sphere find
their way into the so-called "helping" professions, that they might have POWER over
the weak and helpless. Many make their
way into such professions to FEED the
insatiable EGO. GRAND NUMBERS ofyou
in these so-called "helping professions"
are highly accountable for your errors in
judgement. You abuse those who cannot
"DO" for themselves. In fact, the grandest
number of you in these professions would
be better off sweeping the streets. For, you
would then, perhaps, expend some of your
own pent-up anger and hostility. You are
HIGHLY ACCOUNTABLE for your deeds
and you shall make amends in this life or
another for the EVIL inflicted upon these
HELPLESS in the name of GMNG. YOU
ARE THUS WARNED. FOR YOUR WORKS
DO NOT GO UNRECORDED. FOR ALL, I
SAID 'ALL", I S RECORDED. SUCH IS
THE WAY.
Little One, I shall leave of you this day
with a note of sadness in my very being for
the greatest number ofyou. For you are as
GNOMES DANCINGALONGTHE RIM OFA
FIREPOT, and YOU RECOGNIZE NOTTHAT
THE FLAMES ARE LEAPING INTO YOUR
VERY FACE. You play dangerous games of
"YOU CANT CATCH ME" with Satan; and
you know not that the DANGER HAS ALL
BUT CONSUMED YOU. Therefore, I beg
unto each of you to begin each day with a
firm resolve to clean the inner on a minuteto-minute basis, and place in the stead of
darkness the LIGHT OF CREATOR. For in
as much, your days will become brighter.
You will know JOY, and your life will have
real meaning. We are here for the GUIDING, ifyou will be of the ASKING. We know
your deepest SECRETS and GREATEST
JOYS. You hide NOTHING from us. Would
that you would all recognize this asTRUTH.
You must realize that it is Satan who works
in SECRET and not Creator. Thus, when
you work in SECRET, IT IS BECAUSE YOU
HAVE FALLEN SQUARELY INTOTHE CAMP
OF THE ANTICHRIST. For, when you live
the Laws of Creator, it matters not that the
whole of the world knows your thoughts, as
the thoughts are GOOD.
Blessings unto each of you, Little Ones.
Go forth with the KNOWING that each of
you is indeed a SACRED and HOLY CREATION, and you are given to receive a
GRAND INHERITANCE, the likes of which
none ofyou in the Earth Plane can imagine.
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GO WITH THE KNOWINGNESS THAT THIS
IS TRUTH. FOR THIS IS THE GREATEST
GIFT, HENCEFORTH, YOU WILL EVER
RECEIVE. I AM MOSES. BLESSINGS.
12/8/92

MOSES

Blessings unto you this day, Precious
Child. It is I, Moses. We are here with you
in all trials and tribulations, that your load
may be made LIGHTENED. For the burden
may be GREAT, but the HANDS OF CREATOR are GRAND. FEAR NOT that you
may be UNABLE to CARRY the load, for you
are only asked to be open to RECEIVE.
PRECIOUS CHILD, ALL SHALL BE GIVEN
UNTO YOU TO MAKE EASY THE BURDEN
OF THE LOAD. FOR YOU SHALL NOT BE
GIVEN MORE THAN YOU CAN CARRY.
Be not worried that in the coming days,
weeks and months, the LOAD MAY GROW
GRAND. THE ATTACKS OF THE ADVERSARY WILL GROW IN FREQUENCY AND
INTENSITY, FOR THIS IS THE WAY. But
know, Precious Child, YOU NEVER STAND
ALONE. FORYOU GO WITHIN THE ARMY
OF GOD. This KNOWINGNESS will dissolve your fears. For, if you do as you are
instructed, you shall be safe. You must go
with this KNOWINGNESS regardless of the
assaults, for you are rising up against the
UGLY DRAGON, and you shall not go
unnoticed. The dragon roars, and he spits
out FIRE and he will seek to burn you. BE
NOT IN DISMAY. HE SHALL HAVE NO
HOLD ON YOU FOR, IF YOU DO AS YOU
ARE TOLD, HE SHALL NOT BE ABLE TO
CONTAIN YOU IN ANY MANNER. For, it is
the way. The more you speak out against
evil around you, the more you shall come
under attack. LISTEN UP, LITTLE ONES,
THIS ADVICE IS FOR EACH OF YOU.
The antichrist workers, who run your
government, do not wish to be recognized.
You who do the recognizing will be attacked from all sides. Such is the case. If
you were not totally accurate in your recognition of the lies perpetrated upon you, you
would be of no concern to the evil ones who
wish to "CON" and DESTROY YOU. You
must know that you have struck into the
vein of the EVIL, and the evil is spewing
forth a t you.
Precious Child, keep around yourself at
all times, THE ARMOR OF GOD, solid and
bright. When you go into a shopping mall,
as you did last evening, your bright energy
field immediately attracts all manner of
"EVIL" entities, who wish to "suck" you
dry of life force and attack you in any
manner possible. These are constantly
"looking" for some weak place in your
force field that they might lodge a n attack.
Keep up this armor at all times.
You who do God's work are not inconspicuous knots on a log. You are each
highlyvisible to the ENEMY. You, Precious
Children, are enemies of the causes of

Satan and his crew, and they are about to
launch a full-scale attack on you. Precious
servants of the Lighted Creator, "FEAR
NOT". That which i s within you is
GREATER, FAR GREATER, than that which
is within the many, many hundreds of
thousands of them. FORTHESE HAVE NO
LIGHT OF CREATOR, THEREFORE, NO
POWER. They can cause harm to the
physical, trick or confuse you in some
manner, but cannot do any of the above so
long as you go in the TRUTH and the LIGHT
of Holy Creator. Precious Children, sweep
your way clean with the Light of Creator,
and not a single one will stand within your
path, for these are cowards and fear to
come near to the LIGHT of God. THEY WILL
ONLY DRAW NEAR WITH THEIR COWARDICE IF YOUR ENERGY FIELD HAS
BUT ONE WEAK SPOT. This is their way.
Know of their dastardly manner and be not
ever afraid for the force-field around you
shall be sufficient for your protection ifyou
but hold strong and solid in your deterrnination to serve.
You must realize that those who run
your government from the top and many,
many places in between, are the enemies of
God and therefore your enemies. To expose their LIES is to engage their anger.
Such is the way.
Precious Children, you have been so
long duped and sucked in by the antichrist
at the helm of your government! It is vital
that your media begin to do serious investigative reporting and questioning, absolutely refusing to accept as TRUTH that
which is sent unto them by the Zionist/
Satanist Elite. Rosah, it is no accident that
your husband walked into the Post Office
two days past and found a paper most
thoroughly researched and documented
telling of the "LIES" perpetrated upon you
by the Zionistsas regards the HOLOCAUST
HOAX. You read therein TRUTHS of how
the ZIONIST head of the KGB created the
hoax to swindle money from the many of
you, through a guilt for something which
NEVER WAS. INDEED, THERE WAS NO
HOLOCAUST, AS YOU KNOW THE SAME
TO BE. FEW THERE WERE INDEED WHO
DIED IN SUCH A MANNER. YOU ALL
HAVE BEEN LIED TO BY THESE WHO
HAVE SUCKED MANY MILLIONS FROM
YOU FOR A WARRING AND POWER-HUNGRY COUNTRY (ISRAEL),WITH LEADERS
WHO WISH DOMINION OVERTHEWORLD.
BE APPRISED, LITTLE ONES,THAT FEW
AMONG THE ZIONIST ARE WHAT YOU
CALL AS JEWISH. FOR THESE (THE ZIONISTS)HAVE NO BELIEF IN GOD, WHATSOEVER. THESE ARE ATHEISTS, AND
FALL INTO ALL OF YOUR SO-CALLED
RELIGIONS,AND GO ACROSSALLRACES,
CREEDS AND COLORS. Yet, in the minds
ofyou, the people, Zionistsare Jews. Nay!
and Double Nay! This is not so. Because
they know that you
to be '
. think,the.Zionist
*
1
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Jewish, they now have made it a crime in
several countries to "speak out" against a
Jew. THESE ZIONIST ELITE, THE CREATORS OF THE HOLOCAUST HOAX AND
WORLD COMMUNISM (WHICH IS QUITE
ALIVE AND WELL IN YOUR U.S. OF A.),
ARE ROGUE MURDERERS WHO WILL
STOP AT NOTHING TO HAVE WORLD
DOMINION. YOU HAVE BUT A PRAYER,
FORTHESEARE IN COMPLETE CONTROL
OF YOUR GOVERNMENT. THEY HAVE
GAINED CONTROL OF EVERYTHING YOU
NEEDTOSURVIVE. PERIOD. THEY HAVE
WORKED NON-STOP AT THE SAME FOR
MANY DECADESANL)YOU,THE MASSES,
HAVE KNOWN NOTHING OF THEIR EVIL
WORKS. INDEED, THEY ARE "THE FATHERS" O F THE SATANIST WAY O F
RULE--COMMUNISM.
Precious Children, when you internalize the fact t h a t the "HOLOCAUST" WAS A
HOAX PERPETRATED UPON YOU, THE
PEOPLE, TO DECEIVE YOU, AND TO
SWINDLE YOU THROUGH GUILT, YOU
CAN BEGINTO REALIZE JUSTHOW RUTHLESS THESE SERVANTS OF SATAN ARE
AND THAT THEY WILL DO ABSOLUTELY
"ANYTHING" TO HAVE POWER OVER
YOU. THEY GO TO GREAT LENGTHS ON
A DAILY BASIS TO SEE JUST HOW MUCH
YOU WILLDIGEST-FEEDINGYOU NOTHING MORE THAN LIES, LIES AND MORE
LIES.
Precious Children, how much longer
a r e you going to continue to believe this
kind of NON-TRUTH? I say, until you
realize t h a t these who created the HOAX of
the HOLOCAUST a r e the ones who own
a n d r u n your media. Yes, your media, a n d
your very government, indeed; the ones
closing down your airlines, a n d industry;
the ones who are sendingyour whole industriesabroad, tellingyou, in the same breath,
t h a t in the long r u n the same is "GOOD
FOR YOU". AND ALL THIS FROM THE
MOUTH O F YOUR FORKED-TONGUE
SATANIST PRESIDENT, GEORGE BUSH.
If h e also told you that the cutting off of
your head i s best in the long run, would
you also believe that?
Precious Child, I a s k you to print the
source of this well-researched document
regarding t h e 'HOLOCAUST HOAX" that
those who are interested in doing a bit of
investigative j o u r n a l i s m might follow
through for selves:
THE TRUTH AT LAST
P.O.BOX 1211
MARIETTA, GA 30061.
Thus, I leave u n t o each of you, who own
a n d publish these papers, A SERIOUS
WARNING: 'EACH O F YOU CARRIES A
HEAVY BURDEN FOR THAT WHICH YOU
PRINT. FOR YOU HAVE CHOSEN TO BE
'TRUTH B E ARE RS' BY YOUR VERY
CHOICE O F OCCUPATION. YOU HAVE

CHOSEN TO BE UNTO THE PEOPLE A
VOICE OF FREEDOM'. THE GRANDEST
NUMBERS OFYOU ARE SHEEP FOLLOWING THE WOLF. YOU ARE TOTALLY LOST
TO THAT WHICH IS OF HONOR, AS YOU
PUBLISHULIES",HALF-TRUTHSANDMISINFORMATION, COPIED FROM ANTICHRIST NEWS SERVICES WHOSE INTENT
ISTO DECEIVEYOU AND LEAD YOU INTO
A FALSE SENSE OFSECURITY. THE GOAL
FOR EACH OF YOU IS SLAVERY. YOU
HAVE UNWITTINGLY BECOME SERVANTS
OFTHE ANTICHRIST. YOU MUST WORK,

TRAPPINGS of the material world. Precious Children, if you can, THINK ON
WORLDS WITHOUT END-and LIVES OF
PEACE AND JOY away from SADNESS a n d
MISERY OF THE MATERIAL TRAPPINGS.
That which you have inherited i s not for
you to comprehend with the MIND-MATERIAL. But with the MIND-SPIRITUAL, Precious Children, you can come to KNOW of
your heritage.
I c a n assure you that any of you would
fall over yourselves LIVING THE LAWS, if
you could b u t get a glimpse of what is
PRECIOUSCHILDREN,TOHELPRESTORE YOURS, b u t for LIVING THE LAWS.
THAT WHICH YOU HAVE ALLOWED AND
YOUR PROBLEMS ARE THOSE WHICH
BROUGHTABOUTTHROUGHYOURVERY ARE SORELY TIED UP WITH THE PHYSIOWN HANDS. FOR IF YOU WILL NOT CAL. IFYOU WERENOTBLINDEDBY THE
AWAKEN AND DO YOUR PART, NO ONE PHYSICAL WORLD AND WHAT YOU
ELSE SHALL DO OF IT FOR YOU. YOU "THINK" IT PROMISED, YOU WOULD
MUST ALL REALIZE THAT YOU ARE KNUCKLE UNDER AND DO THAT WHICH
"HIGHLY ACCOUNTABLE" FOR THAT IS FOR YOUR OWN SPIRITUAL EVOLUWHICH YOU PUBLISH FOR, IN A REALM TION.
AWAY FROM THE EARTH SPHERE, ALL IS
O n this side, we are gravely saddened
RECORDED. AND YOU SHALL ALL BE that you will in n o wise raise your head
ACCOUNTABLE FOR THE LIES WHICH from your STUPOR a n d be willing to b u t
YOU ACCEPTED ASTRUTH AND PRINTED, BEGIN TO LIVE THE LAWS at all. LET ME
DOING YOUR OWN SHARE TO LEAD ASK YOU, "HOW MANY OF YOU ARE
GOD'S SHEEP ASUNDER. YOURWORKIS PARENTS OR TEACHERS? HOW MANY
'SERIOUS' WORK, INDEED. IT IS NO OF YOU HAVE FOUND YOURSELVES IN
OTHER WAY. YOU ARE THE TRUTH- THE MIDST OF TEACHING A CHILD TO
BRINGERS'. THERE IS NO GREATER READ WHEN THE CHILD WOULD NEIWORK WITHIN YOUR SPHERE. FOR THE THER 'COOPERATE' NOR 'PAY ATTENVERY FREEDOM OF EACH OF YOU DE- TION'?" Were you sometimes able to exPENDS UPON YOUR ASTUTE WORK. LET tract from the student some INNER disNOT A DAY GO BY THAT YOU DO NOT traction a n d alleviate the distraction s u c h
FIGHTTO KNOW AND PRINTTHAT WHICH that LEARNING could take place? Perhaps
IS TRUTH. THE SALVATION OF THE IG- the DISTRACTION w a s on the OUTER,
NORANT MASSES RESTS SQUARELY s u c h as a blaring television set. Then
UPON YOUR OWN SHOULDERS. STOP IN again, perhaps the child suffered some
THE WAITING FOR THE ANTICHRIST TO PHYSICAL ANOMALY s u c h that LEARNTELL YOU OF HIS OWN PLANS TO EN- ING WAS IMPAIRED.
Such are the situations with each of
SLAVE YOU. GET BUSY AND START TO
you.
Many of you have the INNER DISDO SOME RESEARCH OF YOUR OWN.
YOU WILLBE MOSTSURPRISEDAT WHAT TRACTION of a FIXED BELIEF SYSTEM
YOU WILL FIND."
a n d do not wish to be of the changing
Thus, it is. I a m Moses. Blessings unto thereof. Many ofyou a r e as a small child a t
you in t h e solid seeking. For if you SEEK, a county fair-bedazzled by that which i s
you shall s o FIND. The Truth i s given unto LOUD, BRIGHT AND SHINY ON THE
those coming with PURITY of DESIRE OUTER. Many of you are LIVING a combiseeking to KNOW. REMEMBER, PRECIOUS nation of BOTH. THERE ARE OTHERS
CHILDREN, THE TRUTH SHALL INDEED WHO HAVE GIVEN UP AND WITHDRAWN.
SET YOU FREE OF THEIR CONTROL. AND
Precious Children, your only REAL ticket
off the merry-go-round of circular thinking
SO IT IS.
i s in recognizing that YOU ARE NOT THE
12110192 MOSES
MATERIAL WORLD. YOU ARE BUT PASSING THROUGH. YOUR HERITAGE IS
Good Morning, Precious Child. It i s I, WITHINTHE HIGHER REALMS. YOU HAVE
Moses. We shall speak somewhat more on BEEN GIVEN WHAT NO PERSON, PLACE
t h e topic of GIVING, for the nature of giving OR THING CAN GIVE TO YOU. YOU HAVE
i s grand, indeed. You heard me a short BEEN CREATED UNTO YOUR OWN
while ago talking quietly to you on GIVING. UNIQUENESS AND GIVEN HERITAGE
Let u s look a t the greatest gift of all. Pre- AMONGTHE STARS. YOU AND ONLY YOU
cious Children, you were CREATED by CAN INTERNALIZETHE FUTILITY OF LOSCreator, d h o gave you LIFE ETERNAL and ING YOUR HERITAGE TO THE MATERIAL.
a grand HERITAGE AMONG THE STARS. Precious Ones, I am talking about the
There is NO way any of you can BEGIN to FUTURE OF YOUR SOULS. How many
remember what you have been GIVEN, as times do I need to say t h a t the war raging
you have been so SOLIDLY TIED UP in the within your sphere i s the WAR FOR YOUR
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SOULS?
You w h o iive the LIE of the MATERIAL
and PAY iIOMAGE to Satan and the workers of dcxiuness are BIDDING FOR YOUR
OWN DESTRUCTION. There is a limit to d l
things. Do not continue to think that you
will be ETERNALLY given to chase the
DARK SIDE. For this is a LIE. PRECIOUS
CHILDREN, AWAKEN TO YOUR HERITAGE. THIS I S A CRY UNTO YOU. FORGET THE NONSENSE OF THE SATANMOTIVATEDSEASONOFWHATYOUCALL
A S CHRISTMAS. Such giving of THE
MATERIAL from the point of EXPECTATION and INDEBTEDNESS to GIVE is NOT
OF THE HEART and is not from the realms
of Creator. LET ME ASK OF YOU THUS,
"JUST HOW MANY OF YOU 'GIVE' BECAUSE IT IS OF THE HIGHEST JOY AND
GREATEST OF DESIRE AND GENEROSITY AND LOVE?" On the other hand,
"JUST HOW MANY OF YOU 'GIVE' because it is the EXPECTED thing to do,
placing yourself in DEBT to win the HONOR,
RESPECT, or 'LOVE' from another human
being?" Answer these TRUTHFULLY.
I WILL ANSWER them FOR YOU. THE
OVERWHELMING NUMBERS OF YOU
"GIVE" FOR REASONS OF THE LATTER.
MOST OF YOU PARENTS GIVE FOR THE
LATTER REASONS-TO *BUYnTHE LOVE
OF ONES YOU HAVE NEGLECTED AND
PUSHED INTO THE CORNER. Gravely
mistaken you are! For you shall not ever be
in the BUYING of LOVE. You might THINK
you are doing of the same, but you are
doing none other than PUSHING LOVE out
of the unions and inviting Satan to come in
and TAKE UP RESIDENCE.
YOU CREATE ADDICTIONS TO THE
PHYSICAL from a very early age. THUS
BEGINS THE JOURNEY INTO SATANISM.
Balk if you will. YOU HAVE MISTAKENLY
COME TO BELIEVE THAT SATANISM IS

THE CHOPPING OFF OF MEADS A N D THE
SUCKING OF BLQOD. Y O 2 HAD ALL
BEST BE OF THE REMEMl!FR!?JG THAT
THE ESSENCE OF SATt!h.i::;Ni revolves
around the "LOVE OF THE MATERIAL".
So, if you are out this SATAN SEASON
promoting LOVE OF THE MATERIAL, GIVING WITH A RESENTMENT, ANGER OR
WITH THE DESIRE TO IMFRESS, PLACATE OR GIVE FALSE HONOR, YOU ARE
CAUSING THE LORD OF THE PHYSICAL
"LIE" TO DANCE WITH "GLEE". YOU
ARE LOST, INDEED! For, the one you call
as Santa Claus is the symbol of Satan,
himself, surrounded with the MATERIAL.
AND FOLLOWING HIM, GOD'S PRECIOUS
AND INNOCENT CHILDREN, ALL LED
ASTRAY, AS BY THE PIED PIPER. Thus,
you INSTILL, from a very early age, the
LOVEOFTHEMATERIAL. FROMANEARLY
AGE, YOU WORK TO DRIVE OUT THE
LIGHT OF GOD/SPIRIT, LOVE.
Open up "EARS TO HEAR" and "EYES
TO SEE", for long you have been to develop
to the point of RIPENESS, but it is NOW
that you, as a "group", are RIPE FOR THE
PICKING. IT IS SADNESS INDEED! AND IT
IS WITH GREAT LOVE AND COMPASSION
THAT WE, THE HOSTS OFTHE HEAVENS,
CALL OUT TO YOU ON THIS WEEK BEFORE YOUR CHRIST MASS WEEK AND
BEG UNTO EACH OF YOU, "OPEN UP
UNTO THE TRUTHS, FOR GREAT IS YOUR
PLIGHT AHEAD!
WITHOUT THE
STRENGTH OF HOLY CREATOR, YOU
SHALL ALL CRUMBLE AND FALL. KNOW
THAT BATTLES ARE FAST UPON YOU.
FEW THERE REMAIN WHO KNOW AND
LIVE THE TRUTH. YOU MUST EACH REALIZE THAT GIVING IS WITH THE HEART
OR IT BELONGS TO THE LIE OF THE
PHYSICAL/MATERIALn.
TO WHICH DO YOU BELONG? I am
Moses. Blessings!

have not had any of the kind of activity for
which the IRS would require you to file a
tax return. The irnportafit point here is
that you can avoid g e t t i n g y ~cdrpt3ration
~r
into The System if it is kept : n what is
considered to be an "inactive" rnode.
A corporation can also be set up without
ever entering into the IRS system by not
ever applying for a Tax ID Number (Employer ID Number). This limits your col-poration greatly because you will not be able
to open a bank account without one. A
corporation like this could be used for
hiding assets, like property, where the
property i s purchased u n d e r t h e
corporation's name, and this corporation's
identity is only recognized by the State of
Nevada and you. If staying out of The
System altogether is what you want, it can
be done in this way to a limited extent.
The final point we need to address here
is with respect to taxation of a Nevada
corporation in the mind of the Patriot. The
IRS's jurisdiction is foreign to a Nevada
corporation, just as it is foreign to you and
me. U.S. Code Title 26 (Infernal Revenue
Code), tells u s specifically who comes under the IRS's jurisdiction and who has to
pay income taxes. For those of you who
have studied a little of this, you would
know that Title 26 tells u s that all United
States Citizens who have taxable income
are required to pay taxes.
With a close look at just who a United
States Citizen is, we recognize that does
not include us-which is usually contrary
to what we would have thought. In this
same respect, Title 26 specifies that all
corporations having taxable income are
required to pay income taxes. However,
with a little further investigation of the
Infernal Revenue Code, we discover that a
corporation is defined therein as a Federally Chartered Corporation. All Nevada
cornorations are Chartered by the StaSe of
~eiada-which means that kom Title 26,
all Nevada corporations do not come un-

however, we are not aware of anyone who
has challenged this position with the IRS.
That would be a challenge that the IRS
Let's look a t a few situations here. You would obviously not take very lightly!
NEVADA CORPORATIONS
have a Nevada corporation that you set up
AND THE IRS
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT
and opened a Nevada bank account for.
NEVADA
CORPORATIONS CALL CORPOOne of t h e most frequently asked You initially placed $10,000 in the corpoquestions a b o u t a Nevada corporation ration as a capital infusion in exchange for RATEADVISORSCORPORATIONAT(702)
is "When i s my Nevada corporation stock, or gave the funds to the corporation 885-9638 OR WRITE TO THEM AT 28 10 W.
required to file an Income Tax Re turn?" as a loan in exchange for a Promissory CHARLESTON BLVD., SUITE G-6723, LAS
According to t h e IRS, any corporation Note. At this point you have not had any VEGAS, NV 8 9 102. ASK FOR CORT
that h a s income or shows a profit a t the activity in the corporation that would ne- CHRISTIE. FORGENERALBACKGROUND
end of a fiscal year is required to file a cessitate filing IncomeTaxesand IRS Form INFORMATION ABOUT THE VALUE OF
NEVADA CORPORATIONSAND THETRUTH
Form 1120 with the IRS. Now, the IRS, 1120.
Now, let's say that you have a couple of BEHIND OUR MODERN ECONOMIC MALwhen asked, will tell you t h a t any corporation t h a t i s in good standing or is pieces of property that qre paid off, and for AISE, SEE THE PHOENIX JOURNALS: SPIbeing used m u s t file Form 1120-which your privacy and protection of that prop- RAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER (#4), PRIdoes not agree with their own Internal erty you transfer it into the corporation. VACY IN A FISHBOWL (#lo),AND YOU CAN
Revenue Code. Of course, when have Now you are actually utilizing the corpora- SLAYTHEDRAGON (#16). [ S e e h % ~ ~ 9 e f o r
they eyer follo~e,d
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Awakening
12/8/92

SANANDA

Greetings, precious Druthea. I AM
Sananda. I come in service as a Co-Creator
and Guardian, and therefore, HOST of
Creator/ Creation.
This is a time in sequence of Earth
human evolution for many ones to awaken
into the understanding of what is Divine
Inheritance of oneness and responsibility.
Each of the fragments of Creator/Creation
work slowly and most deliberately "up"
the ladder of knowledge and wisdom, moving ever further from density and compression of physical through the very lessons of
that compressyon and duality.
Many Eartn humans have been painfully obscured from truly "seeing" and
"knowing" Truth. You ones have been
deceived through the largest conspiracy
against you, that being your "sacrednreligions. The powers which rule your souls do
so by very cunning manipulation of your
thinking processes, mind control if you
i l l . Often the deceptions are ever so
subtle, placed carpfully within aconcept of
Truth which even reasoning intelligent
humans miss ...a t first. So powerful and
dedicated are these evil powers that their
false teachings are laid as the foundation of
most religious institutions, and you innocent lambs bow and follow in fear and false
righteousness. You remain ever powerless
in your lives and can find no reason and
fault in self. You are taught that the power
and the blame is outside ofyour ability and
responsibility-the
d e m o n s of your
imaginings built by your ignorance and
helplessness.
RIessed humans of Earth Shan, we of
the messengers of Light and Truth have
grown with you and walked among you
that we may learn to penetrate this evil
shroud which devours you from within.
We volunteer and many of our brothers
and sisters have incarnated to lift this
shroud of deception which h a s nearly extinguished the Light of Creator/Creation
upon your place. We witness your agony
and suffering by the impact of that place to
your senses. WE KNOW what it is like
because WE, many of us, who serve this
mission of Truth, have walked as human
with you. We have obligated ourselves to
assist those ofyou who search for a brighter
way, for you are our brethren, our younger
siblings, and we often agonize with you for
p u are so often filled with doubts and
confusion.
You who came to assist this mission of
Light and Truth and remember it not, will

not much longer be shrouded or veiled
from your inner knowledge and mission.
Slowly, individually, you are given to remember, and then we are allowed to make
our presence known to you. And yet we are
not here to perform "proof"of our presence
for this development must happen within
each first and then we can allow for contact
in the proper sequence. You ones must
learn to "thinkwfor selves and reason with
logic and self research. We cannot just
drop in on your lives and disrupt personal
and mass evolution, for you must know
within about your power and responsibility and seek diligently to abide by Spiritual
Laws. It is not logical to rain knowledge
upon you which you cannot use for lack of
understanding the primary basis of knowledge and Spiritual Laws. There is no way
to cheat in the courses of your life. You
either KNOW and live accordingly or you do
not know and err and must handle the
consequences of the error and hopefully
learn from same. It is that simple.
You also cannot hide from your destiny
for it will be brought to you until you take
the steps to walk its path of Truth. You
each came to this lifestream with a plan
from your own design. A Guide was assigned and volunteered to assist you on
your path. Other teachers and messengers
have been delegated to this classroom as
well. And as each of you develops your
ability to "hear" within and use reason
and logic in your daily interactions, you
will "awaken" a bit more until soon you
remember your mission and goal.
Some of you are under constant attack
in your physical and emotional lives. You
are attacked from your financial pocketbook, your families and friends, your jobs
and your government, and most especially
your churches and synagogues. When you
break free from one area of attack, then you
find you are suffering elsewhere. Wherever
you have developed a dependence which
will not serve you, it will appear to be
attacked. You will feel victimized by it and
helpless ...until you realize you are not
helpless and find the cause of insecurity
deep within you and release it.
If you do not accept the attack within
(and become paralyzed by it by your choice),
you will not be affected adversely for you
will have recognized your power to change
a lemon to lemonade. It is human perception which feels victimized from outside
and reduced to powerlessness because of
it. You see, precious chelas, it is not WHAT
happens to you that makes the lesson, it is
HOW you respond and behave to the cir-

cumstancesyou are confronted with which
is the measure of your growth, or lack
thereof. You each are incomplete in your
skills and knowledge, so therefore, you are
offered opportunities to perfect these incomplete aspects of self to achieve the
destiny of your soul.
There can be no penetration of evil that
is fatal to your growth ...unless you allow
yourself to be controlled by it. Then your
growth can be inhibited and stagnated
because ofyour lack of knowledge for many,
many lifestreams or for only one lifestream
or for only one week; it is up to you. Your
soul destiny always has a plan within
Divine Plan to progress itself toward oneness again. Time is meaningless to spirit
for spirit is ever on its road back home to
God and The Creation.
There can also be no penetration of evil
which succeeds to emotionally defile you
and confuse you unless there exists that
confusion and insecurity already deeply
hidden within.
So in a sense, we protect your physical
life to complete its mission, but when you
harbor ill-emotions and insecurities, it
serves your soul to confront the cause of
these deep-seated fears. This is why when
ones of you are emotionally charged negatively because of ELF transmissions or
mind-control frequencies, it serves you to
recognize the weakness and thereby begin
to correct it within you. Do you see? We do
not interfere with these "attack" frequencies unless they can do "physicalnharm to
you. In this way we can offer support to
help YOU find the cause and correct your
thinking accordingly.
Thank you for sitting with me this day,
Druthea. Be at peace, little one. You are
seeing things more clearly than you would
like to believe. It is well. Thank you for
pondering this document. I AM Sananda.
One with God Creator and The Creation.
Walk in peace and love and the Great Spirit
walks with you. Salu.

FUNDING
THE PHOENIX INSTITUTE
AND
THE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CENTER
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Funds in Banks, Stocks, Bonds, Mutual Funds and U.S. Treasuries all
help support the Adversary.
Funds in the Phoenix Institute help to
support the work of the Hosts, The
Constitutional Law Center and publishingldistributing The Word. Tax
Deductible contributions can be made
to the Court of Last Resort.
For information please telephone
(805) 822-060 1. Thank You.
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Today's News Watch:
Patriots In High Gear
YOU Get Moving, Too!
12/28/92 #2

HATONN

WATCH THE BUSHES
Quail hunting in Texas when your
whole world is falling down around your
ears? I think not. Notice the news and
who has been on stage! The Bushwhackers are a t it, brothers, and you had better
watch out!
You will note that all of the "top dogs"
other than the "top big dog, Kissingern
and James Baker were all headlined on
the news yesterday and today-for various reasons. This is to get them off the
screens or have "run tapes" to cover
their missing assets. Bush is NOT going
to Somalia to feed children or kiss your
sons and daughters-they HAVE TO BE
IN THE MIDDLE EAST!
GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY T O HELP
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CENTER

Our people are working this day on
bringing a'citizen's action" against Bush
and if that prostitute of a nation "pardonsn himself or some such other stupid
tactic-like "running", he will be brought
before a "citizen's court" of some kind.
When prosecuted and if found guilty it
will automatically negate all the other
pardons given this past week-IF attorneys don't flub the opportunity! I petition you outraged lawyers-GET U S
SOME HELP!! We have to have some
attorneys to back u p the Law Center. We
have plenty of willing "disbarred" and
'awaiting" lawyers but this system still
will only recognize a lawyer (Bar) in the
fixed courts! We take one step at a time.
We have an attorney to sign documents
but still the focus seems to be more on
the retainer u p front than the case in
point. Paperworkcan be drawn-but we
want a signature! Judge Bork is working
on some of the cases-but he is a nation

distant-we need some in the immediate
area of Sacramento, or local, or Bakersfield, or Los Angeles-but available to
Sacramento with perhaps no more on
the day of a trip than travel costs. You
lawyers with imagination MUST realize
that the SYSTEM, AS IS, will fall shortlyand he who is within the loop of Constitutional Law-is going to benefit in unlimited measure. The reason we have so
many disbarred helpers is that the Bar
has made damned sure all who don't
play ball with the corruption are automatically OUT on any pretext desired.
We still have to get the Constitution
"rights" of representation through-so
please, at present all we need is phone
help-like tomorrow (Tuesday).
There will be a meeting of the Computer Network with the Constitutional
Law Center with, hopefully, phone
hookup with Bork-tomorrow or Wednesday. America-you can break it or MAKE
IT this week if you so desire!
If this n e w s does not reach y o u
today-whenever you get it and are
willing to participate--please contact
the Law C e n t e r , the LIBERATOR, THE
WORD, E. J., E d Young--anyone-they
will hook you up properly.
We are r e a d y f o r a "LOGOw o n these
entities-I
ask that it be, in e v e r y
case, a PHOENIX. The PHOENIX will
be the e m b l e m of your rebuilt nation
f o r it shall be greater, even, than the

C o s m i c B r o t h e r h o o d has n o w had s u f ficient p e t i t i o n that w e are g o i n g t o be
allowed m o r e p a r t i c i p a t i o n . No, that
doesn't m e a n that w e are g o i n g t o
a p p e a r in hordes-we
will continue
e x a c t l y as is so that YOU CAN TURN
YOUR NATION AROUND! GOD WILL
SUPPORT YOU I F YOU ACT EVER IN
INTEGRITY--GREED I S NO LONGER
ACCEPTABLE IN T H E PATRIOT ARMY.
IT WILL MEAN "SHARINGn O F RESOURCES UNTIL FUNDING CAN BEGIN
TO RETURN. T H E LIBERATOR WILL
BE MADE AVAILABLE AS "THE" RESOURCE FOR INFORMATION.

This, of course, means that self-supporting workers are needed at every
point in your nation and ultimatelyon your globe. We are happy to be a
central receiving resource-we will not
DO IT FORYOU. Ones have been generous enough to allow u s a few meetings so
that means EVERY MEETING MUST BE
WORTHY IN ACCOMPLISHMENT-EVERY ONE! TIME I S O F THE UTMOST
IMPORTANCE S O GAGGLING AND TIDBIT "LOOK WHAT 'I'VE' DONEw I S
NOT ACCEPTABLE. COME IN TO WORK
OR KEEP CLEAR, PLEASE. AT THIS
T I M E WE ARE NOT AFTER J U S T
IDEAS-WE ARE AFTER ONES WHO
CAN GET I T DONE!

IRA0 SHOOT-DOWN

Note, "not the U.N." but, the U.S.,
shot down a plane in the "no-fly" zone.
COSMIC COUNCIL GIVES However, it is fully in dispute whether or
not it was actually in the no-fly area as
OK FOR MORE HELP
described on the U.N. decree. U.S.YOU ARE IN BIG, BIG TROUBLE! That
FROM THE HOSTS
shoot-down was THE SIGN seen 'roundthe-world, to coincide with the hidden
1f ones f r o m acbsmoi" andl or gathering of the 'MOBw. The next weeks
Treasarygate w i s h to participate--in- until the 20th will be indeed chancy.
vite them. M a n will learn to respond KNOW that Clinton is 'in" with his whole
immediately or be passed by. T h e controlling puppet masters-within this

Eagle!

*

*
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charade of evil.
MONEY AND ECONOMY
The Cosmos-Patriot groups have been
able to block, so far, the plans of economic collapse-but it is still most tenuous. Ones who thought they were doing
great service nave spoken out with information untimely and GREATLY DAMAGEDTHE UNFOLDMENT OFTHE PLAN.
Exuberance for a "cause" is one thingtelling the whole world of the plan is
quite anothcl-and all but makes it impossible to control the affront.
Curiositv and "I knew it first" are the
deadly downfall of all patriot movements
into change--can you not "wait upon the
Lord" just a little bit? We can get your
money (currency) exchanged across the
board into ncal treasury currency with
"backing" if you but allow things to
unfold. Yob don't seem to realize-YOU
HAVE ENEMIES A N D THEY ARE
DEADLY! We KNOW you are curiousand we will let you know what can be
known as quickly as possible-please,
do not continue to shoot your own feet
off! A loose tongue has lost more battles
than any lack of ammunition. This is
vrhat h a s happened recently through the
el'forts of ones who simply want to help-but it has made it all but impossible to
continue work at the central core. All
those cards have brought focus on that
place like a magnifying glass-focu sed
light beam. it is always hard to tell just
who is on "your side". However, if you
handle things properly-it doesn't matter who is on your side and who is
against you if your intent is "right".
Eager-beavers ruin the dam every time.
I can tell you now that if this behavior
continues-the "Cosmos" part of that
little arrangement will pull out!

Yes, for you who are waiting for the
supplement: We are working as fast as
little hands can move. We do, however,
require protection of the products and
full control over all advertising so that
nothing is done or said which takes this
out of the supplement category. What
seems most appropriate to do is integrate capability of utilizing that which
you already have acquired from this resource and shift over. Supplies are being built but it takes time to meet regulations of labels, etc. Be a bit patient,
please. We will also be bringing forth a
chlorella with introduced cellular programming specific to each consumer
The DNA will reprogram its crystal-program to individualize. This will be a
"whole food" product-not
drug, not
'chemical" and fully NATURAL. I t will

I

A

T H E WORD

Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos
In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn and written
transcriptions of some taped topics, TXZ WcrRQ also offers other tapes and
videos on selected topics.
Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two
tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. The
transcriptions are $3.00 each. (Mexico or Canada add $0.25 and other foreign
countries add $0.50 per tape or transcription.) Postage is included in tape and
transcription prices.
Please send check or money order to: rtff WORD, P.O. Box 61 94,
Tehachapi, CA 93582 or c a l l 805-822-4176 if you have questions or you
wish t o use your Visa, Discover or Master Card.
Ifyou desire to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send
at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify
you as your balance reaches zero.
Special Ordertapes are noted below by * and are not automatically sent since
this material is usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written
transcriptions are noted by #.
The following i s a complete l i s t of meeting dates with the number of tapes
in bold in parentheses and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus:
2/22/92(4); 3/14/92(4);
3/21 /92(2); 3/28/92(1); 4/4/92(3);
4/12/92(2) a talk at local Community
Church;
4/13/92(1) # "What i s a Semite?";
4/17/92(1) # "Who Were the First
Christians?"
4/25/92(2)* # "The Photon Belt";
4/26/92(3); 5/1/92(1) "L.A. Riots and
The Bigger Plan";
5/2/92(3);
5/8/92(2) radio talk show;
5/9/92 (4);
5/11 /92(3) * "Silent Weapons For
Quiet Wars";
5/13/92(3) meeting with European
visitors over lunch;
5/16/92(3); 5/23/92(2);
5/30/92(3)* "The Divine Plan and
Places In Between" tapes 1-3;
6/1/92(3); 6/4/92(2); 6/6/92(4);
6/13/92(3); 6/2 1/92(3); 6/2 7/92(2);
6/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt
Lake City, UT;
6/30/92(3)* "The Divine Plan and
Places In Between" tapes 4-6;
7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
7/12/92(3);

mf,WORD NOW

ACCEPTS
VISA, DISCOVER OR
MASTER CARD
'

7/18/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
7/26/92(3);
8/3/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
8/8/92(2);
8/3 1/92(2) Anti-Christ Banksters;
9/5/92(2);
9/12/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
10/4/92(3); 10/10/92(2);
10/17/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
10/24/92(2);
1 1/I/92(2);
1 1/1/92(1) radio program, New Mexico;
1 1/8/92(2);11 /14/92(3);1 1/22/92(2);
1 1/2 5/92(1) radio program, Gallup, NM;
1 1/29/92(2);
1 2/6/92(2);
12/7/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Croup-I;
12/8/92(1) Cosmos Patriot Group-11;
12/12/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Group-111;
12/13/92(2); 12/20/92(2).
SPECIAL AUDIO, 8/16/92(3)*, Bo Critz
speech in Tehachapi;
SPECIAL VIDEO, 8/16/92, Tehachapi Citizens' Rally featuring Col. James "BowCritz,
$1 2;
SPECIAL MUSIC AUDIO, Steven Vaus-"WE
MUST TAKE AMERICA BACK" available for
85;
SPECIAL MUSIC AUDIO, Brent Moorhead"LET'S TAKE OUR NATION BACK" available
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reclaim in wholeness the cellular structure specific to type of cell within the
body. This means that the immune system will reclaim itself.
There will be specific supplement aiready programmed for various compromised organs, i.e., liver, kidney, etc. But
that will need more attention before it
can be reieased without being stopped in
allowed distributior,.
Since the supplements will reclaim
the immune system, the immune system
will function without being compromised
so all mutant-cell diseases and viral activities will be targeted and the body will
reclaim itself.
Remember that when the student is
ready, the teacher appears. Well, also,
when the people are ready for God to
assist-HE will not fail! Please do, however, allow u s to work out things properly and KNOW, PLEASE, there will likely
have to be many changes in these early
stages of labels, packaging, pricing, etc.
The INTENT is to keep this within our
own operation somehow, in order to disallow greedy marketers from ripping-off
the public. We desire to get the pricing
such that ALL can have the supplements
and this is really difficult in this world in
which you live because a natural item is
easily copied. We will have a logo of some
sort as we move forward so that you can
identify product.
I take time to make this PUBLIC because I want it understood that this is a n
offering from Higher Resource and it
shall not be taken lightly if greedy man
takes this and foists his lies upon the
public. Please, readers-it
is indeed
difficult and if you are out there and
know the procedures for insuring rightsplease help one another and get this into
security. A s a for instance, the beloved
brother who h a s now created this WITH
ME, h a s family and business partners
who denounce all that the man does in
the name of God and deny all connections
with Cosmos Brotherhood. This is fine,
but we work with one who is now in
shadow years a n d there c a n be no estate
protection of the product if not carefully
orchestrated NOW!
We will, a t any rate, be keeping you
informed. You who have ordered "Crystal Lifewwill be able to utilize it so there
will be no loss and, in the interim, your
health will be improving constantly.
KNOW that it is hard, as it will be with
"free energyw-if it comes too early and
is not carefully managed-the
billion
dollar "industries" will kill the product.
We MUST have a healthier "living" citizenry or we will continue to have a dying
nation and world. The chemical/drug
houses have destroyed the well-being of
all bodies on the globe.
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FAMINE IN SOMALIA
Note, for instance, that the facts are
now flowing out-even against the "fixed
media" that the "starvation" is not nearly
as bad as given you to believe-for the
people are already infected (infested)with
disease and no treatments for same.
Tuberculosis of untreatable strain is rampant as are Measles and all other "childhood" diseases-when
the Smallpox
strain now perfected is laced into the
inoculations-you will see death of nations by the uncountable numbers. AIDS
is already interjected but most of the
people are so malnourished and sick as
to die off prior to notable AIDS. You
must understand something about AIDS
(HIV)infections-you have to either "inject it in inoculations" or have a society
healthy enough to interact physically in
order to progress the disease itself. A
healthy immune system is all that will
stop this mad spread. What hope do you
see of getting something like Gaiandriana
into those areas? Right-NONE.
Chelas, we have to take one step at a
time-where walking is allowed. If you
lose your Constitution-you will lose your
"walking rightsw. It is "do or diewAmerica! You will "heal" self or it's down
the tubes! GOD WINS! I HOPE YOU
WILL BE WITH US.

* HOT *

HOW DOES HATONN
KNOW SO MUCH?
Well, I get around! And, I have "gotten
around" for a very long time. I helped write
your Constitution as did many of my own
compatriot+you can just refer to us as
Gcxi'sUshadow governmentn! Thank you.
Dharma, close this please. I have so many
other things to cover this day and I need to
finish the document, OVK-2000 today so we
can get on with other topics. It will be a busy
week following a most debilitating week-end
anditwiI1alsobea"short"weeksoIneedyoi:
to get away this afternoon--out of the valley
if possible, for a bit ofrenewal out ofthe area.
Whatever space is left in these extra long
papers can be filled with some humor or
something. If more room is availablescan
in "Lighter's" most recent communique. We
are going to have to get over so much "I",
"Me" andego toutingaswego along-but for
now, we have to take what is available and
God shall give His own lessons in His ow11
timing.
Thank you,
Hatonn to stand by for the meeting.

LIBERATORS!

I suggest you beg, borrow or heist a copy
of the LIBERATOR this week and next-if
neveragain. Theywill bearthe OPERATION
VAMPIRE KIZtklR 2000, A U.S. Police Action THIS IS AMOVEMENT BY THE LAW
OFFICERS' ASSOCIATIONS FOR CONSTITUTIONAL LAW. IT I S OFFERED
THROUGHTHEKINDNESSANDAUSPICES
OF(retiredpoliceoffl~8f)JACKMCLAMB.
(Ruby Creek Uplayer".)
W e are runnjngthe original document
by that name (OPERATION VAMPIRE
RIT.LER 2000, A U.S. PolbeAc#on)in full
in this week's and next week's LIBERATOR,with full credit and honor to those
brave and daring Offtcers who effort to
inform their broth-.
MAKE SURE EVERY POLICE OFFICER, SHERIFF, LAWMAN OF ANY KIND,MILITARY AND/ORGETS ONE OR A HUNDRED. WE WILL
REPRINTIFNECESSARYANDKEEPTHE

PRICESASUlWASPOSSIBLE--ITISTIME,
PATRIOTS,TOTAKEASTANDFORYOUR
NATION AND REMEMBER, IF YOU ATTEND WELL-'TIS THE PEN WHICH IS
FAR MOREMIGHTYTHAN ANY SWORD IF
WIELDEDTIMELYANDPROPERLY!

(Editor'snote: ~bL$s,
all of yougmat
and he@ful treaders, get these important
LIBERATORS spread fat and wide, especially among youtfriends who am Law

Public Notice
DUE TO THE EFFORTS AT BANNING,
BY THE UNIVERSITY O F SCIENCE AND
PHILOSOPHY, THE PUBLICATION AND
DISTRIBUTION O F THOSE PHOENIX
JOURNALS UNDER THE LABEL O F THE
PLEIADESCONNECTION SERIES, INCLUDING THE PHOENIX JOURNALS TITLED
MATTER ANTI-MATTER AND AIDS: THE
LAST GREAT PLAGUE, AMERICA WEST
DISTRIBUTORS IMMEDIATELY DISCONTINUED SELLING THE S E R I E S AND
SHIPPED ALL OFTHE REMAINING STOCK
TO TEHACHAPI DISTRIBUTING, IAC. AT
THAT TIME THERE WERE STOCKS WITH
OTHER BOOKSELLERS.
LET IT HEREIN BE KNOWN TO ONE
AND ALL THAT TEHACHAPI DISTRIBUTING, INC. IS AN INDEPENDENT BOOK
DISTRIBUTION COMPANY AND IS I N NO
WAY CONNECTED WITH O R T O THE FOLLOWING NAMED INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS: DORIS AND E.J. EKKER,
THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, GEORGE AND
DESIREg GREEN, AMERICA WEST PUBLISHERS, INC. OR AMERICA WEST DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
ADVERTISING FOR THE PLEIADES
CONNECTION SERIES AND THE OTHER
TWO BANNED JOURNALS IN THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR IS ARRANGED BY PRIVATE
AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
TEHACHAPI DISTRIBUTWG, INC. AND
THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR
L
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On Snowflakes And Th.e Power Of Working Together
(We thought you might enjoy this wonderful greeting sent to the LIBERATOR Office, along with a recent, related newspaper cartoon.)
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Pleiades Connection Series JOURNALS, Audio Books
two other JOURNALS of related mat
THE FOLLOWING JOURNALS
MAY O N L Y B E PURCHASED
FROM THE SOURCE BELOW:

(#32)I AND MY FATIIER ARE ONE
Pleiades Connection -Vol. IU

Tehachapi Distributing, Inc
P.0. Box 1911, Suite l22

ISBN: 0-9223564&7.. .6/91
or Audiobook (9tapes)

Tehachapi, CA 93581
(805) 822-9545

$30.00

PLEIADES CONNECIION SERIES:
'I ne following series of JOURNALS (or
audiobook sets) are called "The Pleiades
Connection" series because a goodly
number of Earth humans are from the
iineage of ones from Pleiades.
(#22) PLEIADES CONNECI'ION
Vol. I
by Gyeorgos Gem Hatonn

$10.00... 165pp
ISBN:02235631-9. UI90
or Audiobook (7 tapes)
$30.00

..

What are the origins of human? What is man's
purpose on earth? In this compelling and
pmfound JOURNAL the d i m € link with the

star system Pleiades is given. Covering a vast
range of topics, a number of important isflles
iue explored, including: The basic differences
betweenthe religious belief3of Christianityand
the spiritual "Christ" way of life * The advantages of Dome housing * Pleiadii crnmonauts
"e'
"Golden" Age * The purpose of plan*tarycycles * Rules governing Pleiadian Conacts * The AncientdNative people and their
:onnection to Pleiades.

(#31)GOD SAID:
LET THERE BE LIGHT
Pleiades Connedin -Vol. If
by Hatom & Germain
$10.00. ..223pp
ISBN: 0-!X235&424...6/91
or Audiobook (8t a p )

$30.00

by Hatonn & Germain

$10.00... 238pp

Master Gexmain details the nature of God/
Creator and how He Creates. The various
explanations include: the True Natute of (#36)HUMAN,THE !KIENCE OF MAN
Pleiades Connection -Vol. W
electricity, pvitation, magnetism * heat and
by Germain & Hatonn/Aton
cold * 'Ihe undivided light, the divided light *
$10.00...1Wpp
cubes/spheres * oentering * the power of
ISBN:
04223551-3...8/91
Desire * simulatedideaand energy * dualityof
or
Audiobook
(6tape)
electric effect * the nature of matter * the One
$25.00
idea (love) of Creation. Gamainalso explains
themisconceptionsof scienceaboutermgyand
matter * The MotherfFather light is defined. The very nature of God and the stmctuteof the
Unimse are examined. The vast range of
topics
in this JOURNAL include:
(#33)MURDER BY ATOMIC !XJICIDE
tion,
cycling
and immormity *
Connedion -Vol. N
betwen
the
Divided
and the Undivided Uniby CktlWdh & Hatom
*
God
mates
one
basic form * the Light
verse
$10.00... 148pp
Rincipk
*
Desire
based upon KnowlWave
ISBN: s92235647-5...7/91
edge * Why AdonlReaction are equal,oppoor Audiobook (5tapes)
siteand sirnulmus * What is Motion? * What
$25.00
is Time? * the principles of Manifestation * the
Gamain presents the debils of what d a t i n g Voidance principle * Senses vs. Knowing *
atomsare,whycertainatomsandmineralsare Soul-will vs. Ego-will * Radiationand Generato be left in their nahual state and the conse- tion * mote on Causeand Effect * Perfection of
quences of violating Natute's laws and pro- God's Law * and the Aupose of Creation.
cesses. We are warned about the danger and
seriousness of atomic energy and the malting
(#37)
OF THE
Pleiades Connedion -Vol. W I
nuclear contamhalion to the survival of all life
on this planet.

cattleandsheep viruses. Ihesobeing introduction of AIDS as a means for population d u c tion by the World Health Organintiinthrough
the SmallpoxVaccination program is exposed,
as well as involvement by the Public Health
M c e h u g h a Hepatitis B study on homosexual men in New Yolk, Los Angels and San
Francisco. Learn of the uniquemutatingability
of this virus and why theze is no such thing as
"safe sex". Viruses are crystalline stmdum,
and therefore,may bedestroyedthroughtheuse
of electromagneticsound and lightfmpencies.
The cuttingedge mearch of Stxcker, Rife,
Priore, Russell, Crane, Cathie and Tesla are
explored in this profound and troubling w l k .
Become infonned by the story behind the story
you axe being told.

(no) M A m R
ANTI-MAmR
by Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn

$10.00. ..218pp
ISBN: 0-%23!%41-6
ha to^ presentsinfirnation about spwships,
including some of their specific "harmonic"
fquencies and m a n i ~ o nats c d n areas
of the Earth Grid System * -Shuttle
Program * Skull and Bones Society Revealed *
Artificial Lifeforms called Robdoids, Synthetics & Neutrals * Little Gray Aliens * Middle
East War * Bush's trip to Paris * Fatha
Prophecies * 666 and Bar Codes and Origin of
usury.

ORDERING r n R M A T I 0 N

No Oadit Cmh,
Rilling, or COD Orders
Shipping charges for individual JOURNALS
are
$3.75 Isttitlefor UPS shipping, $0.75 each
$15.00...190pp
Gamain
presents
moE
of
the
working
details
additional
title; or$2.50 Bookratelst title, $1.00
Includes Two Audio Tapes
of
the
Cosmos,
Universe
and
what
God
is
and
e
x
h
additional.
ISBN: 0-9223564&3...8/91
how the cycles of perceived death and life
or Audiobook (7 tapes)
d
y function. Also: How to Know God * 10%price discount on 4 or more JOURNALS
$30.00
Manifestation of Love in C m r * God's when not ordering complele sets (same ship
wrmain stresses the importanceof mmmun- Purposeful Intent for Man * the tmgedy of ping rates as above).
ion (meditation) with God and gives excellent Modern Science * the Principles of Heat and
"how to" instructionsto accomplishsuccessful Cold, water and fire *the Seven New Laws of Pleiades Connedion Series* (81:
~i~mmunication
with God. mere are two Thennodynamics * the Spiral Principle * shipped UPS = $78.25
instructive audio tapes to assist in relaxation, Nature's sex principle * the Nature of Light * shipped Bookrate = $81.75
clearing your space and relinquishing your Transmutationof matter * Purpose of the Cube
egoam&mnessto receiveimphation, knowl- in Natue * mote on Expansion and Compres- Pteides Connedion Series+ (8)dus A I I S
& M A r n R ANTI M A r n R
sion.
edge and guidance from God.
(10books total):
shipped
UPS = $97.00
TWO
ADDITIONAL
.JOURNALS:
(#35) THE SACRED SPIRIT WITHIN
shipped
Boduate
= $100.75
Mdes Connedion -Vol. M
(#8)
AIDS:
THE
LAEX
GREAT
by HatonnlAton & Gennain
*(primon sets include 15%bscount)
$10.00. ..239pp
PLAGUE

ISBN: 0-9223552-1...9/91
or Audiobook (5tapes)
$25.00

(#34) PHONE HOME, ET
Pleiades Connection -Val. V
by H i t t O ~& Germain

The natureof W a n d C h o n i s LIGHT.'Ihis
TOURNAL offers a compdensive undertand ding of our very nature, w h m we came
hmandultirnatelyreturnto,andhowtocmte
balance. Among the vast m y of concepts
which are presented: Expansion and Cornpmsionequals lifddeathcycles * Thetruemeaning
ISBN: G9223550-5 8/91
ofsensation,consciousness, Cosmic Consciousor Audiobook (6 tapes)
ness, "thinkingn,lmagination a d Inspiration
$25.00
* Illusion and Reality * How to KNOW God *
The Voidance W i l e * Two-Way Universe
God will work Miah you, notfor you. Within
* Polarity * The principle, law and symbol of thw
fud me -hm of this
Love * Wave fidds * C u b S P h m , and -,
in his usual amt
stVle,cldy

...

Spirals in Y a m .

explains and defines: Higher Knowledge *
Causeand Effect * the Mystery of Gravity * the
Spiritualbasis of Polarity * the Law of Rhythmic Balanced Interchange in nature * the Birth
of Character and Righteousness * Cosmic
Consciousness * How Equal-Opposite pairs
achieve unity * Universal Rhythm * why the
Laws of God bring Balance * the Paralyzing
role of Fear * the Nature of F m Wtll.

by

Hatonn, M t a c T&
Rusfell

&

PLEIADES AUDICbmKS

Pleiades C0-n
Set of 8 = $194.50 in$10.00...15opp
cludesshipping (and 15% discount);individual
I$BN: 0.022356-04-1
audiobooks = $3.75 Ist tide for UPS shipping,
The m t i v e origins of this man-pdced $0.75 a h additional %,or $2.50 Bookmte
axe t e v d d , including the link with la title. ll-00 each a d d i t i d title.
7
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Please Help CLC!
Dear Readers,
The
Law Center
wishes to thank
you for your
and prayers' It is because
ofyour dedication
prese*ing t h e Constitutional rights of
everyone that we continue to become increasingly effective.
Currently, we are seeking experts i n Constitutional Law, as
well as other a r e a s of law, to assist
u s with t h e tremendous research
t h a t we m u s t develop. This research c a n b e done in your a r e a
a n d forwarded to u s via fax or
mail.
We are especially in need of t h e
legal knowledge of suspended, disbarred or retired attorneys a n d are
desirous of establishing contact
with t h o s e w h o a r e n a t u r a l l y
"drawn" t o t h e study a n d practice
of Constitutional (Common) Law.
We urge you to contact us ifyou,
o r someone you know, a r e available t o perform s u c h research for
t h e Constitutional Law Center.
And again, we thank you for your
tremendous s u ~ ~ o r t .
Sincerely,
Gene Dixon, Director
Constitutional Law Center
9 16-485-7901
1 A

THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR

T i A y ' S WATCH
PHONE LINE
805-822-0202
Announcing a new service for our dedicated
readers. Today's Watch
phone line will carry
n e w s and comments
fromcommander
Hatonn's writings. This
is our way of keeping
you informed about
breaking world events.
The announcement machine will answer after 2
rings if there are any new
messages for that day,
and after 4 rings if not.
In that way daily callers
can hang up after 2 rings
and save toll charges if
no new message has
been recorded. The message update(s), if any,
occur by 6 PM PacificTime.
i

PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST
THESE WORKS ARE A'SERI&
CALLED THE PHOENIX JOURNALS AND HAVE BEEN WRTl'EN
T O A S S I S T MAN TO BECOME
AWARE OF LONGSTANDING DECEPTIONS AND OTHER CRITICAL
MATTERS TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A
SPECIES. JOURNALS ARE $10
EACH PLUS SHIPPING.

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS
NAME IMMANUEL, I AM
SANANDA
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL
REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC
DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGED-

42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I1
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I11
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
47. PRE-FLIGHT INSTRUCTIONS
VOL. I
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VI1
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53. TANGLED WEBS VO. IX
54. THE FUNNEL'S NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
57.GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN
2000, DIVINE PLAN VOL.11

EX 1. PHOENIX JOURNAL EXPRESS VOLUMES I & I1 (BOOK)
FEET FROM HELL
$15.00
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
EX 2. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX9. SATAN'S DRUMMERS
PRESS VOLUMES I11 & IV
lo. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
(BOOK) $15.00
EX 3. PHOENIX JOURNAL EXCRY OF THE
PRESS VOLUMES V & VI
12. CRUCIFIXION O F THE
PHOENIX
(BOOK) $15.00
EX
4. PHOENIX JOURNAL EX13. SKELETONS IN THE
PRESS VOLUMES XI11 & XIV
CLOSET
(BOOK) $20.00
14. RRPP - RAPE, RAVAGE,
EX 5. PHOENIX JOURNAL EXPILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF
PRESS VOLUMES XV & XVI
THE PHOENIX
15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITU(BOOK) $25.00
FOR IIOFORMATIOIO ABOUT
TION
M Y JOURNALS OR BOOKS
16. YOU CAN SLAY THE
MENTIONED IN THIS NEWSDRAGON
PAPER, PLEASE CONTACT:
17. THE NAKED PHOENIX
America West Acblisherr,
18. BLOOD AND ASHES
a Nevada corporation
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON
P.O. Box 2 2 0 8
20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION
Carson
City, Nevada, 89702
2 1. CREATION, THE SACRED
1-800-729-4131
UNIVERSE
nr
23. BURNT OFFERINGS
THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, INC.
24. SHROUDS OF THE SEV2810 W. Charleston Blvd. Suite G6723
ENTH SEAL
Las Vegas, Nevada 89102
25. THE BITI'ER COMMUNION
1-800-800-5565
26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSJri GS
(Mastercard, VISA, Discover)
THE ANTI-CHRIST BY
ANY NAME: KHAZARS
USA (except Alaska & Hawaii)
27. PHOENIX OPERATORVPS$3.75 1st title, $. 75 ea add'l
I Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea addel I
OWNER MANUAL
Ric~rity-$3.401st title, $1.00 ea add'l
28. OPERATION SHANSTOHM
a mr*rr
29.END OF THE MASQUERADE
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
~riority-$3.401st title, $1.00 ea add01
38. THE DARK CHARADE
t s 1 g g g " , dAn 2DA" ,
title# $l.O0
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I
Surface-&.Oo 1st title., $1.50
ea addl
.
I ~irbook-$4.501st title, $2.00 ea add'l I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAS LIE
FOREIGN
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. II
Surface-$3.00 1 st title, $1.50 ea add?
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A
Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate

DON
6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN

"
1
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Subscription Rates
THE PHOENLX LIBERA TOR
is published by
THE PHOENJX LIBERATOR,Inc
2810 W Charleston Blvd Ste G6723
Las Vegas, Nevada 89102
Subscription orders may be placed by
mail to the above addressor by phone to
1-800-800-5565. Subscriptionrates are:
$20 for 13 issues (US); $22 (Canada1
Mexico);$30 (Foreign);or 26 issues for
$40 (US); $44 (Canada/Mexico);$60
(Foreign); or 52 issues for $75 (US);
$80 (Canadahlexico); $1 10 (Foreign).
Subscribers: Expiration date appears on right side of mailing label.
Ouantitv Subscriutions: $97.50 for 25
copies of 13 issues; $135. for 50 copies
of 13 issues (US); $250 for 100 copies,
of 13 issues (US); $500 for 100 copies
of 26 issues (US); or $1,000 for 100
copies of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid
Continental US. Alaska, HI., Canada,
Mexico and Foreign, call or write for
shipping charges.
Single copies of back issues of THE
PHOENIX LIBERATOR or EXPRESS are $1.50 each. Quantity back
issue prices are as follows: 1-10 copies
$1.50each; 11-50copies $15.00;51-100
copies $25.00. Shipping included, postpaid in the Continental U.S.A. Alaska,
Hawaii, Canada & Foreign orders please
callorwriteforadditionalshippingcharges.

Co~vriahtStatement
COPYRIGHT 1992 by THE PHOENLX
LIBERATOR, Inc. Reproduction of this
newspaper for private, non-profit use is
expressly encouraged,as long as the content and integrity remain absolutely unchanged. For commercial purposes, reproduction is strictly forbidden until permission is granted in writing from THE
;PHOENIX LIBERA TOR, INC.

